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Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
Rates of Advertising: One inch of space,!
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
81 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents pe
week after; three insertions, or less, 81 00; coutinu
I ng every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; on
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmemexts,” 82 00 per squar
per week; three insertions or less .$1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine Stati
Press” (which has a large circulation in every par
of the State) for 81 00 per square for first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent iuser
tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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»w prepared to loan
money In aunts
$100 to any amount desired, on first
class mortgages in
Portland, Cape Elizabefit, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous oi building can also be accommodated with loans.
OEO. K. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Ealale & mortgage Broker*.
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Counsellor AA
88 EXCHANGE

Law !

STREET,
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PORT! AND, HE.
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Attorney

and

AlT

Counsellor

LAW!

and Counsellors at

Law,

Payson.

E. P.
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GEORGE D. JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER
136 MIDDLE STREES, Up Stairs.
N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Free

and Cross Streets.

drain and

Commission

H.

Chicago.

VIS,

st. One or both tencmenls
sold. P ice $700 and $800 each. The above
property Is well situated, supplied w.th Sebago water, ami is a bargain. Enquire at 6J Dow st.
Ocl8
t(8w

Emery
aug25

JAMES A. TENNEY.

st.

PROFESSIONAL NOTICE.
LECTURER ON

Anatomy, Physiology

STREET,

tllliagO.

st., Boston.

and Science

Informs his friends and patients that he has opened
an office for the practice of his
profession at
18 BROWN STREET,

& Co.

Peyret

JACQUES,

PORTLAND, ME.,
he

may be confidentially consulted,
WHERE
of diseases and deespecially in all the

OF

more

FRENCH WINES,
Wholesale & Retail
348 CONGRESS STREET.

for the treatment of which be is so
justly celebrated. It is too well known that hundreds sutler
! from the efiects of early indiscretion and seek in
vain for relief. For none but the educated
physician
who hits made these subjects a
specialty is likely to
succeed in restoring the patient to health and

strength.

Jacques, after many years' practice, begs to
announce his treatment as
eminently successful in
curingNervous. Mental and Phvsical Debility. Languor, Depression of Spirits, Painful Dreams, Loss of
Appetite, Memory, &c., and having ,had great experience during an extensive practice and received
high
honors and testimonials for his superior treatment
of those diseases requiring skilful and confidential
advice he is enabled to ensure a safe and
speedy cure.
The Doctor particularly Invites those
patients
whose cases may have been neglected or
pronounced
incurable at once, to place themselves under his
care,
assuring them that all that science, skill and long
practice can accomplish will be at their service.
Hedistinctly states that no case will he undiwtaken
unless a |>ermauent cure can be guaranteed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee.
85, and
the case, will be immediately atDr.

NATHAN

GOULD,

merchant Tailor,
MIDDLE

STREET.

_

tST" The beat goods of every season always on
hand, and ail r*ork personally attended to with
neatness and promptness.
m>4tl

W. L.

KEILEB,

Fresco

Fainter, foll^describing

Hours of consultation from 10 in the
morning till
aud 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

18

Offioe at Schumaoher Bros, 5 Deering Block
A CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
roe tor the last n teen years. I have the pleasure in
to them Mr. W. L. KEfLERfor
continuance of the same, feeling confident that he
is able to please all who mav give him a call in his
line,
CHAS.S. SCHUMACHER.

PORTLAND,

SEWINGMACHINE.

BREWER,

ot Leather Beltings. Rubber
Belting and Hose furnished to order. Also
lor sale Beit Leather, Sides and Baebs, Lace
Leather, Belt Heoks, Copper Rivets and Burs.

MANUFACTURER

jy7-d6m

Portland, July 6,1871.

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
to which is the best” Sewing Machine, do not
yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call aud examiue “THE SUV€3-ER” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all pur-
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Richardson, Hill & Ce.,
BANKERS,
Sears Building,

3

PAPFR

Rnmrlit

Boston.

mid

unld

•mil

daily

monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
on

a “singer” in the house,
always ready to
comply with auy reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may not have a
Christmas”
“Merry
and a “Happy New Year”, each day of which shall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of ‘‘The Singer”

balances credited

ADVANCES made

approved

on

ollaterals.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22
eodtim

If

331 CONGRESS STREET.
you have already a Sewing Machine, call and

WHEELOCK &

card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the akin.
Call and.judge for yourselves.
CT-lvioito-Good work at Moderate Pric-

STARTS
ALLEN’S

CORNER

13.00
3.30 P. M.
4.30
5.00
6.00
from head of Wash-

0.30

& CO.,

SUNDAY.

9.30 A. 91.
1.45 P. 91.

Merchants,

6.15
ington,

Will give especial
shipment of Flour, Grain and Provisions for Eastern

jy!3dCm

HUNT & JEWETT,
Dealer,/ in

Italian & American Marble,
Office 313 CONGRESS STREET,
Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

good aseorlment

of Italian
and
Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock'j at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble workon
American

SHALL

hand

a

aug‘22

ers.

8ILEBIDAH &

GBUHTHB,-

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,
SO. 9 SOOTH ST.,
|gp~ Promt,! attention
n

our

PORTLAND, ME.
paid to allkindsot Jobbinf
apr22dtf

line.
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COUNSELLOR
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LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.
tf

law,

removed their office to No. OSEichnnce
Mtrrrt, over the Portland Savings Bank
December M, 1871.
<I3w

Have

HOOPER,
UPHOLSTERER
H.

Nos» 31 d) 23 Free
MANUFACTURER

ure

boxed and

Forest

NOTICE

hereby given
been duly appointed Executor
NOTICE
MARY S.
late of
is

City Bowling Alley.

parties

has just opened to public and pri-

a new

Bowling Alley

at

NO. 1G SILVER STREET.
GEO.

B.

GORDON.

_Dcc. 23-dtf
NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
Fifty Vrnr. Kntablinhril.

(VIA82-1™
In

tVabapc

A

YEAR IN ADVANCE. We art
iuducements for new subscribers

I.ARGK cash premiums
8

for

mmtave
postage.
dc.ld&w

circulars Kent

on

receipt of stamj
CO.,

It. I-. BATON A

W51-4W

Boston, .Tina*.

that the subscriber ha
©f the Will o

HILBORN,
Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by
giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
.JOSEPH a. LOCKE, Executor.
Th
nov24dlaw
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.

important improvement

ever

Masons and Builders.
REDEON, 333 1-3 Congress

A. 8. DAVI8 A CO., No. 80 middle Street.
J. H. LAmsON, 153 middle 8t., cor. Cross.

91 Federal Street.

Every description of Water Fixtures

ranged and set up in the best
Jobbing promptly attended to.

A

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

77

EF“Music

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

“The best

Con-

gress Street.

Manufacture,

LEE &

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, ir 1-2 Union Street,

made

n

Sts*

die Street.
W. & 11. U. BCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle

J.

Ac Union Nta.

REMOVAL!

Custom Boot & Shoe Manufacturers
removed from 179 Middle St., to

115 FEDERAL STREET,
Next Door to tlie Albion. House.
Where we are prepared to 'manufacture to measure
all kinds of Gents’ first quality oi Boots, Shoes and
Gaiters at the shortest notice.
dc28-2w

TO BE SAFE
LOOK AT

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

GEO. C. HOBBS’

MINIATURE IRON BURGLAR

THE

KEYS.

AGENCY AT TAYLOR’S,
14 Exchange Street.
Price

N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and
every job warranted equal to any iu New England.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!
nov21tf
To Book Agents.
AIT ANTED, a few first class Canvassers for the

\r publications oftbe well-known house of Virtue
A«y Agent can select a
wnrklnHM5’
T°fk-various
work suitable ft.ew
from their
p

$13,00._jn3eod lw

United States Hotel!

A liberal inducement offered. Apply1publications.
to
MOONEY
&
SMART, Agents,
oo «•
A
88 Middle St., Over Canal Nat.
Bank, Portland, Me.
nov23-deod2m*

It.

The undersigned having assumed the sole proprieof the United States Hotel, would announce
friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1872.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy,” he will reduce liis rates to

DOLLARS A DAY’

To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of fare,{attendance and hospitalities.
No effort will be spared for the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
D. N. CUSHMAN.

ck‘29tf_

DRESSED

IHAINE~ CENTRAL"!RAILROAD

RECEIVED !

And for sale in

CO.
SCRIP Dividend of 3 per cent, for C months ending Dec. 31,1871, will be paid to the holders of
said Scrip, on the 15tli day of February next, at the
office of the Treasures in Augusta.
dc30 d2w
J. S. Cushing, Treasurer,

HOGS!

The Best lot Dressed Hogs in this Markel

JUST
AT 94

quantities to suit,

COMMERCIAL STREET.
CEO.

Jan. 5.

A.

HUNT

& CO.
dlw*

con-

that

the

A

1872.

FLINT,

j
jan9 16

or

\

Toy, Stationery

Dining:

Mathematics, Drawing
Asisstant

Fancy

run

ousiness;
factory

Boston; all appurtenances
business;long lease, low rent; satisfor selling,

best location in

to carry

on the
reasons

jall.3t

TAYLOR &

and Painting, and
in Music will be secured as

CO., 20 State St., Boston.

Excellent

Business Opportunity
For Sale.
interest in a first class manufacturing business ; safe, reliable and yielding large profits;
goods staple as flour, and always ready sale; references

HALF

as

an

possible.

Winter Term Commenm December 5th,
and Continues Eleven Weeks.

BOARD AND TUITION.
Seminary Building will be devoted to the

commodation of young ladies for boarding,
THE
the classes
be
to
sexes

may
in recitations.

arranged

so

ac-

yet

include both

as

Young Ladies $40 per Term.

Young Ladies desirous of boarding themselves will
be furnished with rooms in the Seminary Building.
Each room is designed for two persons, and will be
furnished with a '(necessary articles except quilts,
comforters, pillow cases, towels and toilet soap.
Board for young men cau be obtained in private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are offered tc
those wishing to board themselves.

English Studies
English Studies

or

Teachers’ Class.$ 5 00

and Latin and Greek.

French, German or Spanish, each,.
Book-keeping and Penmanship, both,..

Drawing.

Paintiug.
Piano Music.
Vocal.

00
5 00
3 00
4 00
8 00
12 00
3 00
6

Orleans, There he was placed on a vessel
and sailed to the mouth of the Rio Grande

For further information apply to
G. M. BODGE, Principal,
Nov.

and proceeded up that river on horseback to El Paso, where the Apaches lound
him. His captors intended to give him into
the hamb of some Jesuit priests among the
Indians, near where they captured him.
captors passed down through Mexico, ais
escaped. That great white chief was nd
man supposed to have been murdered by the
Masons, William Morgan, and the subjeethe
t of
this story, his son, Cochise.

or

A.

Jules Ch, L.

Morazain,

FROM PA It IS,

Teacher of the French

Language

Somewhat Particui.ar.—As

Late Master of Modern Languages in the Prorin
cial Training School. High and Grammar Schools
St. John, N. B.
References: Gen. J. M.Brown, J. W.Symondc

exchanged.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston.
jall-3t

INEBRIATES I
A SURE CURE for intemperance.

DO LUXURIANT

It is a vegetabl
water; will remove all de
sire for
drinks; cure* delirium tremens i: ;
intoxicating
twelve hours; and is approved by the Grand Lodge c f
to be mixed with

Good Templars of Mass.
Send for evidence. Sold by Druggists, or sent fre
of expense on receipt of price, $1 per box.
SAMUEL C. KNIGHT’S, Masonic Block,
Cambringeport, Mass.
Wholesale Agents for Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO., Portland
TT&S
4w
jn4

Fire

Hose

SHAW & CO, 102 1-2 For

new.

THOMPSON’S

POMADE

OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is entirely a
Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapt
edfor nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per
bottle.

F. C.

WELLS & CO.,
Fulton Street, New York.

192
■

*

*

FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID
DO
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION ?
Have
YOU

no9tf

Shoe Store For Sale.
Shoe Stock. Terms easy. Address
BUX 1295. Portland, Me
jn4tf

l
IN

you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of

Well*’

Machine-spread

Plaatera.

5-ply Rubber, 2 1-2 inch.

300 leet Leather 2 1-2 inch.
200 teet Linen 2 1-2 inch.
All in good older and nearly

3

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR
AND GLOSSY?

Strengthening

They will certainly cure.
They are are uomiM)sed of choice emollient gums
spread on the finest kid, of three different sizes, and
are worn with case and comfort.
Sold by Druggists
Price 15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO..
192 Fulton Street, N. Y,

Co.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of th >
above named Company, for the choice of Di
and for the transaction of such other busi
ness, as may legally come before them, will be hel l
at the office of Ross & Sturdivant, Portland, on Tucs
day, the 23d day of January, 1872, at 3 o’clock, p. m
GtiO. A. HOPKINS, Treas. and Clerk.

janlOtd

Laconia Company.
from Act of Legislature, passed Jan
nary, 1871: “No dividend shall be payable oi

EXTRACT
old shares until

a

few years from comparative

lars of which, we

think, were never yet published.
With that sagacity which distinguished him in his career Fisk saw that when
on the 2d of
April, 1865, General Lee was
driven from
Petersburg, his surrender could
not be tar distant.
He immediately went to
Boston, consulted
ot

kf8 ‘“?a“cial friends, and
S<"!ie
partners inlus scheme.

made
This was to
of the surrender of Lee and
collapse of the confederacy for use on Change in
London in advance of the mail. It will be remembered that the Atlantic cable was not
then laid. A small, swift
steamer, formerly a
blockade runner, was purchased, fitted out
and sent to Halifax in ballast. Neither the
captain nor officers of the steamer knew her
destination. The secret of her mission was
solely confided to an agent of Fisk, who was
the only passenger on board.
Steam was
kept up day and night, and everything was in
readiness for a start across the Atlantic.
Days went by, and still the steamer lay quietly in the harbor of Halifax awaiting the expected message from Fisk. At length it came.
tw,
them

get the

If

news

.Inmna

Is’Julr

Ie

1.:

1_.

«

could not have indcited a shorter
dispatch. It
was dated at
Boston, signed Fisk, and contained but one wonl—“Go!” The blockade
runner started for Queenstown
immediately
and got there two days ahead of the mail
steamer. The agent speeded across Ireland
to London and commenced his
operations.
Before twenty-four hours elapsed he sold
“short” (that is, sold what he had not
got)
$5,000,000 in confederate bonds. He had orders from Fisk to sell as long as he could
get
buyers, but was restrained by a partner of
one of the Boston men, who was cursed with
prudence. But the operation was pretty successful; the “syndicate” divided between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000, the proceeds of the
“speculation.” This was a lilt for James Fisk
Jr., which was very welcome.
Another incideut in his career illustrates
his fertility of resource when
closely cornered
by a powerful opponent. Vanderbilt had
grown jealous of Fisk and determined to
crush him,
The readiest way to do that he
thought would be by destroying the business
of the Erie railroad. With this end in view
he issued an order to lower the rates on
freight from Chicago and asked Erie to do
likewise. Fisk assented and cattle were consequently brought from the West in great
numbers and at small cost. By special
agreement the rates on Vanderbilt’s line and on
Fisk’s were made uniform.
After a tew
weeks, however, Vanderbilt showed his hand.
Giving the Erie officers short notice he broke
faith with Fisk and announced that for twenty days the freight on the Central road for
cattle from Chicago would be $1.50 per head
instead of $4. He expected to crush Erie by
this move, but he reckoned without Fisk.
The latter made no alteratiou in the rate on
the Erie road, but quietly directed his agent
in the west to purchase 40,000 head (of cattle
and send them by Vanderbilt’s route.
The
cattle were soon purchased and Fisk had the
pleasure of seeing Vanderbilt carrying freight
for him for less than the cost ol running the
trains. Of course the commodore soon grew
tired of lighting against such odds, and the
rates were again raised to those of the Erie.
Fisk cleared $100,000 by this transaction, direct'from the Central. But this was not the
full extent of the damage done the commodore. When the Central was blocked with
Fisk’s 40,000 head of cattle,the Erie was open
and carryiug other freight at its own rates.
Fisk appeared to be utterly reckless in his
conduct towards his opponents; but it was
He was really sharper
only in appearance.
than the best of his legal advisers. When the
great Erie litigation was at its height it was
stated that the Erie officers were “watering”
the stock of the road—that is, issuing extra
certificates of stock to an unlimited extent.
The Vanderbilt interest in the suit obtained
the injunction from Judge Balcomb restraining the president, vice president, secretary
and treasury of the Erie railway company
frum signing tho certificates or the stock
which were ready for issuance.
This was a
damper on the hopes of Fisk and his colleagues ; but the cunuing vice president soon
discovered a way of deliverance. Fisk got his
counsel to get out a legal document which
would have the effect of compelling him
(Fisk) and the other officers of the road to do
their duty. And he directed it to be
done,
and it was done, in this manner:—Application was made to Judge Gilbert, in Brooklyn,
on behalf of the directors of the Erie
Railway
company, for an order restraining the officers
of the company from refusing to do their
It
duty. Judge Gilbert issued the order.
was something new in law and was called a

“mandatory injunction.”
Armed with this document,

some

rectors went to the officers of the

of-the di-

road, and

demanded that they immediately sign the

certificates of stock which were prepared.
Jay Gould, James Fisk and the other officers
were thus forced to do their “duty” as requirBefore the Vanderbilt people
ed by law.
luuiliivu

utivi

junction $10,000,000 of
were signed and issued.

jjuu

><1111

UUUbm.1

certificates

m

of stock

Clippings.
—A clergyman once posted the following
notice on the gate of the church: “Found—
Two hats on my strawberry bed. The own-

have them by proving property.”
Sunday school teacher “out West,”
upon inquiring of one of his juvenile pupils
what he had learned during the week, was
electrified by the answer that he had “learned not to trump his partner’s ace.”
—The Boston Post (Democratic) abbreviates the name of one of its exchanges into
“Low. Cour.,” and another into “Wash.
ers

can

—A

Pat.”

—A farmer is the noblest work of God.
He rises at 2 o’clock in the morning, and
burns out a half pound of wood and kords ov
handles, and then goes out to worry the
geese and stir up the hogs—Josh Billings.
—A young naturalist is anxious to know
whether the young of the seal is called a cygnet. We can’t say; we always use adhesive

envelopes.

—Titusville bridegrooms “step upon the
hymenial platform, adjust the fatal noose,and
swing off into that silent bourne from whence
they can never return save by the Indianapolis or connecting lines.”
—This is the .way a Troy reporter congratulated a friend on his marriage:
“One more onfortunate,
Weary of life,
Rashly importunate,
Taken

the

n inter wress Woods !
r

We offer for

—When

[

Notice.
Annual Meeting of the Cumberland Count
Agricultural Society, for the election of officer* \
and the transaction of other legal business, will b ;
held at the office of Frank
Noyes, Era., Portland Sav
ings Bank Building, Portland, Tuesday, January 1C
SAM’L DINGLY, Sec.
1872, at 10 o’clock, a. m.
a4
d&wtd wl
Standish, Jan, 3,1872,

necessarily

fellow writes

a
a

fool, though

verses

olis Ereniny Journal.

our

stock of

EXTREMELY

AT

PRICES !

LOW

close out

To

WINTER

our

STOCK I

ALSO,

PAISLEY SHAWLS !
And

a

HUCIL

email lot of

TOWELS !

VERY CHEAP 1

J. M. OYER & CO.,
No. 6 Free Street Block.
jnlO

lw
__

LSTISAV

Mess

Extra
INew

Chicago Extra

Beef!

Mess

Beef,

JUST RECEIVED,

he is not

more tools than
A man may even

sensible men write verses.
use the word “adown” without being a fool,
though the chances are against him. But
when we find that abominable word in conjunction with an initial first name and the
second spelled in full, there is no exception to
the rule. We are led to these reflections by
the achievement of J. DeHaven White in the
Philadelphia Post, who, in a poem of sixteen
lines duration, informs Miss Emily Truxtein
Beale eight times that “The moon is sinking
adown the west.” Let her sink.—Irdianap-

few weekn

a

DRESS GOODS!

4:30

head out of the window opposite the refreshment-room door, and nrieny snouted e>onny!” A bright looking boy came up to the
window. “Little boy,” said she, “have you
“Yes ma’m.”
“Do you love
a mother?”
her?” “Yes ma’m.” “Do you go to school?”
“Are you faithful to your
“Yes ma’m.”
studies?” “Yes, ma’m.” “Do you say your
prayers every nignt?” “Yes, ma’m.” “Can
I trust you to do an errand for me?” “Yes,
ma’m.” “I think I can, too,” said the lady,
looking steadily down on the manly face.
“Here is five cents to get me an apple.
Remember, God sees you.”—Hartford Post.

wife.”

a

—The following singular epitaph appears
in the cemetery at Malaga:
“Here lies Jean Berrez, who was a
Good father, good son and good husband.
I)o not confound nim with his younger
brother,
Bearing the same name, who is a feleu
In the galleys at Ceuta.”

■—--

certificates for the same have beei
surrendered and new certificates have been issue*
instead thereof.”
In accordance with the above the Treasurer is nrc
pared to issue new certificates in exchange for old, a t
his ottiee. No. 27 Sears Building. Boston.
JOHN A. BLANCHARD, Treasurer.
jan8 dlw

THE

risejin

from Brussels to London after he had
been
assured of the overthrow of
Napoleon at Waterloo, and of his immense and successful
speculations there in consequence, is well
known. But James Fisk, Jr.,conceived and
executed an equally brilliant stroke at the
close of our war of the rebellion, the
particu-

urday,

oc4dly

q yq s^yp ^ THE
TO BE SOFT
rectors,

man can

insignificance to great wealth and wide celebrity without the performance of acts bearing the stamp of genius.
The story of the elder Rothschild’s
journey

train from New York reached Stamford, Sat
an antique-looking dame thrust her

Esq.
Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 3 i
Free Street, or in writing P. O. Box 18G6

IVarraguagiis Steamboat

In the strange eventful
history of the extraordinary man who on Sunday morning
bade farewell to life, its
pomp and vanities,
there were many remarkable
chapters, it
would be strange indeed were it not
so, for no

river,

25tli),
Bethel, (until
WATERMAN, Secretary,
Gorham, Me.
nol7d&wt
Gorham, Me., Nov. 10,1871.

J.

Saloon For

^fyyq

RETAIL

Instruction will be given by competent Teachers in

a

FOR

L.

and

JI., Principal,

and Teacher of Classics.
MISSADELA BARNES,
and
Teacher
of
Vocal and Piano Music.
Preceptress
MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER.
Teacher of Modern Languages.
MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
Assistant Preceptress, and Teacher of Rhetoric.

TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

good Lodging House attached; thoroughWITH
first class paying
ly established; regular

KNICjtHTS’ tonic

by J.

New York.

Restaurent and Ladies’ and Gents’

A Certain Cure !

SALE

Street,

a

Walnut, below Danforth.
_jn2-2w_CHAS. CLARK, City Marshal.

street.
Foil
500 feet

TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
are secured by con-

BREATH,

A.

AhYANfv

Incidents In the Life of
James Hsk, Jr.

on

The white Chief taught them, while among
secrets of the Great Spirit, and
these secrets have enabled them to make the
Apaches the strongest tribe in the West; to
pass through the country of the white man in
safety everywhere; to obtain information' of
their enemies and their movements always,
and from their very enemies themselves; and,
by pass-words and signs, to know an enemy
or a friend as far as seen.
They always have
kept, and still keep, one of their educated
half-breeds In the camp of the whites, and by
the secrets of this great society, he is always
able to keep them informed of every movemeut of any kind, and of every plan of attack
on them, as soon as that plan is known to the
Chiefs of the enemy themselves. And, when
captured, they are almost always sure to effect an escape, released by some member of
the society among the enemy.
The great
white Chief told them that the society extended all over the world; taught them all
the cereir jnies connected with it; taught
this maiden to make the badges and insignia
worn by the initiated, and on certain days,
the 24tli day of June, and some others they
walked in procession, and held a grand dance
at night.
They believed him to be the son
of the Great Spirit.
He is buried at the Golden Mountain, and his grave is walled and
covered with gold, and is their sacred place
of worship. They gather now every year on
the 24th of June.
This great white chief told them he was
“moons” (months) on his journey from tiis
starting point; that he was taken prisoner in
Batavia, N. Y., and from there taken to and
confined in Fort Niagara, in the latter part of
September of the same year in which he
came to the Apache country.
The reason of
his imprispoment was on account of his going
to publish a book divulging the secrets of the
great society. He was kept prisoner at Fort
Niagara till September 19, when he was taken
in a close carriage, and driven via Btitralo, N.
Y., to Hennepin, 111., on the Illinois river,
and thence taken in a flat boat to the Mississippi river, down which he floated to New

Seminary.

BODGE,

Kn tm_

them, the

of Instruction.

soon

Goods Store For Sale.
leading thoroughfiue; small,clean stock, no
ONbonus;
a good place to make
money; best of
reasons given for selling; rare
opportunity.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass.
jnll-3t

Portland, Jan. 1 1872. J
streets have been designated oi
which boys can coast wiili sleds during the win
ter, and on none others. If detected in coasting oi
other public streets the penalty of the law will be en
forced.
On Anderson, from Cumberland toMunroe.
Boyd street.
Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
Elm, from Oxford st.
New High, below Cumberland st.
Mellon st.
Pleasant to Centre.
Atlantic to Fore.

Second-hand

Board
C. M.

at

ESTABLISHED

following

powder,

the jobbing

tn

of our story

in Suit*.

EDUCATIONAL.

Fisli Busiuess For Sale.
many years; centrally located;
doing a snug paying business; and will bear
thorough investigation; one of the best chances ever
offered of the kind; good reasons for selling.
$350.

m

are

you have with

192 Fulton

or

nnf

He married the Chief’s
the death of the Chief, became Chief himself.
He had four sons and a
daughter. The oldest son became Chief in
his turn, and is the Chief who is the subject

the most desirable in the city, being pleasantly situated and heated by stfam.
Desk
roam
and desks furnished it desired.
Also,
mar9dtt

Thurston’* Ivory Pearl Toothpowder.
It is the best Dentriflce known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,

the Streets.

t?

moo

IN

tempt to escape.

daughter, and,

FLUENT BLOCK,

These offices

u

jall-3t

r

Either Single

Board for

Moderation Village, West Buxton.
The stand is the licst in the place for business, i
being in a fire-proof building and centrally located
Rent very moderate.
For particulars apply to
Mrs. E. LaGARDE. Proprietor,
at 47 Main Street, Saco.
Or on the picmises.
w2
ja6d&wlw

board.
Also Lady Boarders
Apply corner Center and Free st, No
jun30tf

QFFICKS I

Jn2*3w

1st, 1872.

WHITE
SWEET

on

without

co-

sTS

SOUND
AND

LOCKE.

or

m

_

For Sale.

THE

hole

wanted.
WITH

CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists anti Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

23

W.

_

JOUVEN’S INODOROUS KID GLOVE

S

_E.

Merchants National Bank.
Apply
iylStl
Furnished Koom to Let,

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?

WHY
Renovate those

dtt

Enquire of

part ot the block ot Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
at the
w

C. H. Staples,
Hi raw Winchester,
Cuas. H. Winchester.

and well selected stock of MILLINERY and FANCY GOODS, located at
A SMALL

Coasting in

Jyl3

Gorham
a

Boot and Shoe Business,
name of C. H. STAPLES & CO.,

the trust of Administrators of the
goods and estate o:
JOHN H. GILBRETH late ol Fairfield,
in the county of Somerset,
deceased, and giver
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same for settlement; and all
person!
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
MARTHA B. GILBRETH,)
A<lm 1
EDWIN R.

Fairfield, January,

To ivCt.
DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms.
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
To be Let*

copartnership

under the firm
56 Union St.

Jan.

Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.

plenty ot water.
jy28tt

fimlinrr tViot Ilia /l.iofli

mediate, he seemed to put his mind to studying out some plan of escape; but they kept
him securely bound till they arrived in camp.
Then they decided to keep him till a grand
fete day, some months ahead, and then put
him through the gauntlet and end his life in a
grand carnival. He for some time was as
restless as a captive bear, walked up and down
his small enclosure, and talked to himself incessantly. But before the day arrived for his
taking oil',—this is the Captain’s term, not
the Indian’s,—he had become somewhat resigned to his captivity, had learned something
of the Apache language, and gave them something of his history'. They got interested in
him, and promised him his life in return for
his solemn promise that he would never at-

Copartnership.

WEpartnership, For the transaction of

Portland,

l\iif

To Let

Copartnership Notic

to his

DIVIDEND of 3 per cent, for 6 months endlns

iADec. 81,1871, on the Capital Stock of said Company will be paid at the office of the Treasurer in Augusta, on the 15th day of February next.
J. S. Cushing, Treasurer.
dc30 d2w

NOTICE

JbMT.

No. 3f» Anderson street; nearly new,
tains six rooms, eight closets, good cellar, and
HOUSE

jn30tf

the undersigned have this day formed

hereby given, that the subscriber hai
been duly
apjK>inted and taken upon ldmseli
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
xixjjxkx xi. whjouutt, late of Portland,
in tlie County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS M. G1VEEN, Adin’r, of Brunswick.
Portland, Jan. 2nd, 1872.
janO 16 23

torship

“TWO

Boston.

mands against them are desired to present the same
for payment, at the old stand, No. 1 and 2 Free street
Block, where all in want of good Furniture, at low
prices will find it for their interest to call.
ARAD EVANS,
W. H. JOSSELYN.
Jan.
Portland,
1, 1872.Ja3deod2w

is

Marshal's Office,

FIRE PROOF SAFE

WITHOUT

TO

I HE three and a hall story house No. 6 HampI
shire street, known as the Acadia House; contains 3.3 finished rooms, and is well-fitted for a hotel or boarding house.
Also Dwelling Houses and Stores to let.
ot S. L. CARLTON,
Inquire
my31dtfAtt’v at Law, 80 Middle at.

JOSSELYN,
expired bv liinitaton on the 31st day of December.
1871. All persons indebted to said lhgn are
requested
to make immediate payment, and those having de-

jan91t

Sebago

LINCOLN

ST.aug23

EVANS &

cial Agent of the United States at San Juan del Norte
of the loss, on the 2Gth of November, 1871, on
“Quito
Beef," of the Barque ‘'Hunter,” of Portland, Maine.
Crew

AND

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

ITfncbinc Repair Hhop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)

Sewing

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC U.

!

A

OPENED OR REMOVED

a

LAMBARD,

1871

is

been received at this DepartINFORMATION
ment from Mr. B. Squire Cotrell, (the Commer-

Let,

to let, containing?
water. For particulars call at 31
TENEMENT
tt

rooms,

If you want

dc21-3w

hereby given
under the firm
of
NOTICE

ON

to Let.

the second floor without
octl9eodtf

on

st.

To

PEASE,

SHEPiitB, 1‘oblisJiprs,

Dissolution of

'\TOTICE is hereby given, that the subscribers have
1.1
been
duly appointed and taken upon themselvei

MITCHEE BROS,

Day

Front Rooms

boaid at 28 High
TWO

President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,

'N O T I C E

saved._

mERRILL,No. 139 mid-

Is the Order of the

Lodging Booms

BOOK!

«mHE Portland Dry Dock anjJ Ware-House Co.”
i have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company wilt not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of

has

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

Have

PLEASANT

notice!

DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
Washington, D. C. Jan. 5,1872.

Teas, Coffees, Spices, Ac.

A Health Preacrvinff and Labor Having
Invention.
Which can be applied to all kinds of Sewing Machines now in use. The points therefore are, greater
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger
amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
call and see the operation of this invention at the

up

J. DEEmiNG & CO., 48 India 163 A 164

J. AHBROSE

To Let
front room on second floor. Also
one room on third floor with board.
49 Franklin st.oc28tf

Hundred.

cap-

Captain,

■

IF

and attractive.”

Portland, Nov. 21st, 1871,

and after Jan. 4, the Evening train for Walnut
Hill,iPerley’s, Chandler’s, Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, will leave Portland, at 8.15 r. M.
The 5.15 l’. M. train will run as usual to Lewiston
via Brunswick.
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Supt.
Jan 3.
dtf

stairs.

Congress

First-Class Houses to Let.
NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in the new brick block of fonr, on the corner of
Neal and Piue see, will be rented on favorable terms.
These are first class housea iu every respect, conaiuing 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sepl6

Song,

of its class out.”

Portland, January 28th,

good

Good Kent!

OGDEN,

CHAS. A.

of

convenient for small family, witihin three
minutes’ walk ui City Hall. Rent $150.
Apply to W. H. JERR1S, Real Estate Agent,
nolOtf

CRYSTAL,

the company.

run

TAYLOR & CO.,
20 State st.. Boston, Mass.

ja5-lw

deceased,

a

Opportunity.

a

established; splendidly fitted up; regular
paying butiness; lease, low rent.

name

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Congress Street.

R. F.

on

is
the subscriber has
oeen
taken upon himsolf
the trust of administrator of the estate of
ELIJAH P. LEWIS, late of Portland,
in Ihe County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said
are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to made payment to
ALBERT W. BRADBURY, Adm’r.

be obtained at

man can

S P E C IAL

Business

and Retail Confectionery Store for
WHOLESALE
Sale;
leading thoroughfare; thoroughly

given, that
NOTICE dulyhereby
appointed and

fn2-4w_Bowman’s
Maine Central Rail Road.

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

Excellent

CROWN: VERV

GLEE

work

N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.

H.

Nov 4 is tt

Season.

D«c 12-d&w4w

or ovens, as it is an article
pans
that Is wanted in every family and will sell at sight.
For terms, address
H. A. HOLDEN, General Agent.
Block, Bangor, Me.

PEARSON, No. 22 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

HI.

convenience.
Apply to

modern

Glee Book examine the Crystal.
Price, $1,50; $13.50 Per Dozen.

clear from $5 to $10
good
ANY
day selling the Patent Fan Lifter, for takhot
out of stoves
smart

new

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

MIDDLE
sent by mail.

(CORNER

new

ATTENTION!

Street.

Co., No. 301 1-2

can

NEW

BY F. H.

CHOICE and

All

Store No 143 & 144 Commercial st
of
Widger y*s Wharf, particularl
J adapted to the Fit
r and Grain business, larg
capacity, having a fVon age o' 3G feet, and depth 15
feet, accessible t*y water or rail, filed up with every

in Gold

this

$30.00 'Per

THE

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,

lin Sts.

CEO. R. HA VIS Ac

■A.

ORGANS!

es, Piauo Stool*.

Frank-

Cor. Cumberland and

Price .33 t

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
large stock of Sheet music,
Book*, folio*, Wrappers, Also a tine
lot of Violin*, Banjos,
Drum*, Guitar*,
Cornets, Concertinas, String*, music Box-

ar-

manner.

A.

W.

“Fresh, bright

season.

CELEBRATED

REED

Mrs jH. E.
Lowell. Mass
No 91 Merrimack st., or Box 117.
C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. Harding. Architect.
nev2
3m

The most popular Sunday School Music Book of the

BURDETT & WOOD’S

Plumbers.

Copies Sold

HV

OF

PIANOS of the best

J.

BARKBTT,

The Silver

Merchandise,

CONSISTING

Photographers.

That cannot be

A

Musical

L. LOTHROP & CO., No. 153 Exchange Street.

GEO.

miLLER, No.

SEED!

SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy for
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
Rheum, Ulcer* and all Blood Disease*, juRt
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 j>er pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address,
No. G Exchange Place Providence R. I.
ja5dtf

Strips.

BLOCK.

THOMPSON,'

The

Nearly 400 pages of new music, for Singing Schools
Choirs, Conventions and the Home Circle. Selling rapidly,—“Praised by everybody.”
Price $1.50; $13.50 Per Dozeu.

A

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

THOWIPSOX

second mort-

per Cent,

SACRED

THE

whiddeh.

CUNDURANGO.

KNIGHT, No. 154 Exchange

a

^

LET.

Third Block below the new Post Office.
St°re8 have a frontage of 41 leet,and nearly
100 feet in depth, Brick and Iron Sates, Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best show
windows in the city.
Tbe?e Stores are fitted up ia the nicest manner
for Who’esalc Jobting Houses, and wit be let at a
low rent it applied for immediately. Applv to

DODGES & FOSTERS’

Portland Sept ,2,1871.»ep2dtl is

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

Weather

Bbls.,

•*%,.

middle st.,

UNEQUALLED CHURCtI MUSIC BOOK,

de-

KENDALL At WHITNEY.

St.

Sewing Machines,

A

200,000

as

Quarter

n

SWAN A-

BUSHELS New Timoiliy Seed: also'
Clover and Red Top ror sale by

Carpet-Bags.

Tlie I>r. Hull Treadle

Streets

oc25-,69r T&Stf

matted.

The subscriber
ate

hereby given, that the
duly appointed and taken
is

subscriber has
been
upon himself,
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOHN LOWERY, l&Le of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD J\ BRIGGS, Artm’r.
dc29-3w
Deering, Dec 19th, 1871.

OF

Pablob Suits, Lounges, Spring Beds.
Mattkess is,
/IcDnuough l*atent Bed I^oungeN, En<
n uirled Chair*, A'c.
HP"All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furui-

can

Store/Congress

The most

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,

Congress

be accommodated with
seats at James A. Day’s, 103 Middle Street; at Samuel Bell’s Shoe
Street, Cahoon Block;
and at F. Bennett’s, 145 Congress St., near head of
Washington Street.
Saturday Evenings, Omnibus will leave Allen’s Corner at 6.30, and Bell’s store, Portland, at 9.30.
Sundays the Omnibus will start from Bell’s store.
Fare from Allen’s Corner, 10 tickets for $1.00, and
5 for 50 cents. Single fare, 15 cents.
Fare from Back Cove, 16 tiekets for $1.00, 8 for 50
cents. Single fare, 10 cents.
Tickets can be had at Abbott’s Store, at Allen’s
Corner; Knight’s Store, at the Point; and Day’s
K. 1*,. Agent.
Store, in Portland.
jnl*-lm wl

Passengers waiting,

UcCOBB Sc KINGSBURY,

J.

Street.

DCBAN & JOHNSON, 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

SUNDAY.
13.15 P. 01.
4.30

__Jyl

at

corner

Street.

CHICAGO, U.I..
attention oo the purchase and

keep

301

a

or

TO

The

i^pache

WITH

51, 53,-47,49

Bunker* A Brokers, lOO middle 8t
Poutlaxd, Nov. 29,1871. os-nov30-eod2m w2wl

5-d&w3m

SEED,

LOWELL,
Congress
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

9.00

11.09

63 South Oanal Street,

Wholesale

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ARNER

Vessel in Bulk

might
Jan.

Schools.

JAMES A. DAY’S,
103 Middle Bt., opp Plum
7.15 A. 01.

9.30

—WITH—

account.

sired.

SHERRY, o.
Clapp’s Block,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

POST-OFFICE
I

5d2w

ABNER

FROM

10.30
1.30 p. in.

je: a. o’brion,

SPRUANCE, PRESTON

Toilet Articles.

a

or

"i’-ut'f

*

free of taxation. The limited amonnt of thes
bouds now offered ($250,000) cannot remain
long mam
the market, and we take this occasion to recommend
them to investors.
Further information supplied on application to

SOX.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater. ing

-AT-

o.oo a. m.
1.30
8.

practically
Bight and

consumers

Shipped by R. K.

to Let.

The lower rent of house 87 Franklin
street,
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit of
nice parlors, and pure
Sebago water.
iJGK, 176 Commercial street.

a

party of

as he proved to
be,
and so I shall hereafter call
him, was an educated man, and a member of the
company,
and went on this perilous and toilsome
expedition to satisfy a roving and restless
disposition. They had gone beyond their intended
limit at starting, and had
penetrated into the
edge of the Apacha country. They had numerous fights with the
Indians; but, being
all old Indian fighters, had
brought all their
number back, though not without some
ugly
scars.
At one time their whole number were
taken prisoners by a midnight
surprise and
double their number of .Apaches.
They were
held prisoners two days, and marched toward
the
chief town, where they were to
form the subject of a grand roast.
But, the
second night, they escaped by a
stratagem,
taking with them the leader of the Apache
band, whom they afterwards released on certain conditions.
This leader is the bloodthirsty Apache Chief, the Chief who murders
men, women, and children.
The white party, before their escape, understanding something of their captor’s language, unknown to them, learned, from a
word let fall here and there, that the Indians
had knowledge of some very rich mines,
which the specimens that they had with them
amply showed; but, from the desultory character of the remarks, could not learn the location of the treasure; and it was to this fact
that the Chief owed his life. This Chief they
spared when making their escape, at which
time they sent the rest of the band to their
long nomes.
tney promised the C hief his
life and liberty if he would show them the
“Golden Mountain, and tell them the “Sacred legend ol his fathers,” which seemed to
be in some way associated with the Golden
Mountain. To this he finally assented, as the
price of his life and liberty. The riches of the
Golden Mountain are even greater than the
extravagant stories of the savages had led
them to believe; but it is located in the heart
of the Apache country, and utterly inaccessible till the Apaches are subdued. The guarding of this Gold Mountain, the keeping of the
whites out of gold-fields of absolutely inestimable wealth, hoarded and piled up in the
mountains of Arizona, is the first and greatest cause of the implacable hostility of the
Apaches, even greater than the second cause:
This Chief showed them this
revenge.
wealth, guarded by the whole Apache nation,
of which Captain-is prepared to take
possession, with mills and mining apparatus,
as soon as the Apaches are subdued.
The
Chief gave them his legend, and they, as men
of honor even to a captive savage, set him
free.
“And the legend,” says the Captain, “it
being late, “I’ll give you in the morning.”
“So, here’s to bed. Good night.”
In the morning the Captain and I walked
apart to the outskirts of the town, to a grassy
knoll, and, sitting there he related to me the
following strange, weird story.
A party of Apaches, while lying in ambush
one day in the latter part of December. 1826,
in Chihuahua, Mexico, on the Rio Grande,
across the river from what is now the town
of El Paso, Texas, watching a traveling cavalcade as it passed a clump of small trees, saw
one of the number spring from his horse into
the dense chapparal and disappear from the
view of the horsemen.
The cavalcade fired
a few shots at or toward him, and a half dozen of them demounted and pursued in the
TllC esdirection
tr^1^ but *>£ no arnli.
Caping man ran directly toward where the
in
the
and
ran
into
their
bushes,
Apaches lay
midst. They seized and bound him, mounted and lashed him to a horse, and at once
took flight. They traveled toward the Apache chief town by a circuitous and concealed
route, and reached it after six days’ travel.
The prisoner was much alarmed at first;

The

Plaster Mills!

Portland

9

FEENY,

ja

Nov

and Accrued Iuterest.
facts recited above show that the security is
substantial and amide. At 85 the investment
pays

the

LARRABGE.

are

Hair Goods

P.

A

M

were a

company

italists.

Nice Rent for $200.

gage, are offered
mt 83 in. Currency

prepared to supply dealers and
WEwith fresh
groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.

J. F.

JArnEI

in

Congress street.

ovas:rKS.!ssa&.““bi"

company already

press and mail cars, and 9 way or caboose cars.
The Construction bonds were marketed at 95.

Ground Land Plaster

to order.

SHALL A

LARRABEE
S. W.

Up-

a

Equipment Bonds, being secured by
me

NATHANIEL REDLON,

_-_409

evening, that they

prospectors sent out to the mountains in the
northern part of New Mexico and
Arizona,
in the interest of a
of St. Louis

H°USe fronUng Hcnry Street.

of

Chambers

inadequate to the amount of business
offering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,
500 freight cars, 10 passenger
coaches, 5 baggage, .ex-

of

W.

to

the

ONE

which proves

LARRABEE,

Portland, Jan’y 4, 1872.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols <>ring and Repairing

East Deering Omnibus Line

may 20

Commission

§ARGENT,

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

no30

TIME-TABLE

(PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched

Pleaae.

S.

ADAMS, cor. Exchau&e and Federal Streets.
HOOPER & EATON, Old Post Office,

see

utmost ease and exactness.
A full assortment of Needlos, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
mnehinea mo1«1 on monthly Instalment*.

No 152 middle Street.

to

full assortment at

“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the

PHOTOGRAPHER,

A iiu

a

8^**Machine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

LARSON,

J. H.

lIKHl'IlIUf

the time to secure one of these farfamed and
justly celebrated Singer Sewing machine n» a
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady
J

of which you will find

name

description belongiug

arrangements aside with the landlord. After
supper, falling into conversation with the
leader of the party, I learned, in the course of

Office to be Let.
room 19x20, with ante room
heating including, in second story ofconnected,
Portland SavBank Building. Inquire at the Bank.
dc20-2w

ngs

A Prosperous Business.
The proceeds of the present issue of
Equipment
Bonds will be used in adding to the
rolling stock

I.l.tlBKK BUSINESS.
firm

street, New York.

doing

Hereafter the business will be conducted under the

BFNJT.

Street.

every

No.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

Exchange Street.
E. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble
holstering done to order.

jn6-3t

from this date associated with

Enquire

os ,.c
iio-4<Itf

debt is limited by charier to
$20,000 a
mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered caunot
accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of

COPARTNERSHIP,
P.

New House for Sale, or Rent.
near Pine.
Very cosy and con0*^3 Street
yf,“““‘. gas throughout house andincollar, piped
everything prime condhlonb !\viueliar
dition.
\\ lH be sold at low
figure, or rented if not
W- p- MERRILL,
,lX.o tr
ndec9~tf_Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.
To Let!

M

The entire

dc30 dtf

Is

OF THIRTY YEARS.

END

pants

heavy boots, and large Mexican spurs. Dismounting at the hotel, the horses and men
were cared for.
A tall, slim, liickory-iron
sort of a man, who seemed to be
leader, made

c P CORKY.

'•u.viuuow

experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.

IL

ToLct.
the Apothecary shop, cor.

room over

I

the funded indebtedness incurred for
construction
uh.j
o,uuu a mue.
rue
earnings are
sufficient to pay the iuterest upon this light debt and
leave
A Surplus of $18,000 a month.

Rent Wanted.

AN

18 Free Street#
N. TAB BO Y, No*. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

extant.
Now is

Friend.
With

Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest

M.' UUIU J

private

Wanted.

Street.

Street,

No. 90 Middle

and wife
a

A

Cloak,

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade,

N. E.

IMPROVED

jy!3dtf

Gold

SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Kent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.
Nov 30dtf

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

ME.

one

Wanted.
GIRL to do
housework; best of referenA ces required. general
Apply at A. DUNYON, corner
Carlton

Dentists.
JOSIAH IIEAI.D, No. 105 middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent B lock
cor. Congrem and Exchange Ste.

“THE SINGER”

a

M.

2,

BROWN STREET,
Three Doors from Congress Street,

decl2 tf

recommending

H.

Velvet

Debt and a Profitable
Investment.

Tiie Central Railroad of
Iowa, a trunk lln
running for 203 miles through the finest agricultural
region in the world, with a heavy lumber and coal
traffic already developed, has been In
operation since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine
shops. The net
earnings in October, the uluth month after the road
was opened for
business, were $31^93, after deducting a'l expenses for operation and repairs. The result in September, before the
Chicago fire whloh temporarily deranged the movement of freights, was
even better.
The company owes no
floutiiq; debt,
and

jan9-d3wfl

JAN.

,

Light

Apaches.

Correspondence of the Chicago Tribune.
Ill the fall of
1870, while sitting on the
porch of the hotel in Santa Fe, New
Mexico,
a party of twelve
horsemen approached.
Their horses were jaded and
gaunt as from a
long and difficult journey. The riders were
dressed in buckskin overshirts,
cavalry

A BARBER’S
Fore and Market Sts.

Accrued Interest.

the mile of Constructed Road.

Pino

of FLETCHER

Found.
January 1, on Middle Street

and Bine sts.

the

__«c6dti_

JnlOIf_

to

AT THE

1st, on the Cars between Lisbon and Freeport, a Fitch Tippet; the finder shall be suitably
rewarded by leaving it at this oflice.
jy8d3t*

Carpenters and Builders.

F. SY.rnONDS, India St.
dyed and Sni.hed.

J. B. CUMMINGS,
269 Cumberland Street, or
T. F. CUMMINGS,
220 Commercial St.

OF IOWA

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN" GOLD,
payable semi-annually, on the 15th days of April
and October, at the
Company’s Office
32

Lost.

Bleachery.

A Singular Story.
The Apache
Chief, Cochise, and His
Father—The Golden Mountain and
the Sacred
Legend—Masonry among

on

THE

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD

Street.

SAWYER & CO., Bleacher., No. 131
middle Street.

Let!

NJO 3 Free Street, Basement and first floorto let
11 favorable terms.
Possession given January 8, 1872.
Apply to

To Rent.
centrally located house, No. 6 Casco st„ containing ten rooms. Also half dozen other rents.
^
'IKKltlS, Real Estate Agent.

free of government tax.

ONE

S

Currency and

84,000
A

Ring. The owner can have the same by applying
to Mrs. H. M. Brackett, Beak’s Island,
proving property and paying charges.
jan9-U3t

cases

! bility

85 in

a

Book Binders.
Boarders Wanted.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’.
or two gentleman, or a
gentleman
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
can be accommodated with board in
IJIALL & SHACK,FORI), No. 35 Plum
family, at 119 Rrackett St.dc9

Dye-House.

at 25

ABOUT

HOYT, FOGG A BREED, No. 09 middle
Street.

Ij'OR SALE—On Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
1 and piped lor Sebago. Apply cn the
premsses,

Merchants,

IMPORTERS

137

new

C. CORB, No. 19 Pearl St.

FRIDAY MORMMV, JAR. 12, 1872.

janl0*lw

CENTRAL RAILROAD

GOOD

Wanted.
milch Cow. Enquire

o:
ac

table boarders
jul-tf

Street.

Store to

-AT-

good
ONE
& CO., 159 Commercial Street.

Bakers.
w.

WHITNEY & mEANS, Pearl Street, op.
po.ite Park.

or

J-President.

middle aged Womat chamber work or
sewing. Enquire at Mrs. Williams’ No. 18 Mountfort Street. Good Reference given.
dec9 1w.

No.

at 82 Free

wife

dent.

c

Boarders Wanted.

as

Sew House

D R. J.

Jl'Ui sin

206 State

novTGm

Horton

on

Jones, Pits

Nurse by
A an,SITUATION
will make herself useful

158 middle St., over H.
II* Hay’i.
All kind, of machine, fo
.ale aud to let. Repairing.

DYER,

commodated,

EQUIPMENT BONDS

Wanted.

Bonne' and Hat

House, situated

arc

country at the pub-

Agency for Sewing Machines.
W. 8.

Straps.

>

Cottage House

ROOMS and good board at
No. 13 tl yrtlc street.
ja3dtf

noltf

near

Provision

as HUIIIH CANAL
C. F. Davip
R* W. G ag
no2’

2 Tenement
ONE
Dow
Place,
will bo

the

l>oard suitable for gentleman and
W1™
two gentlemen. Also a few

decl9-dtf

aanualiv, opal
it *ued, bearing it

Chakles Dennis, V

lishers’ lowest rates.

de20 tf

GAGE & D A
Flour,

Farm, for Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen 01 this city: Hon. Geo. JT.
Shepley, Hon. A. W. H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
and

Portland, Nov 1,1870.
For Sale.

throughout

Shawl

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with cross and end
straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ewer Invented. Just the
thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
all kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s
Patents, 27} Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,

I

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Advertising Agents.
and

Patent

MXJDfGrER., Correspondent,

Booksellers and Stationers.

jbitms,

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

Street.

Exchange
Payson,

wm. n.

M. C.

HAVINGS BANK BUILDING,

95

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

doclG-eod2w.

APMAN, Secret*!'.

ATWELL & CO., 174 1-9 middle 81. AdTertinements inserted in papers in Maine

to

H.naea, Lsl.

PAYSON & PAYSON,

Edward

Apply

g.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

A

per year.

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, aud Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

Attorneys

A Brick House for Kent.
THREE story brick house, 12 rooms,
gas and
Sebago water, a few minutes walk from City
Hall, will he rented to a responsible party for S35U

I

Office, 166 Fore Street, Por i/and
__dlm-eodllm&wGw

dcl2eod2w_Real

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

which

JoHk d-

JOHN W.

ON PARK ST. FOR RENT,
a three
story brick residence on Park street, between
Spring and Congress sts, can be hired for $500 per
year.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
dcl4-eod3w
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

For Sale or To Rent.
W O STORY HOUSE on Brown street
j eight
rooms, gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
Lot 36x76. In a fair location for a
Will
Physician.
be sold at a bargain.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

Broad’s

THE PRESS.

Room To Let.

-OP THE-

J

farGeri.

$13,000,000.00

_TO LEI.

divided

are

redeemed.

J.

HOUSE

CLARENCE HALE,

until

T'n ,HE^r0r^“,v2|deT,c6"i>re*.tHEWLarj.,3<i Vlce-Prest

from Dauville Junction;
consisting of a ‘2k
story house—16 rooms; stable with 15 stalls; large
Will be sold cheap. Apply to W. R. SAWER, South Auburn, or GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers,
Portland, Me.
dec 12-d3w

~~

es.

Freni

than

are more

Profit* of the Conpaa, revert to the mmmmred. and
the Premium* terminated dnrin» the
war, certificate* for

Tavern Stand for Sale.

BUSINESS CARDS.

*o.

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies
The

Tavern Stand at Upper Gloucester Corner,
THEthree
miles from Railroad Station, and two
miles

1

CHRISTMAS.

■

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM.

HAVE YOU SEEN

(ORGANIZED IN 1842.)
SI Wall 8t., corner of William, New York.
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation Bisks.
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in
England.

'v*'

from

1

A T LANTIC
Insurance
Oomp’j

Mutual

$20,000 ~to Loan!It

PRESS

12, 1872.

1

iVlloUJCiljljAJNliUlJn

Geo. ft. Davis & Co.’s

Exchange St, Portland.
Dollars a Year in advance.

At 109

'■
_

PORTLAND PI RLI8HING CO.,
Terms:

lill Ali,

~~

--'

JANUARY

AND FOB SALE BY

FLETCHER
159
Jan

&

CO.,

Commercial Street.
d3w

10, 1872.

FEBUARY 1st, 1873,
account
WE take
shall sell

Act.,

of .lock, previous to which time
Stock of Hutu, Cap., Fur.

our

we

at lower

price,

^
thanevjr^^ ^ Post
Offico.
Opp.

jnlO

t

febl

Jt
f

THE PRESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, JAN. 12, 1*72.

“Amiil«aniniioni»*»”

flutl

a

month-

piece.

corporations whose passionate
desire to ‘•amalgamate'’ was so strongly expressed at the conference held in this city last
week, have found an organ in a Portland
evening daily. Their first utterance exhibits
the characteristic mingling of disdain and supplication that belongs to those who ask a favor of the people whom they regard as guilty
of great impertinence in placing the smallest
The railroad

passed

Sec. 1st. Chapter two hundred and sixteen
of the Public Laws of 1868 entitled an act to
enlarge the jurisdiction of the Superior Court
in the County of Cumberland is hereby reenacted and declared to be in full force and effect, and the criminal jurisdiction conferred
on the Superior Court for the County of Cumberland by the above named act is ‘hereby affirmed and all its doings in criminal cases
which have beeu in accordance with the provisions of said act are hereby confirmed and declared to be legal and valid.
This bill was deemed necessary to obviate
the fact that it
any doubt that might arise from
has been discovered that by some blunder in en-

curs,” exactly represents the attitude of our Maine coporation which shows
in its desevery dollar of its thirteen millions
of its amand
aspiration
every
feeling,
potic

bitious managers in its humble solicitation.
The great body of the people who oppose its

recently accused of falsepretensions
hood ; the evening daily speaks of them as
“some crazy people”; yet there is a tearful
suggestion that the people of Maine can have
no interest in “distressing” the corporation,
that its bonds may depreciate, and that it may
The railroad
even be forced into bankruptcy.
organ, returning again to its more appropriate
tone of superciliousness, says it finds great
difficulty in characterizing the opinions of the
opponents of consolidation in respectful language. Its difficulties by no means end here,
but

tho act enacting the revised statutes,
the number of the chapter creating the Superior Court was omitted, though it appeared in
the original bill and in the bill as printed in the
Revised Statutes. The engrossed act, signed,
by the Speaker of the House, the President of
the Senate and approved by the Governor is the

grossing

its own ideas coherently in language of any
kind whatever.
It is not worth while to consider at any
length the exultant strain in which the success of “two years of consolidation” is chant-

justified

Jim Fisk

only the other day
gentleman, who had occasion
to use the Erie road for the transportation of
articles of unusual weight, declared that it
was the best managed road in the country.
It is diverting attention from the real point
in issue to talk of the efficiency of the roads
under the new management. The objection
It was

the same way.
that a Portland

to

that

The people are not afraid primathey will not be well served, but they

very much afraid of the power of great
moneyed corporations, the existence of which,
are

greatest danger that now menaces this Republic. They
do not want to encourage the growth of such
monsters, though they should find a dictatoi
adding temporarily to their material comfort,
They desire to be their own masters. The
Maine Central controlling four millions wortl
of property can perhaps be kept subject t<
the laws; the Maine Central with the contro

according to

Mr.

Beecher,

is the

in our sister commonwealths.

lions!

Not much

Thirteen mil

to be sure, but i
is more than six per cent, of the whole valu
ation of the State! It is too large a sum t<
be safely placed under the control of a singl<
act of the

Leg

islature.
But the railroad organ sniffs at the notior
of danger, as if the traffic in States had not
become one of the commonest branches ol

railroad business.

Speaking of its own deliberately and grossly exaggerated statemen’
of the language of anti-monopolists in regan
to the peril in which we are placed by money
ed corporations, it says:
This information is conveyed to us at tin

close of a year which has witnessed the dis
comfiture of the Tammany thieves in New
York, and the beginning of the end of tin
corruption which has disgraced our nations
politics. The power of capital is not to b<
underrated, but there are stronger force
which so long as our society is worth savin;
will control and direct its progress.
Tin
soundness of the public conscience, the vigo:
of the popular will, have been signally illus
trated by many ways within the last fev
years, and the cowardice which shrinks now
from the apparition of thirteen millions in
vested in a legitimate enterprise, is untimely
and inexcusable.

>

has

seen one

giant corporation stretch itf
Atlantic to the Pacific, domi-

from the
nate in the governments of several of oui
largest States and aim at universal empire
arms

It has seen

public virtue contaminated, anti
political independence in one half the country either entirely subverted or placed in peril
by immense aggregations of capital like the
one contemplated here.
It has been a yeai
of all others that has shown the incredible
disasters that follow from surrender to combinations of capitalists. It is a year in which,
whatever else has been

done, nothing

been found to check the progress of railroad
monopolists in their work of overthrowing
democracy! Is it reasonable to assume that
the

people of Maine will preserve their independence and virtue where the Keystone
and the Empire States have fallen ?
It is impertinent to speak of the alleged im-

ing.”
The

provements in the details of railroad administration when the real subject matter of con-

tender-hearted sheet winds up its
editorial on Fisk’s death as follows:
“Mrs. Fisk inherits all her husband’s shares
in the Erie railroad, and if this bequest proves
valueless she will get fully as much as she deserves ; for a woman
who has been content to
live on stolen property can expect little spinon
the
death
of
the thief.
pathy
it reminds one of Esop’s story of the live ass
that kicked the dead lion.—Gardiner Home
Journal.

troversy is of so much more importance.
Louis Napoleon spoke of improved roads, new
public buildings and clean streets, while the
French people were clamoring for liberty.
Some of our American travellers, even, were
captivated by the good order, cleanliness and
perfect police of Paris, and came home declaring that the Empire was preferable to a
Republic. The German war opened their
eyes. Imperialism had not been favorable to
the growth of men. Railroad imperialism is
a dangerous luxury.
It is a fine thing to
have good railroads, but it is a horrible thing
to enjoy them at the will of masters
who, at
their discretion, may either increase or diminish our blessings and enjoyments.

if the seed is good for anything—always brings
up a crop of some value, most generally a hundred-fold.

those benefits which commonly flow
from unity of management. Never before
Vinnn

art

munli

discrimination against Maine in the freight
and passenger tariffs. Even the
running of
trains has not given satisfaction to the citizens of Portland as the
frequent complaints
of our correspondents attest, while the
people
of Lewiston are petitioning the Legislature
for a charter that will give them another road
to this city.
It is a singular ground on which
to ask

special favor, that there has not been
for ten years any change in a freight tariff
that is the object of just complaint on the
part of the people of Maine. The passenger
tariff, which lias been changed since consolidation was effected, offers a premium to
persons going out of the State.
The iniquity of
this passenger tariff, which is the direct outgrowth of consolidation, and which carries a
a

Boston at the rate of a little more
than two cents a mile, while it carries him to

man to

Portland

or other
points within the State at
varying from three and a half to over
five cents per mile, has
already been fully exposed in these columns. Nor is it irrelevant

rates

in this connection to advert to the fact that
that

during

the last year the number
of casualties to persons on the Maine Central roads

greatly exceeds the aggregate on all roads for
ths thirty-fine previous years during which
railroads have existed in this State l And
this has undeniably been one of the fruits of
consolidation.
There is one ingenuous confession made by
the railroad organ for which its clients will
hardly be willing to forgive it. “For two
years,” it says, “the two lines have been
practically consolidated.” This is the truth.
It is just what the
people have said. But it
is precisely what the
companies have denied.
They have denied it when arraigned before
Courts and on every other occasion.
Everybody but the railroad organ knows that consolidation without the consent of the
Legislature it illegal. The power to make a
contract of lease is all that the
companies claim,
and that is strenuously denied
by the best
legal authorities. The evening daily, out of
its pure ignorance, declares what has
never
before been confessed, that these
corporations,
which now petition the Legislature for
power
to form the closest possible union, have deliberately spumed the laws of the State and
-'d a fresh
expression of the popular will,
consolidated” is exactly what
en, and what they want now is a
c
authorizing the Maine Central

Occasional Correspondent.]
Economy at Augusta.
The Tax-payers Watching—A gross attack on
Gen. Harris refuted—Something about clerks.

[From

an

Augusta, Jan. 11, 1872.
The centre of attraction of the citizens of the
State is this quiet city. What is the Legislature doing? and is economy to be the order this
year? are questions often arising in the minds
of the people of this State, and rightfully so.

know them again forever.
I notice a letter from this city, published a
week since in the Monitor, of your city, which
implies gross waste by the Superintendent of
the State House, when compared with the exi___n

<
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ner’s administration, running through several
years. This insinuation having been made, I
am glad of the opportunity lo answer it
Mr. Turner was Superintendent of Public
Buildings for several years. The expenses for
the last four fears, including fuel, lights, furniture, repairs, help,—in short, every charge incidental to his department, was as follows: In

The Progressive Age and Republican Journal are having a lively fight. liaeh says the
other steals it news from its exchanges.
Each
swears the other lies and both are
right, j Portland Argus.
The Argus need not be alarmed. We never
take anything from its columns. For enterprise and news the Press beats it out of sight,
and it can only get a glimpse of the Advertiser

by applying
telescope
eyes.—Belfast Journal,
a

Magazines

and

to

one

of its sleepy

Periodicals.—Old and New

for

January, 1872, contains the following papers:—Old and Newr; Six of One by Half a
Dozen of the Other—part 2; The
Chicago Fire,
by Mrs. M. A. Shorey; The Gate called BeauJohn
W. Chadwick; The Vicar’s
tiful, by
Daughter—continued, by George Macdonald;
Modern English Novels, by H. W.
Bellows, D.
D.,—No. 2, Mrs. Whitney’s Novels; Walpurgis Night, by Miss Constance F. Woolson; The
Hymn of Cleanthes, by Edward Beecher, D.
D.; The Organ-Blower, by Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes; The Pilgrim’s Tale: How he saved an
Emperor, by Wild Edgerton; Ups and Downs,
by E. E. Hale—continued; The Hills of the
Lord, by William C. Gannett, and the usual
editorial departments.
For the bookbuyer J. Sabin & Sons’ American
Bihliopolist is indispensable. The “Notes
and Queries” in the January number are uncommonly full and interesting. The book cat-

alogues

exhaustive, the “Monthly Gazette
of Literature” coutaiuing the names of all
the works published during November in America and Great Britain. J. Sabin & Sons, New
York. Price $1 a year. Cheap edition 50 cents.
The second of the semi-monthly parts of
The National Encyclopedia fulfils the
promise
of the first. It is edited
by L. Colange, LL. D.,
w'liose labors made Zell’s Popular
Encyclopedia
arc

valuable. The present work will be
prised in a single volume made up of the
so

com-

eighteen semi-monthly parts.
Price of the parts
30 cents each.
Published by Francis B. Felt
& Co., <u Mercer street, New York.
Maine Historical Societv.—The Kennebec Journal says “an item has found its way into
the newspapers stating that there will be no
meeting of the Maine Historical Society at Augusta the present winter. We are informed by

leading member of the Society, residing in
city, that the question of holding a meeting there the present winter has not yet been
a

this

decided.”

In the last year there was a
deficiency of $1950 to be made up; making the
real expenditure of 1867 $11,695!
Gen. Harris,
How stands the case since?
7he present Superintendent, took charge in 1868.
The exjienses for the same supervision that
end.

deficiency named above)
year
$7800; in ’09, $8000; in ’70, $7500; in ’71, $7316,
—a sliding scale the other way.
Showing that,
notwithstanding the broad insinuation of the
was

(less the

correspondent of the Monitor, there has been a
constant reference to economy, and that it has
been successfully carried out. I am glad of the
opportunity to put this matter before the people
of the State, because these charges of waste
and extravagance are often loosely made, and
quite often without foundation, but not corrected.
There were formerly seven men employed by
the Superintendent. At the present time but
three! About $150 were paid out of the appropriation of 1870 for other purposes. There was
no appropriation for the present Superintendent for porter or messenger, as was the case
under Mr. Turner; besides, $100 has been cut
off of the salary, as paid Turner. The expense
now for extra help is less by nearly 50 per cent,
than it has been since 1863. The answer to the
letter is conclusive, and I have endeavored tc
make it plain.
The correspondent alluded to is also troubled
about a clerk in employ at the State House, because he is not so poor as he might be, and perhaps he came from Massachusetts rather than
Aroostook. It is not the rule here to rate the
clerks according to their povperty, but ratliei
according to their ability. The question isn’t
asked have you a cow, or pig, or are you just
out of the Alms House. Fitness being yie test,
our friend came in with flying colors.
As a
he has no superior, as a citizen oi
laine, his record is for fifty years. As to property, he demands satisfaction. When he is set
down at $50,000 to $75,000, he cries out with
genuine alarm, prove or pay! He calls upon
this astute figurer to divide his figures by twe
and then buy him out. He is up for a bargain,
and calls for proposals or damages.
Phaaian.
Letter from Rochester.
Rochester, N. H. Jan. 10,1872.
Since the completion of the Portland & Rochester railroad, which brings the two placet
within about two hours ride of each other, s
large amount of trade, which before went tc
Boston, will naturally be returned to Portland.
Rochester is a thriving, enterprising village,

pleasantly situated, with a few elegant residences, wide streets well supplied with ornamental trees.
It is situated on the eastern
boarder of New Hampshire and separated from
this State by the Salomn Fall River.
It has a
population exceeding 5000 an d in this particular is the eighth town in the State.
It has
some excellent farms and its water power afforded by the Salmon Falls and Cochico rivers,
is abundant and reliable.
It is the centre ol
three
RAILROADS.

The Dover and Winnepiseogee, which is a
branch of the Boston and Maine, was built to
this place in 1849, and is now extended to Alton Bay, where it connects with steamers across
the Lake. The Great Falls and Conway, o
branch of the Eastern road, reached this town
the same year, and is now extended to Conway,
and will be completed to North Conway in
time to compete for the summer travel with
the P. & O. road. The Portland and Rochester road was completed last fall, having been
aided by the city of Portland to the extent of
$750,000. This road, although it has had to
contend with many obstacles, is now in a fair
way to be one of the most important roads for
Portland and a paying road for the stockholders.
The Nashua and Rochester road will .be
put under contract the coming season, which,
when completed, will open a through route
from Portland to New York, several miles
shorter tlirn any other. ,4
f
A road is also in contemplation from Rochester to Concord which will open a direct and
important communication between Concord
and Portland.
The Portland and Rochester is now under the

Superintendence of Mr. William H.|Turner of
Worcester, Mass., who is a man of large experience and untiring industry, exhibiting a determination to spare no effort required to make
this

first class road in every respect, in which
he will undoubtedly have the cooperation of the
President and Directors.
The rolling stock is
to be largely increased so as to meet the cona

stantly increasing demand.
MANUFACTURING.

The railroad facilities and excellent water
power, make this one of the most desirable
places for manufacturing in the State.
The Norway Plains Manufacturing Co., commencedbusiness in 1840. It has three large brick
mills. No. 1 is 109 by 49 feet, No. 2 104 by

49,

No. 3 96 by 50—four stories high, besides picking.and dressing rooms, machine shop, storeThese are mainly
houses, office, sheds, etc.
employed in the manufacture of blankets and

flannels, turning
year, giving employment
out

John

about

D. Sturdivant of

to

$800,000

worth a

about 325 persons.
is

Brookline, Mass.,

agent.

•

Messrs. E. G. & E. Wallace are getting ou^
about 8000 pairs of mens and boys congress
boots and balmorals, a week, giving employment to 400 hands.
They have introduced the
latest and most approved machinery for all the
different departments.
They are also extensively engaged iu the tanning business, getting
out about 12,000 sides of upper leather a year,
This firm
requiring about 800 cords of bark.
also has a shoe factory in Stoughton, Mass.,
where fifty cases of boots are made a week, and
also a tan nery in Saco.
Mr. J. L. Duntley is manufacturing about
2,200 cases of pegged boots and shoes a year,
giving employment to 20 men in the shop and a
large number outside.
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1 erest at the rate of Four ;>er cent. i>er annum allowall Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and in-

4 d on

A

'«

credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing inerest as by agreement and available at maturity in
tortland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
dividends made in all parts of the United States and
t Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
ind Ireland. Sight drafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
3old and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of corresi>on-

1

lents.

Agent* for the aal« of the
Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensbnrg R R
sn
jn3

DAMAGED GOODS!

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This superb Hair
Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
Tne genuine Win. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
D&W
SN
Jyll
iY_

i am

k\vu»*?

gratuitous distribution on application personally or by letter, to Mr. P. T. Dickinson, General Eastern

Agent,

317

Broadway,

New York.

AT THE

A Second Louisiana.—The following dispatch from Santa Fe, dated the 18th inst., says:
In the House of Representatives to-day the
speaker ordered the lobby cleared by the sergeant-at-arms. The officer being uuable without assistance to clear it called in the sheriff of
Santa Fe for aid, but refused. The disorder
then became so great that Speaker Rudolph adjourned the House until to-morrow morning.—
The Democrats being in the minority, remained and proceeded to elect a Speaker, pass resolutions admitting Democrats as members in
Diace of three Republicans expelled aud one deceased. They then had Speaker Rudolph aud
two other Republicans arrested, taken to the
hall of the House and held them there as prisoners.
They were taken before the Supreme
The court
Court on a writ of habeas corpus.
gave the defendants until to-morrow at eleven
o’clock to

HARD TO FIND.
Search the world through, ’tis hard to find
A place of perfect happiness;
So prone to evil are mankind,
The way to it they often miss;
Though some have wealth, it does not bring

COGIA HASSAN STORE,

Them peace by day, nor rest by
Nor is there any other thing

Boston, Dec

answer.

Prison—Harlow, Weeks,

THE ENTIRE STOCK,

Will be sold at from
■:i

>•

*

:*

-t

*

Jan 6-dtf

'<'■*.

I ii

1 I

1 / T

I.B88
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—SUCH AS—

THAN COST

ELEGANT

—is—

»

i

SILK,

,„n

POPLIN,

1

SERGES

|

RICH PAISLEY SHAWL
TO A

CHEAP

DAMASKS,

WOOLEN.

133 MIDDLE STREET,

HANDKERCHIEFS,

Under Falmoth Hotel.
dc21

UNDERWEAR,

sn

AND

BETTER

HOSIERY,

CHEAPER

THAN ANY OTHER

BOOTS .A-TsTID SHOES:

WOOLEN GLOVES,

The Lewiston Journal says N. W. Farwell.
a brick cotton mill
line stone dam; a
12,000 spindle cotton mill. The mill will be
3000 feet long and three stories high.
Teams
are now employed in
getting out materials,
lumber, stone, &c.
The Journal says G. C. Emery, Principal of
High School, Auburn, has been elected Principal of the High School at Grand Rapids, MichHe will probably
>K®n, at a salary of $1000.
be succeeded by the assistant, Mr. Kingsbury
Bachelder. Mr. Gay is to succeed Mr. Bachelder as assisant.

THOSE FASTENED

CABLE

KID GLOVES,

WITH

WIRE!

SCREW

BETTER—Because they

Pliable,

aro more

more

and Water-proof, and are warranted
Rip or Gape.
CHEAPER—Because, while their first cost is not

Comfortable,

not to

REAL AND

in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like grade,
their Durability is far greater, they preserve their
Shape much better, and the wetalic fastening insures
a more Equal Wear.
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
The immense demand having called forth imita.tions, consumers should be sure that every boot or
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.

IMITATION
HAIR GOODS,

UMBRELLAS,

by Dealers Everywhere.

Sold

no28sn7w__

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Journal says a slight shock of
in Au^nota, between seven and
quake was felton
eight O'clock,
Tuesday evening. In some of
the houses on State street lamps standing upon
tables were jarred.
The Gardiner Journal, says that on Thursday last, George Cox, a lad aged about sixteen,

LACES,

—

K t

| fiilJ

JANUARY.

T~

EDGINGS,

while at work in Stanwood & Tower’s
paper

8000 Dozen.

mill, caught a hand between the rolls of the
calendering machine, taking the end of a finger

off. On
Wednesday night, Reuel Dunlap, at
work in the same mill, was going down a scuttle with a pail of hot water. He had stepped
down, and reached up for the pail, when his
foot slipped, and the pail capsizing, the hot
water came down “on the place where the hair
ought to grow,” and all over him, scalding him
badly but not so as to blister. It was a narrow
escape. If the water had been a little hotter it
must have killed him.
He is confined to the
house.
The Farmington Chronicle says a few
days
since Mr. John P. Moulton,
formerly of
Chesterville, but now employed by the Dunn
Edge Tool Co., at Fayette went out gunning with a company of others, and fired at a
fox with the right barrel of his gun, and then
fired the left barrel, which burst in his left
hand, throwing some of the pieces of flesh
feet. The hand was terribly
twenty-seven
mangled, and it was thought at first it would
have to be amputated, but it was so well dressed and carefully tended by Dr. Blake, of Readfield, that it will be saved, although it will be
almost useless.

Spool

LAND GRANT GOLD BONDS

Liverpool.
Cld 5th, barque C S Rogers, for Baltimore.
Chartered—brig Antilles, to load sugar at Zaza for
North of Hatteras at $6| pr hhd.

—OF THE—

BOUGHT BY

KAILKOAD COMPANY.

new

January,

Geo Harris, Blanchard, at New Bedford, has
been chartered by New York parties to load with
lumber at Brunswick, Ga, for Porto Rico, and from
thence with sugar for North of Hatteras.

PRICE, and

istered bonds, $100, $300, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.

CUTLERY,

33

dels

LV

|

LANDS

ACQUIRE,” ami THE TRUSTEES

LEA & PERRINS9 SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

“

The

JEWELRY,

it

Good Sauce.”

Only

ini roves appetite and digestion, and it is ufirlvaled lor its flavor.
We are directed by Messrs LEa. & PEBR1NS to
prosecute ail parties making or vending counterfeits.
JOHN DiritrCAWH SONS,
augl2sn6m
Agents, New York.

MILLINERY,
DRESS GOODS,

A

new

lot ot line

BREECH AND

TOWELS,

The Rockland Free Press says Gilbert
Marsh,
young man belonging in that city, while driving a team drawing a load of limerock on Tuesday, 2d inst., stepped forward to the horses for
some purpose and
slipping, fell to the ground,
the loaded wagon passing over his
leg and
crushing the bones in a shocking manner.
The Free Press
Mrs.
Rachael
says
Stevens, a
widow lady, who resides with her son in Rockland, appeared to be in her usual health on the
morning of last Thursday, 4th inst. She made
a call on her
daughter, Mrs. George Campbell,
returning about half-past 9 o’clock. She was
known to have gone to the wood-house and
then up stairs. Nothing further was known of
her movements till about 4 o’clock P. M., when
one of Mrs.
Campbell’s children came into the
house and on going up stairs found her
grandmother on the floor in a reclining position, one
hand on the bed, the other on a tin
pail partly
filled with water; a severe gash was cut on the
forehead, probably done by striking on the
edge of the pail. Life had evidently been extinct for some hours.

English

“Golden Rifle.’*

the

BURNETT'S

TEN THOUSAND ARTICLES

FOR PROMOTING

no24eodtf sn

GROWTH

THB

AND RENDERING

IT DARK AND

The COCOAINE holds,
proportion of deodorised

COGTA HASSAN STORE

in

a

PACKER!

OTHER

On

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

a

THE

STRICTLY

no29

Marriage.

MONDAY,
DOST

Men from the effects
Happy Relief for
of errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method of
treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
Pa.
novlsnd3m
Philadelphia,

JAN. 15th.

COKE BEFORE,

For Sale.
finished

French roof house

just
story
Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and
THE
the
the modern
new

two

on

EOR

con-

against the other defendants. Charles E.
Hole and one or two more have been released
there not being sufficient evidence to connect
them with the destruction of the office.
Mr- Murch, overseer in the
Clark thread ??>'?
Co. 8 mill at South Lincoln while
fixing a circular saw Wednesday afternoon
slipped and fell upon it while it was running at
full speed. His arm was cut
nearly off, but fortunately he escaped without being drawn on the
saw.
The wound is doing well.

WE

WILL

improvements.

NOT

Dr

Emery
sep5dtf

No 25

st.

Enquire
J.

on

A.

all

premises

TENNEY.

WE

name and style
DONNELL & CO., is this day dissolved
by mutual consent. The books of the late firm will
be found at their former office. Either partner
may
sign in liquidation.
F. A. SMITH,
W. E. DONNELL,

F. A.

SHALL BUSH OPF

ALL THESE GOODS

GAGE,

formed a copartnership unundersigned
der the style of SMITH. GAGE A CO., for the
of
a
Wholesale
Grocery Business
purpose
transacting
have

and have taken the store. No. 92 Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,) where tney would be pleased to ses
their friends and former customers.
F. A. SMITH,
F. A. GAGE,
Late of the firm of Smith, Donnell & Co.

of

Exchange street, Portland, Me, ou Thurdav, the
18th day of January. 1872, at 3$ o’clock P. M., in

By-Laws

of the association.
Also there will be a special
meeting of the Subscribers of the “Portland Lloyds” at the place above
named on the same day at 4 o’clock P.
M, for the following purposes, viz:
To determine whether they will amend article 15 of
the By-Laws of said Association, and to transact
any
other business that may come before said
meeting.

CHARLES W. FORD, Attorney.
Portland, Jan 11, 1872.
jal2dlw

9 rooms; Seba-

Yarmouth,

Enquire

from main
AN miles
together with the

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEADIER*

Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fish-

on

WILL

BRING?

cars.

NAME

AND THEN BUT

Algeria.New

'Kfunizx

n/Avr
A N

ENTIRELY

DATE

FOR

FROM

York. .Liverpool.Jan
York. .Liverpool.Jan
York.. Havana.Jan
York. .Liverpool.Jan

10
10
11
12
forth American_Portland. ...Liverpool.Jan 13
Sritannia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 13
< Hty of London.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 13
lamaria.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 13
Colorado.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 17
tussia.New York..Liverpool.Jan 17
fissouri.New York. .Havana.Jan 18
2 Iberia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
1 ferrlmac.New York. .Rio Janeiro .Jan 23
Lnglia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 20

daho.New
i Tolumbla.New
ilanhattan.New

1

NEW

FRESH

STOCK!

Island to

Let.

Portland and two.
land, containing about 40

ISLAND 13 miles from

acres,
[>f new

buildings thereon, consisting

land is excellent—sea-dressing and
The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to
carry
>n the market flsliing and lobster business.
Terms
erman.

The

muck abundant.

moderate.
For

particulars apply to

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland. Me
12-d&wtf
jan

\

..

For

Turner, first wind. For freight
gage, apply to
janl2-3d

__

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

IN GENERAL.
PROPRIETORS

OF

THE

Thursday, Jan. 11.
ARRIVED.

Steamer Carlotta, Colby, Halifax, NS,—passengers
mdse to John Porteous.
Barque Atdm, Davis, South Amboy—coal to Ban< al], McAllister & Co,
Brig Lena Thurlow, Corbett, Baltimore—coal to
< hu Co.
Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, 'Tangier—oysters to
as Freeman,
S ud

<

30GIA HASSAN STORE,
199

Middle,
6

.Tanl1)

and

Sch

Temple Streets.

City Point, Orchard, Norfolk—oysters to

1 'reeman.
Sch Nellie Chase, DallJng, Port Johnson—coal to
\f« A IKuta* At On

or

an

sct-

IO

price up-

average

TO

81,400.000,

PER

CENT. ON

EQUAL

811,300,000, WHICH WAS THE

TO-

TAL AMOUNT OF BONDS MOLD TO

DATE; still this 200,000

THAT

land is

of

acres

NOT QUITE ONE-SIXTEENTH PART
OF THE LAND GRANT IN MINNESOTA ALONE.

Below

we

give the

jofoe

average

of the Land Grants

sales

of the

acre

per

roads,

different

on

that

some

idea may be formed of the immense value of the CO,000,000

granted

acres

Railroad Company, for there

Pacific

Northern

to the

be

can

doubt that

no

tv ill

the average price per acre of Its land sales

be

general averagefpriee of these roads:

much above the

Average per Acre.
Rapids and Indiana.80.98
and
Missouri
River.11.70
Burlington

Grand

do
do
In Nebraska .8.75
Illinois Central—to 1809.11.09
do
do
for 1870....12.55
Hannibal and St. Joseph.11.00
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe...'. .7.70
Flint and Marquette.7.18
Southern

Minnesota...,..

.7.04

Atlantic and Pacific.6.77
Falls and Sioux City....*..,.G.50
St. Paul and Pacific.G.50
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River.6.00
St.Paul and Sioux City..'n.,_B.67
Mo. River, Fort Scott and Gulf.5.55
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw.6.U0
Iowa

Marquette and Ontonagon.5.00
Denver Pacific....4.18
Union Pacific.
4.25
Kansas Pacific..2.70

The CHARACTER of the Land Grant of the
Northern Pacific Railroad Comjiany,

readily acknowledged by all
Grants,

different

to

agwhole, is

as

acquainted

i*rsons

THAT OF ANY OTHER ROAD; but

j

with

SUPERIOR TO

be

even

of its land sales

should

not be above the lowest average of all the laud

grants

price j»er

on

acre

this low figure for the 25,000

held to

acres

$50,000 of bonds, there would be

each

$17,500 over the

amount of bonds

each mile of the Northern

on

Pacific Road, still

the Kansas

During

the

that

a

redeem

surplus of
issued

be

can

Pacific Railroad.

present month the Northern Pacific

Dakota Territory

of

North,
tLIy,

J. NICKERSON,
129 Commercial St.
_■_

branches of

road

288 miles, will make nearlj 600 miles of

road in operation at the close of this year.
the U. S. Government is

As

Twenties, holders of

these

calling

now
can

iu

the **iveinto

convert them

Northern Pacific Bonds, and thereby INCREANE
INCOME MORE THAN 33 1-3

CENT.

PER

At the present time

of the sales of N. P. Bonds

tion

Five-Twenties,

and

are

a

by

good propor-

the conversion

notice that the

we

Boston

Journal in its monetary article of Nov. 11, says:
“Holders of Five»Twentics (of 1862)

izing

upon

sues—often

them, or exchanging

either real-

are

them into

other is-

into railroad bonds—the Northern Pacific

Seven-Thirties

are

favorites for reinvestment,”

Chicago disaster frilly demonstrated that a First

Mortgage Bend

any Trunk Line of

on

railroad is

the safest and least fluctuating security known.
This is manifest in
seen

quite marked instance, as

one

in the fluctuation of the

first Mortgage Bonds

of the Michigan Central Railroad, which fell but
per cent,

m

tue

lute

nnaucial panic, while L

per

s.

one

Five*

fluctuated two to three

Twenties and Sixes of IS SI

cent.; and hero the Michigan Central Railroad
with the greatest loss it could
by Are—the

burning or

its large terminal depet.
The New Yrok
Dally Bulletin, which gives the authentic reports of

Stock Exchange, in its issue of the 11th of Octo-

ber, after the Chicago fire,

says:

“Railroad Bonds

have stood the shock better than auy other class of

securities,” and again, October 18th, says: “Railroad
Bonds are steadier than any other class of securities,”
felfTo persons seeking permanent investments, alholders of Government Bonds wishing to Increase

so

their income, WE W'OCLD BECOMJIKMB
TUE NORTHERN PACIFIC NE% EMTHIRTY GOLD BONDI AM ONE OF
THE BEST AMD SAFEST RAILROAD
offered

recommend this bond for the

reason

to

that it is

GROUNDED UPON A LANDED REAL
EMTATE

B

ANIN,

THE

AMOCMT

PER

MILK,

FULLY

WANTED.

boundary
completed

Pacific slope, anil the St. Paul and Pacific

the

We
pas-

t**~

with the

mecvritien mow
the Pl'BLir.

Jacksonville, Fla.
Packet Schooner JOSEPH FISH, Capt

niaUtvre Almanac..January 19.
i iun rises.
.7.29 I Moon sets.. 7.25 PM
<
un sets.4.49 | High water.12.30 PM

GEO. C. ROBINSON A CO.,

er

OB MORE THAN

the

rears

In

THEY

jal2d*lw

premises.

Jan. 9, Mr. John Carter, aged 87
9 months.
Jan.
Bridgton,
7, Mrs. Susan G. Berry, aged 82
rears 6 months.
At Oak Hill, Jan. 2, Mrs. Catharine Mary, wife of
lev. Jas. B. Thornton, Jr.
In Berwick, Dec. 21, Mr. Benjamin Lord, aged 43
In

acre,

had met

ann

WHAT

BE-

rapid

to induce

practical working of the above pro-

the

200,000 acres, at

The

No. 30 Elm st., containing
HOUSE
gas.
go water,
the

quality of lands at prices

wanls of $0

_Jal2tf

To Let.

DIED.

Pacific Railroad Company

ber 1st exceeded

of

Co-Partnership Notice.

THE

DOL-

vision Is appar ent, fur the sales at land np to Novem-

THEIR

Mr. William E. Donnell will continue the business
under the firm name of W. E. DONNELL & CO.,
at the old stand, Nos. 93 & 95 Commercial Street.
dlw
Portland, Me., Jan. 1, 1872.
jal2

“Portland Lloyds.”

if Portland.
In East Poland, Dec. 17, Orville Swett, of Durham,
md Addie E. Goss, of South Auburn.
In Skowbegau, Jan. 1, Fred L. Whorff and Miss
Ella Hussey.
In Skowhegan, Jan. 1, Benjamin Fairbrother and
Jessie R. Corson.
in JNewDuryport, jan. iu, oy kqt. job. May, ueo.
E. Blake, of Portland, and Miss Sarah S., dauguter
>f Moses C. Knight, of Newburyport.

»

FOB

tl ment; still

on

the Subscribers to the
Meeting
“Portlnnd Lloyds” will be held at their office No.
THE
42

In this city, Jan. 11, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Capt.
Rufus S. Randall and Miss Annie S. Townsend, both

SOMERSET COUNTY.

sell the

same

the Red River of the

Lynch & Co.

Annual

OPEN THE STORE UNTIL THEN

CHOICE!

janl2-lw

en

MARRIED.

Northern

OW OTHER GRANTS,

I

EX-

NOT

Railroad will be oi»ened for passengers and freight to

the undersigned, under the firm
THE
SMITH.

Young

The Bangor Commercial says two
earthquake
shocks were distinctly felt in that city
Tuesday
night—one about 8 o’clock, the other about 2.
The Commercial says the season thus far has
been unusually favorable to
lumbering operations. We hear that Messrs. Smith &
Davis,
who are operating on Pine stream, hauled 388,000 in twenty-four days.
The Whig understands that the
plaintiff in
the famous Democrat case has decided not to

intend

of

sn

MORT-

THIS

BONDS CAN BE

ACCRUED INTEREST.”

Although the

at

Dissolution.
Co-partnership heretofore existing between

which so exactly
human hair.

OF THE COM-

RY

WHEN SAID

LAR AND

to

IN-

FIRST

CEEDING 1 lO CENTS ON THE

W, ship Fleetford, from

NEW OEEANS MOUSSES,
PORTO RICO MOUSSES.

BE

IN THE

PURCHASED AT A SUM

Boston,

R.,

SHALL

THEM,

SECURED

GAGE,

TRUSTEES

THE

MORTGAGE BONDS
PANY

MONEYS IN

“ALL

OF

SOLD,

VESTED BY

the

and P.

also

HANDS

which 1» but $2.70

O.,

SECURITIES,

DEPOSITED WITH THE

FOR LANDS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

large

PURPOSE.

e’odly

For sale by all Druggists.

OR

TRUSTEES;”

SPOKEN.

Thos.

COMPOUND

posesses the peculiar properties
suit the various conditions of the

This entire stock will be exposed for Sale

OTHER

Jonesport.

GLOSSY.

PREPARED EXPRES8LY FOR THIS

WAS

IN CASH, BONDS, COU-

PONS

w_*

FOR SALE BY

OIL,

COCOA-NUT

NO

WHETHER

SHALL BE

Savannah,
Ar at Havana 3d inst, brig H B Emery, Small, tin
Boston.
Ar at Cardenas 30th ult, barque Cardenas, Kellar,
Bremen: 1st inst, brig L M Merritt, Gilkey, Liverpool; sen Old Chad, McClintock, Charleston.
Ar at St John, NB, sch S J Gilmore, Rich, from

OF AND

liquid form,

apart to redeem the bonds, for by

set

are

CEEDS OF ALL SALES OF LANDS,

wtg orders.
Sid fm St Jago 22d ult, sch Azelda & Laura, Mcludoe, Jamaica.
Sid fm Cieufuegos 30th ult, brig Selma, Richardson,

N.

EVERY

FOR

definite terms of the mortgage, “THE PRO-

Rockland; Charter Oak. Pool, do for Boston.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 10th, sens Lucy Ames, Torrey,
New York for Portland; Geo W Baldwin, Morton,
Boston for do.
BELFAST—Ar 8th, sch James Jewett, Coombs,
Portland.
Sid 4th, barque Geo Treat, Ginn, Palermo.

MOL.A. S S E S !

COCOAINE,

THE

SECURITY

OF BONDS ISSUED.

APPROVED BY THE MAID TRUS-

do for

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
WITH WHICH

AM

the

Thomaston for New York.
Sid 6th, brig M E Thompson: schs Ada Ames, for
for Boston: Albert Jameson, ror Portland; Florence
Mayo, for Rockland.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, brig Josic A Devereux, Haskell
Baltimore; schs John Farnum, Kelley, Baltimore;
Clarabelle, Amesbury, and Lettie Wells, Watson, ftn
Hoboken.
Ckl 10th, schs Alice Myriek, Parker, tor Gonaives;
Israel Washburn, Lane, Deer Isle.
Ar lHb, ship Jas Cheston, Wallace, Leghorn; bark
Escort. Nichols, Siuga]>ore: schs Mary E Long, Hardy, Baltimore for Portland; Ada Ames, Davis. Port
Johnson; H T Townsend, Heisey, Hoboken.
Cld 11th, schs Frances Elleu, Warren, Lubec; Water Lilly, Meating, St George, NB, via Portland; The
Star, Sadler, St John, NB via Portland; Bloomer,
Martin; Emily S, Braunon, aud Exeter, Carpenter,
Portland.
PROV1NCETOWN—In port 10th, brig Prairie Rose
Lowe, Philadelphia fi>r Portland; sehs Mary Clark,

G-TJISrS!

G. L. BAILEY, 48 Exchange 8l.

Sign of

LAND

TEES,”

lawyer.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 8th, brig John Balch, Hodedon, Calais for Providence; schs E G Sawyer, Han;
E Arcularius, Gregory; W Freeman, Robinson; Adrian, Hunt; Catawamteak, Lord, and J W Woodruff,
Haskell, New York for Boston; Franklin, Chadwick,

Just received per steamer, to be sold Very Low!

AND THE

a

43,000 ACRES OF AVERAGE

if the average

MUZZLE LOADING

DOUBLE

CORSETS,

HOLD

The sales of all lands “AT SUCH PRICES

GUNS.

BEAYER CLOTH,

TO

BONDS

AS

NEW BEDFORD—Sid 10th, sch Henry Whitney,
Orcutt, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Oth, schs Mary D Haskell, Carter, Baltimore for Boston; Catawamteak,
Lord, New York for do; Alligator, McGregor, from
Hoboken for do; EG Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia
fordo; Gen Grant, Johnson, Baltimore for Belfast;
M J Adams, Gilchrist, Spruce Head for New York;
Huntress, Sprague, Pembroke for do; Aunie Powers,
Sparks, Bucksport for do; L Newton, Williams, fra
Portland for do. (captain and cook frost bitten); C L
Hix, Hix, Rockland for do; J W Fisli, Gardiner, ftn
Calais for New Haven; L M Strout, Dean, Bucks|>ort
for do, (sails split): S S Lewis, Clifford, Belfast tor
Baltimore; City Point, Orchard, Norfolk for Port-

Oct 17, lat 50 31 S, Ion 71 01
New York for San Francisco.

OF

OBLIGED

ARE

THE

830.000

Cld 10th, scha Sarah A Reed, Reed, Para; Hattie
Haskell, Young, Aux Cayes; Frank Howard, Dermott, Para.
PROVIDENCE—Ar Oth, sell Angeliue VanCleaf,
Carter, Hoboken.
Below 10th, sch Wm Penn, Wiley, from Calais.
Cld Oth, sch J K Howard, Howard, 'St John, NB,
via Portland.
Sid 10th, schs Seventy-Six, Teel, New York: Senator Grimes, Philbrook. do or Calais; W G R Mowry,
Eaton, Bristol, to load for Cienfuegos.
NEWPORT—Ar Oth, schs Walter Irving, Arey, ftn
Thomaston for New York; Emma, Crockett, Belfast

Demarara for

RAIL-

COMPANY MAY HEREAFTER

SAID

dence; Hyena, Gardiner, do for do; Alpha, Munson,
do for Boston; Eddie Waters, Thorp, Philadelphia
for Boeton; Union Flag, Simmons, Ellzabethport for

Eaton, Dyer, from

AND

COMPANY', OR WHICH THE

ROAD

New York for
Providence; Ella Amsden, Smith, ftn Baltimore for
Portland; Fleetwing, Gregory, New York for Rockland; Lizzie L Mills. Armstrong, Hoboken for Provi-

Hattie

PACIFIC

NORTHERN

THE

Rockland; Pacific, Ginn,

a

AND

PROPERTY, REAL

PERSONAL, NOW IN POSSESSION RY

v n.Dit .i,...

*

THE

PROPERTY,

AND

RIGHTS OF

for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar Dth, ship Missouri, Bradburn, fm
Glasgow; brig Alice M Putnam, Rogers, Antwerp;
sch Clarissa Allen, Hodgdon, New Haven.

__

and OH-

FIRST

a

MORTGAGE, “lFOX T11K RAIL-

ROAD, FRANCHISES, AND ALL

7th, barque Acacia, Robinson, Boston.
9th, sch Sunbeam, Gilley, from
Calais.
Cld 9th, brig Carrie Purington, Lincoln, Providence
sch Delmont, Gales, St Pierre.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, sch Northern Light,
Plummer, Colorain, Ga.
Ar 9th, sch Addie M Bird, Smith, Boston.
Ski tin Delaware Breakwater 9th, barque Daring,

...

mile,” which Is secured by

per

|

BALTIMORE—Ar

brig

Exchange St., Portland,
tf

sn

PLATED WARE,

loan which shall not exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars

a

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 22d ult, brig Deacon, Reed,
Port Ludlow.
Ar 25th, ship Commodore, Gilmore, Nanomo.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 5th, ship Zephyr, Sweetser,
Bristol, E.
MOBILE—Cld 5th, barque Gan Eden, Greenleaf,

e

issued in the fallowing denomi-

are

Coii]K)nTonds,$100, $500, and $1,000; Reg-

nations:

Klizabethport

ir_:„i.

re-

the fy’ompany’s lands at the LOWEST CASH

bilged.

Hoboken for

OFF. H.TAX-are

ceivable at lO PEK CENT PBKMICM for

HIEnORAIVDA.
Sch A F Howe, Ellis, from Boston, is ashore on
Ram Island, near Seguin, and is supposed to have

nti.

payable first of July anl

FREE

arc

1900—bear 7 3-10 i*r

in

payable

are

cent. Interest in

Brig

She has lost both anchors.
Sch Idaho, Babbage, from Boston for Winierport,
with corn, went ashore at Matinicus during the blow
of the 7th and is reported to be badly damaged. The
crew are supposed to have made a landing.
Brig Mountain Eagle, Jarvis, from
for Portland, (before rei>orted lost) came out of Vineyard-Haven 6th inst in company with several others,
ami at 8 P M same day ft commenced boisterous
with heavy seas, and was obliged to take in sails. At
4 AM 7tli. was struck by several squalls, the vessel
being iced up and leaking badly and requiring all
hands at the pumps; on the 8th, 6 AM, was boarded
away galley and everything
by a sea which
movable on deck. The crew being much exhausted
of
frost
and some
them
bitten, it was thought t>est to
abandon her, when the steamer Oceanic came up and
took oft* all hands, landing them at New York.

Bonds

These

ship Frauconia, built by John Currier of
Newburyport, 1400 tons, has been sold to Geo W Gilchist ana others, of New York, for $08,000.
The

Providence, ldg.
At Bermuda 28th ult, barque Addle McAdara, Partridge, from Bordeaux for New York, disg for rtq>airs;

H. M. PAYSON,

PACIFIC

NORTHERN

Launched—At Bucksport 10th inst, from the yard
Bagley & Co, a schr of 164 tons, uurned the John
Wentworth.—owued by E H Herriman, of Belfast,
S P Hall, Fred Spoftord, and others, of Bucksport,
and to be commanded by Capt L L Lewis, of Bucksport.
of

Ar at Liverpool 10th inst, ship Shatmuc, Soule, fm
New Orleans; barque Wetterhorn, Landerkin, from
Mobile.
At London 18th ult, barque Estella, Loring, for

FANCY GOODS,

KNOX COUNTY.

The engineers engaged by the St. Croix & Penobscot Kailroad Company to make a
survey for
the proposed extension of their line to Grand
Lake have completed their work, and are now
engaged in making estimates. The Calais
Times says they have obtained a better line than
expected, and have met but few natural obstacles. The deepest cut necessary is but fifteen feet, while the
only grade that is at all
heavy is but ninety feet in a distance of three
miles. It is their opinion that the road can be
constructed at a very reasonable cost.

COUPO NS,

MORTGAGE

FIRST

FOREIGN PORTS.

GOLD

Thread

sale at par and accrued interest, the

We otter for

land.
Ar 10th, sch Chas Sayryer, McFarland, Baltimore
for Portland.
In port 10th, schs Herald, Trade Wind, Grace Cushing, Annie Powers, Louler Newton, Huntress, Mary
J Adams, L M Strout, S S Lewis, Alligator, Charles

All at Great Bargains during the Holidays.

ation, $28,000.

J

A

FROM

*The

EAST BOCHESTEB.

CHEAP PRINT I

OR EVEN A

county!

This village is situated on the Salmon Falls
river, about three miles east of Rochester vilage, on the P. & R. railroad, formerly known
as Shorey’s mills.
The Cocheco M. Company
purchased three mills in 1804, since which ten
additional mills have been erected. This company now gives employment to 200 hands, turning out 1,500,000 yards of checked flannels,
tweed and cassimeres a year. Another mill
belonging to the Franconia M. Company is
now unoccupied.
This will at some time he a
large village, as the water privilege is one of the
best in the State.
C.

FROM

for New Haven.

ALPACCA,

Esq., will build next season
at Lisbon, on his new and

tinue

GOODS!

DRESS

Also HOSIERY and GLOVES,

l)Ul

MEBCHANT8 EXCHANGE
Ar at Liverpool 11th inst, steamer Nova Scotian,
Richardson. Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 5th inst, barque Mary C Fox, Ross,
Portland.
Cld 5th, sch Etl.an Allen, Blake, New York.
Ar at Havana 4th inst, barque Carrie E Long, Park

loan!

Choice Investment Security !

A

ions.

r»_umi

FROST’S,

P. M.

H

.•maKaiiii aaavid

.»

CBtUlA.,

CO.,

sn

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

A-niUCl

Seasonable Goods!

>

.H

.‘A

.a;AttAMHi. *

Sumner Wood, an old and well-known citizen of Auburn, died
suddenly Tuesday evening.
The shipment of shoes and boots from Auburn and Lewiston Stations, the past week,
have been 407 cases, including 14 by express to
344 cases for the preceding week. The
receipts
of leather have been 99,870 lbs. to 64,870 lbs.
for the previous week. Business is starting up

r.v«vv»K,mo

Gold

Boston.

35 TO 95 PER CENT.

BUILDINGS.
On Sunday night last the
house, ell and sheds
There are several blocks and churches of of Mr.
Snow Saulsbury, of Canaan were
modern architecture which have been erected burned. The
furniture
was saved.
By throwwithin three or four years past. The McDuffee
ing snow into the cellar most of the potatoes
block is an elegant brick structure, erected in and
vegetables were saved. Loss $2000.
John
This
is one of
1868-9, by
McDuffee, Esq.
WALDO COUNTY.
the finest blocks gin the county. It is |123 feet
The Belfast Journal says the grand
by 44—three stories high, with a French roof.
jury last
The lower story is occupied as stores, the secweek found five indictments against Kev
Geo
ond floor for offices and the third story as a hall
I). Garland, a Freewill Baptist
preacher of
which is one of the largest and most commodiMonroe, for the crime of sodomy.
ous
in the State.
In the fourth story, in the
The Journal says Mrs. Isabel, wife of
Henry
French roof, is the Masonic Hall, which is finStaples, of Stockton, died very suddenly on
shed in the richest style and furnished in the
noon.
She was the mother of Hon.
Saturday
best manner.
The total cost of this block was Crawford S.
Fletcher, Senator from this
about $50,000. Tlie fraternitv iwinnvinjr t.liA I
A runaway horse iu Belfast last
iiall is in a very prosperous
Saturday
condition, number- caused
severe
injury to a daughter of Hon. Neing 175 members. It was one of the first or- lienuah
who
struck
on
her
Abbott,
head in atganized in the State.
tempting to jump out of the sleigh. The horse
The Methodist church is an
elegant brick
structure, erected in 18(>(>-b7,at a cost of $22,000. afterwards started another one attached to a
The Congregational church has also been enlarg dray loaded with hulled com and milk, upsetting the dray and scattering the contents,
ed and remoddled.
The Freewill Baptist Sotwo runaways then started a milkman’s
team
ciety, which now worships in a hall, proposes to whose
contents were soon scattered, The first
erect a church in the spring, and several other
named
horse
was only
stopped by comum in
large buildings are in contemplation.
contact with a pile of boards, as we
learn from
GOKIC VILLAGE.
the Belfast Journal.
About two miles down the Cocheco river,from
YORK COUNTY.
the principal village, is the Clonic villnge, where
is the Clonic manufacturing establishment,
Messrs. Parker and Lawrence, railroad conwhich turns out about 850,000 yards of flannels
tractors, lost two horses on Friday last by backa year, giving employment to 75 hands.
There
ing them down an embankment, on the second
is'also an unoccupied brick mil], 150 feet in section of the B. & M. extension at North
Berlength, four stories high, which when put in wick.
operation will greatly increase the business of
The Shakers at Alfred have sold some 900
the village. The power at the village is abunacres of wood and timber land to Horace Wooddant ami cannot fail to attract the attention of man and Edward
Eastman, of Saco. Consider-

capitalists.

and

fail line of

a

—AT—

NEWS.

«*»
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CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia. Bragg. New York—Henry Fox
M
N
Haven, Hall, Matanzas—Geo S Hunt.
Barque
Sch Maggie Quinn, (Br) Foster, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Emma, (Br) Pitt, St John, NB—John Port-

Boston.
ing,
Sl«l

USEFUL HOLIDAY GOODS!

Chase.

A

DAY

n.rl« Block, Old Stood Pr«r Sc Smith.

LINENS,

4-1.

OPEN THIS

NELSON &
■•••

THE

SAVANNAH—Ar 5th, brig Mary E Pennell, Eaton
Boston; sch Carrie Heyer, Poland, Baltimore.
Cld 9th, ship Cvnosure, Costello, Liveri>ool; barque
Sami Lanrabee, Thompson, Bremen.
CHARLESTON—Ar 7th, brig Minnie Abby, Hard-

LADIES!

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

New

y'i

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Boston.

Also

The sachems of Tammany have passed a resolution closing Tammany Hall to all political
I
committees or organizations.
The preamble
asserts that no legal Democratic Committee
BLANKETS,
was elected in 1871, consequently this action igLA(lijJJI IUU iL/
ficul
nores the recently constructed general commitDOMESTICS,
tee, on the part of the Tammany organization
which may lead to a further disruption of the
Tamnian y party in this State.

uniro

2w

Elegant Assortment of Neck Ties!

INJURED AND UNINJURKD

Public Instruction—Harlow, Powers, Dow.
Library—Chase. Dow, Powers.
Public LandB—Powers, Pulsifer, Weeks.
Pay Roll—Weeks, Harlow, Dow.

nsAL'noofti

street.

Comprising man>

Indian Affairs—Hatch, Powers* Pulsifer.
Public Buildings—Chase, Pulsifer, Hatch.
Insane Hospital—Pulsifer, Chase, Harlow.
Deaf, Dumb and Blind—Dow, Hatch, Chase.

rrri ill rriuwl

sn

WE

An

Reform School—Dow, Hatch, Harlow.

STATE

27.

TO THE

Committees of the Executive Council.—
The following committees have been announced
in the Executive Council:
On Warrants—Pulsifer, Weeks, Hatch.
On Accounts—Hatch, Chase, Dow.
On Military—Weeks, Pulsifer, Powers.
Oil Pensions—Powers, Weeks, Harlow.
State

Washington

Corner of Beach and

Granger

On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On

night;

Can find a “Suit” at George Fknno’s,

i--

run «>■/uum/ic

.JlUlli

swept

Will these secure, “But doing right.”
But Boys, when they desire new “Clothes,”
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,

The Speaker of the House has called on Gen.
for a
military guard to-morrow to keep
the mob out of the looby.
The action of the Democratic minority has
been lawless and disorderly in the extreme and
they endeavored to bully and intimidate the
of personal violence. The
majority by threats
Republicans are firm and resolved to maintain
their rights by all necessary means.
Much excitement exists and both parties are
armed. The Daily New Mexican (Republican),
editorially charges Postmaster Sullivan, the editor of the Daily Post, and Secretary Welter
with the responsibility for the lawlessness that
has been rampant in the legislature for some
days past. The Post pronounces the statement
false and malicious. Welter refused to recognize the new organization made by the Democrats after Speaker Rudolph and the Republicans left to-day and refused to swear iu
the
members at their request.

UlMUl,

erest

Swedes, Germans, and Franco-Germans from
Alsace and Lorraine, and a very wealthy

Scotchman has lately purchased 1000 acres of
the Kansas Pacific railway to found a colony
of his countrymen and upon which' he intends
locating 600 families during the present year.
The Kausas Pacific Railway .Company have
pamphlets and maps of all that section for

established for the transaction of

General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to cheek at sight. In-

R
EEEE

FIRE!

promises to be stronger than ever before.
Agents are now locating lands for colonies of

SONS,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
THIS HOUSE is

U \ T

One of the leading physicians of New York
says: “The relief experienced by a residence
of a few monts at Denver by several consumptives within my own knowledge; has been most
marvelous.” The tide of European emigration setting towards Kansas the present year

&

I>I

Sch Trott King, Bradf ml. New York.
Sch Black Bird, (Br) McKee, Boston, to load for
It John, NB.
Sch E & F Williams, (Br) Pitt, Boston, to load for
It John, NB.
Sch Oranaska, Sadler, Boston for Rockland.
Sch Ceylon, Femald, Boston for Camden.
Sch Yankee Maid, Webster, Boston for Camden.
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NOTICES.

SPECIAL
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complaints.

Sroof-reader

Placarding

the dead-walls, and
showering handbills among the people, are auxiliaries in advertising; but it is doubtful whether, as a rule, they more than pay the expense,
while there is no doubt that they are a nuisance.
The blankest of dead-walls is oul v disfigured by posters, provoking in the well-regulated mind a sense of aversion to the man who
so advertises, and the articles
upon whose excellences lie expatiates; while as to handbills,
so
a
citizen
nothing
prejudices
against going to
see any show, or buying any
goods, as the ugly
slips of paper thrust at him from all quarters,
eloquently recommending him to do those
things.—Journal of Commerce.

even

lintj tliorvi

same

The Best Wav to Advertise. The best
and cheapest mode of advertising in the world
is that in the newspapers. Every successful
advertiser will say this. Seed strewn there—

But the Maine Central is not entitled to
claim, in the face of the events of the last
year, that it has conferred upon the people

provisions

beginning to

We cut the following squib from the Portland Advertiser, the sheet that feels worried
about the Christianity of a paper that could joke
over the Prince of Wales’s illness.
Pious creature :
“A pleasant report comes from the Fiji Islands. The European planters who have settled there have been in the habit of
kidnapping
islanders, and as five men were conveying a
band of captives the latter rose aud assaulting
the planters chopjied them in small pieces witli
hatchets, which put au end to their men-steal-

has

of Massachusetts Revised
Statutes, chap. 57, sect. 150, are that the treasto return
urers of savings’ banks are required
of all
to the assessors of towns, &c. the names
and also the
and
of
upwards,
#500
depositors,
on
borrowers of such amount and upwards
collateral security. Section 132 provides that
an assessor he shall
upon the written request of
return sums of #200 and upwards.

but the

well now has under consideration, involving
the disposition of six hundred millions of the
bonds of the funded debt, is from the London
house of Jay Cooke, McCulloch & Co., representing themselves and Rothschilds, but no
other foreign or domestic bankers.
They propose to take during the present year fifty millions of the five per cents., with the privilege
during the same time of an additional amount,
and during 1878 three hundred millions of the
four-and-a-half per cents., and two hundred

Mr. Titcomb of Augusta and referred to the
Railroad Committee:
“An act authorizing the Maine Central Railroad rYn.iiia.iiy to make a loan.
Sec. 1. The Maine Central Railroad Company is hereby authorized to issue its bonds fo1
the purpose of providing means for putting
said road and its equipments, and the roads
now leased to and operated by it,
in efficient
condition, and for the payment of the bonded
debts and liabilities of said company, and of
the corporations hereinafter named, that unite
in the mortgage.
And said Maine Central
Railroad Company, and such of the
following
corporations whose roads are now leased to and
operated by it shall decide so to do, viz: the
Portland and Kennebec Railroad Company,the
Somerset and Keunebec Railroad Company,the
Leeds and Farmington Railroad Company, and
the Androscoggin Railroad Company, are hereby authorized to unite in a mortgage of their
railroads, franchises and other property to secure the payment oi said bonds.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect upon its approval by the Governor.

many thieves, indeed! It is the close. of i
year that has seen State after State fall before
just such monopolies as we are asked to establish here! It is the close of a year thal

refers to,

1804, $0500; 1805, $7000; 1806, $9000; 1807,
$9745; showing a steadily increasing scale from

The New Consolidation Bill.—The following is a copy of the bill alluded to in our special
and called the Amalgamation bill, offered by

What a philosophic observer of events th<
writer of such a paragraph must be! Tam

such
as I

Financial Propositions From England.—The proposition which Secretary Bout-

Nova Scotia Items.—From the Boston Traveller of Thursday evening, the following, from
Halifax, under same date, is taken:
The American fishing schooners C. H. Price
of Salem, and Oliver Eldridge and Henry B.
Stanwood of Gloucester, bound fishing, put in
here yesterday in distress, having sustained considerable damage during the gale of Sunday.
The steamers Westphalia and Bohemian,
from Hamburg for New York, who put in yesterdry short of coal, proceeded to-day.
Brig Phoebe Ellen, of Londonderry, N. S.,
sailed ou Saturday from St John, N. B., for
West Indies. She sprang aleak and was dismasted. During the gale of Sunday, struck the
ledges off Cropley Point, nineteen miles east of
Digby Basin entrance. Only two h mds were
saved, and they were so badly frozen that it is
not expected they will recover.
The schooner
is a total wreck.
Twelve miles further east, above, is the wreck
of another vessel—all on board lost. The body
of one man has been found.
A tragedy occurred at Grand Grave, Richmond,
C. B., on Friday. A young man named William Butler was shot by another young man
named Alexander Lafford. Butler was engaged to marry Lafford’s sister. The family objected ; an elopement was planned, and Butler,
wnne
waning in me vicinity or i.aiiora a nouse
for liia intended, was approached from behind
by young Lafford, and shot with a gun. He
died a few hours after. Lafford was arrested,
and the coroner’s jury returned a verdict of
wilful murder.

relatively,

corporation by any voluntary

Drew.

millions of the four per cents.
They will thus
extend their transaction over about twenty
months from the time the first delivery of bonds
can be made, and only ask, as before stated, in
addition to the terms the Secretary is authorized to make, that the interest on the two lower classes of bonds be made payable in Europe.

of thirteen millions will grasp at supreme
power in the State, like'every other similaj
monopoly that has been allowed to spring uj

no

else,

not

law._

The

er source.

rily

is

above

vors

consolidation sorintrs from altoEret.heranot.b-

besides.”

fountain head, and to dispel any doubts that
might exist, it was deemed best to enact the

Franklin M. Drew, recently Secretary of State,
and Gen. Selden Connor of Boston. A petition
has been circulated in the State Senate in favor
of Gen. Conner, which received a large number
of names, including all the military men.
Speaker Blaine and Senator Hamlin are in favor of Gen. Connor, while Senator Morrill fa-

the theft of Erie in

the amount of deposit is imposed
I merely wish to say that there
law in Massachusetts, or any where
believe.
Jan. 11, 1872.
do not know which law “D”

on

With burdens so heavy and business so dull,
the actions of those who have the Treasury in
charge should be watched with a jealous eye,
aud woe to the man, or set of men in power,
who waste the people’s hard-earned money.
The places that know such, ought not and will

A despatch to the Boston Herald says a lively contest is going on for the General Pension
Office in Augusta, now held by Gen. Boynton.
The candidates for tho position are Hon.

for it finds it still more troublesome to state

are required by law to return tothe assessof towns the names of those depositors living in those towns, and the amount of their deposits over #200, and a State tax of 1-4 per cent,

[We

yesterday

cry of

ed.

on

a

The Superior Court Bill.—The following
to be engrossed in the Senate
bill was
under a suspension of the rules:

and in the next stigmatizing those
petition is addressed as a.“com-

were

man’s opinion
the vexed question oi

Such

ventilation.

to whom his
mon

good

to be

ought

Coriolanus in the white garments of a candidate for popular favor, asking for support in

breath,

tidal motion.

of

curb on the will of their natural masters.

one

prevailing

position

capitalists have made heavy investments in
mining propertio s, and are developing them
The simple statement that
with great vigor.
at this inclement season of the year there could
be 800 passengers, detained by the stoppage of
intera single train of cars, shows how much
In
est is felt in the business of that country.
addition to|this,the reputation of the climate of
Colorado for invalids is last making it a great
resort for persons affected with pulmonary

ors

There is one savant among our State Senators, Hon. JJ. K. Chase, of Washington
in
County, who has published a pamphlet opto the
theory of the cause

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Tlie mining interests of Colorado, were never
Durmore favorable than at the present time.
ing the past year a large number of English

tors

of the corporation issuing them.
The

Kansas and Colorado.

Barings’ Banks.
Railroad Company to make a loan” as the
*
In a communication in your
Editob:
Mb.
means of quieting the scruples of capitalists,
paper this morning, in regard to savings’ banks
who may not feel quite easy in paying money
it is stated that in Massachusetts “The direcfor bonds authorized merely by the legislation

WORTH

BONDN

OF

AMD

ALNO

EQUIPPED

OF RAILROAD

DOC RLE
INNUED
UPON

TRUNK

A

LIME

RUNNING THKOUGA

rHE NAME.
A Man well acquainted with

Flour and
And

For

the

Grocery Business,

can

command trade,

kVlakes to C onnect

Himself with

SWAN &

H.

Ey-(!ood references given if required.
Address
Portland. .Tan

S

183VI

H. G., Portland P. O.
dlw*

or

BARRETT, Bankers,

100 Middle Street.

nonic re-

House in Portland.

liable

further particulars concerning this
Bond,
same apply to the
undersigned.

mrcliasc of tho

1.
32
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PAYSON, Banker,
Exchange St.
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CITY AND VICINITY.

Accidents.—James O’Donnell, a workmai
at the Portland Company, had one of his an
kies so severely crushed on Tuesday, by tin
fall of a piece of machinery upon it, that am
putation will probably be necessary.
Matthew Adams, one of the deputy sheriffs
fell down a flight of stairs at his residence tin
other evening, and broke his shoulder.

MAINE

SENATE.

Ball at Sebaqo.—A correspondent at th<
Lake informs us that the “Eighth of January

AcIvertiM-uteuttt To-I>ny.

Ball” at the Pavilion on Monday last was e
very pleasant and successful affair. One hum
dred and forty couples were present, and tht
music was good. George Webster, of this city,

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Escaped Nun—Miss Edith O’Gorman.
Saturday Night Dance.
Wonders of Nature—Kev. H. Whitcher.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Fire—Cogia Hassan.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Wanted—H. G.
Island to Let.
Molasses—Thos. Lynch & Co.
Dissolution—Smith, Donnell & Co.
Copartnership—Smith, Gage & Co.
Schooner for Jacksonville, Fla—J. Nickerson.
Portland Lloyds—Charles W. Ford.

fllSCEIAANEOIIR NOTICES.
The Northwest.
With

To Let—30 Elm st.
Bonds—Swan &

Barrett, and H. M. Payson.

Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM, WALTON, J., PRESIDING.
TiltR8day.—The forenoon was occupied in disusing of interlocutory matters. The traverse jury
comes in next Tuesday.
JANUARY

Nuperior Court.
JANUARY

CRIMINAL

Thursday.—In the
well the jury returned

TERM, LANE, J., PRESIDING.
of State vs. Moses Maxa verdict of not guilty.

case

Vinton.
Alico Duffle, apjiellant. Keeping shop
the Lord’s day for the purpose of business.—

Mattocks.
State
oj*en

vs.

on

Verdict, guilty.
O’Donnell.

Hays. Indicted for an assault on
one McCarthy. McCarthy says he was
sitting in a
top-buggy, when defendant came along and offered to
shake hands. Hayes, on getting hold of McCarthy’s
hand, pulled him out over the wheel on to the ground,
injuring liis side. Defendant says he did not pull
diet,

vs.

not

James

guilty.

Mattocks.

Brown.

State vs. William Murphy.
On trial.
Mattocks.

Search and seizure.—
A. W. Bradbury.

Municipal

Court.

JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

Thursday.—Joseph Floyd was sentenced
days in jail for stealiug a barrel of pork.

to 60

Brief Jotting*.
The anniversary exercises of the Portland
Fraternity will take place this evening, beginning at 7.30 o’clock, in the hall over their
Rooms, 353£ Congress Street. The public are
i nvited.
The amount of State pensions paid by the
city treasurer the past year to persons residing
in this city, is $1,755, distributed among 54
persons.

It is understood that two of the iftdictments
against O’Neil W. Robinson will be nol prossed by the countyattorney but that to the third
he will plead guilty and take sentence.
A little girlhiamed Carrigan, and a boy were

injured Wednesnay while coasting, the former
having her leg broken, and the latter being
badly cut on the head.
The officers elect of the St. Albans ComrnanK. T., were installed last evening.
The U. S. Court came in yesterday, but ad-

dry,

journed without transacting any business.
We hear that an estimable young lady of
Fryeburg died in that town this week of small
pox.
Officer Merrill last night arrested a boy named Brennan for stealing two game cocks from
a place on Portland street.
It is reported that a workman at the Keorosene Works had his leg broken yesterday
by a
barrel of oil, which rolled upon biui.
An intoxicated Irishman in City Hall last

evening audibly

dissented from some of Edith
O’Gorman’s statements, and drew a pistol, to
the fright of several ladies who sat near him.
The police went for him and took him to a safe
place in the basement. The pistol was found
to be unloaded.
City Affairs.—-At a special meeting of the
Board of Aldermen, held Thursday afternoon,
Charles A. Staples and Frank Merrill were
drawn as grand jurors and William H. Josselyn
and Isaac Farrington as petit jurors to serve at
the February term of the United States District
Court.
Leave to withdraw was granted on petition of
J. G. Perry to erect a wooden building on Fed#eral street.
Petition of E. L. Dyer, for a sewer on Portland street, was referred.
The Haymakers.—Our citizens are soon to
be favored with a repetition of the delightful
cantata of the Haymakers, which was given
with so much success at Deering Hall about a
dozen years ago. The chorus, which numbers
about forty voices, has been under thorough
drill for two months, under the conduct of Mr
Charles E. Hodgkins, who has had considera
ble experience in rendering it in public. When
properly presented the Haymakers is one of the
finest compositions of the kind in American
musical literature, the music being of a lively
cnaracter, witn consiuerame or me
humorous type interspersed.
By the use of
new scenery, farming implements, rural costumes and other accessories, the stage will
closely resemble a real hay-field. The scenery
is now in the hands of a competent artist, and
Mr. Hodgkins informs us that no pains will be
spared to make the representation perfect in
all its details, aud highly satisfactory to the
ana oruuaui

public.
Sale of the Oriental Company’s Powder
Works.—The expensive powder mills of the
Oriental Co. at “Gambo Falls” in Windham,
together vyith 500 acres of real estate, buildings,
magazines, machinery, personal property, &c.
was sold at auction yesterday by Messes. F. O.
Bailey & Co. A special train over the Portland

this portion of out
country is becoming settled and filled up with
a
population full of thrift and enterprise,
wherein the New England element is largely
predominant. It is estimated that fully 75,000
people have gone into Minnesota and permanently settled since the first of July, 1870. The

greater proportion of these people have gone
to that part of the State which lies from 100 to
250 miles west and northwest of St. Paul and
Minneapolis—a country which, till within a
few years, was considered hardly habitable,and

only occupied by roving bands of predatory
Indians. Although the State of Minnesota
posesses a very productive soil to induce rapid
settlement, still the great reason of its speedy
growth is the wonderful development of railroad communication throughout the State.
It
was

only in 18G2 that the first rail was laid in
Minnesota, but to-day there are over two thousand miles of railroad building and in operation. The Northern Pacific railroad have now
about 550 miles of running road in the State,
and have over 400 miles more contracted for,
to be built on or before the 1st of January,1873.
The first active operations of this road towards
building was commenced July 1st, 1870, and
the rapidity with which it has been built to the
Bed Biver of the North, is only a marked instance of what American enterprise can do.
Owing to the eminent character of the management of Northern Pacific railroad, the company are [enabled to obtain abundant aid,
through the sale of their bonds, for the continued building of the road to the Pacific coast,
and before Jan. 1st, 1873, fully 1300 miles will
be completed, and in running operation, thus
giving railroad communication to the Winnipeg country, by its northern branch to Pembina, and to Montana territory by its main line
extended to the upper Missouri river.
ue matures oi mis in ortnem

fully

on

_

this city, several years since, she was considered as a young lady of great promise in the dramatic profession, and a favorite with our theatre-goers. Since that time she has greatly improved, and is now regarded as an actress of
remarkable talent and ability. So great was
her success in Bockland, that the citizens of
that place tendered her a grand complimentary
benefit, which drew forth the largest audience
ever assembled to witness an entertainment of
any kind, in that city. The company is an excellent one, the drama eminently attractive,
and the numerous friends and admirers of Miss
Myers should extend to her an enthusiastic
aud

greeting,

welcome

her with

a

crowded

house.
Temple of Honor Anniversary-.—Forest
of Honor No. 1 celebrated their
5th anniversary last evening at their hall, on

City Temple

street. There was a large gathering
of the members and their wives and invited
guests. The meeting was presided over by the
Grand Worthy Templar of the State, S. It.
Small, Esq., who made some handsome introductory remarks. An address was delivered by

Exchange

P. G. W. T. Joseph B. Hall, Esq., followed by
brief but pertinent remarks from P. G. W. T.
M. L. Stevens, Esq., P. W. C. T. M. B. Bourne
and others.

There was some line singing by
the members of the Temple. The members
and their guests, after the services in the hall
were over, sat down to an excellent
oyster supper, prepared in the ante-room by that excellent caterer T. S. Hatch.
Miss. Edith O’Gorman, the “Escaped Nun,”
delivered her lecture on “Life in a Convent,” to
a very large audience at City Hall last
evening.
She will make her last appearance in Portland,
next

Monday evening,

will deliver

a

new

on

which occasion she

lecture, and will also relate

the manner of her escape from the convent.
See advertisement in amusement column.
Another Missi.no Horse.—About half-past
six o’clock last evening Dr. A. O. Shaw drove
to his fathers office on Fore street, (Eaton
Shaw, Esq.,) and securing liis horse with the
hitch-weight went in. After an absence oi
about ten minutes he returned, but the horse
gone, though the hitch-weighl
was carefully left behind.
Up to midnight nc
trace had been discovered of the missing team,
and sleigh

were

Cooia Hassan.—rCogiq Hassan, having wiped the smoke off has put his goods, which were
injured by the late fire, in presentable shape
and will re-open on Monday. He proposes ti
rush off the stock as soon as possible, and a;
any price they will bring; and then stock uj
for the summer
The
wil

rush

en inugse

campaign.
people
for his store next week.

cargo of fresh oysters have arrived
find them at Timmons & Hawes’

The
You will
Market s<juare,
new

Cogia

at

janl2-2t

Hassan’s.

A Beautiful Woman.—The perceptive faculty of women is usually keener than the same
phrenological organ in men. Women know
that beauty rather than genius is worshipped
by the sterner sex. A man may talk of the latter to his lady-love, but the keenness of the
woman knows that he is
thinking of the former.
Women are fond of admiration; hence one
of their longings is to be beautiful. The grand
secret of female beauty is health, the power to
eat, digest and assimilate a proper quantity of
wholesome food. Take Vinegar Bitters. It
will cleanse the stomach, tone the vital organs,

give

a perfect digestion, purify the
blood,
clear up the complexion and produce a state of
mental and physical electricity, which gives

symmetry of form, bright eyes, white skin,
glossy hair and a genuine type of female loveliness, which no cosmetic can produce.
janCth-4wf
Thread enough to reach from Portland to

Constantinople, by actual measurement, will be
offered at Cogia Hassan’s store for sale on Monday.
janl2-2t
_______

Whittier has just received from Prout &
Co., London, Eng.,(the largest brush manufacturers in the world) a large invoice of Tooth
Brushes. These brushes were made to order
from drawings furnished by Whittier. Every
brush is silver-wired, red backs, and with his
name on every handle, fifteen different styles.
Every brush is warranted not to annoy the
user by loose bristles in the mouth, and by the
enterprise of Whittier in ordering direct from
the manufacturer, the prices are much lower
The public will be glad to know
than usual.
the above facts.
Shirts and Drawers
iana
on

warm

at me nre.

enough
oaie at

to

keep

all Port1-1 assail s

uogia

janl2-2t

Monday.

At Whittier’s something New and Delicious,
Southmayd’s "Cocoa-Nut Creams,” Southmayd’s “Boasted Chocolate Almonds!” Southmayd's “Crystal Bose Bon-Bons,” Southmayd’s “Imperial Creams” Southmayd’s Im-

perial Drops.
in Portland, slightly damaged, (not the noses hut the
handkerchiefs) at the Cogia Hassan fire. Sale
Handkerchiefs

for all

the

noses

janl2-2t
Monday.
Whittier, Druggist, agent for Southmayd’s
Warranted
Pure Candies. Forty-five kinds.
on

fresh and pure.
Atrophy Arrested.—Fellows’ Compound
Syrup of Hypophosphites.—Wasting of the
tissues of the body is arrested, the muscles
made fine, and the nerves regain their power
by using Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypo-

phosphites

janGtli-ded&wlt

Gloves enough for all the hand-(some) hands
in Maine at the fire sale at Cogia Hassan’s, on

Monday.

on

Monday

at

damaged by fire—to be
Cogia Hassans. jnl2-2t

Bibbons and millinery, damaged and uninjured, to be sold at reduced prioes at Cogia Has-

Monday!

janl2-2t

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell, at 10 this

ing, at rooms on Exchange street, furniture,
carpets, &c.; also thirty barrels ^Western apples.
Wanted.—Six good saleswomen at Cogia
Hassan’s. Enquire at the up-stairs entrance
on Middle street
janl2-2t
Great will be the rash on Monday for damaged goods at Cogia Hassan’s.
janl2-2t.
By W. T. Walker, M. D.
[From the Medical Record of November 1st, 1871.)
Having been requested to state what I know
therapeutically of Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of Piuus Canadensis, and furthermore being requested to send it for publication in the
columns of your journal, I beg leave briefly to
tax your patience and generosity.
For the past six months I have used this extract in many cases affecting the mucous membranes, and in almost every case it has given
In abrasion of the os and
entire satisfaction.
cervex uteri, when applied in its full strength
by means of a pledget of cotton, I have found
it far more satisfactory than tannin or iodine.
In endometritis it has proved equally satisfacI have used it with perfect success in
tory.
acute and chronic vaginitis, by applying it in
I have also
its full strength every other day.
used it in several cases of gonorrhea, and must
say that I vastly prefer it to the vaunted remedy of claret and tannin.
It is certainly a most valuable astringent and
tonic; and I doubt not that it will very soon
l.nvrn ;

+

u

for the purchase of f.2(
copies of the Maine State Year Book, was presented and assigned.
An order to place the remaining copies of the

,.lnoo

Sn

on*

Yfniomn Motion

121 East 35tl> St.
For sale by W. W. Whipple & Co. Portland,
and by Druggists generally.
dec23-lw
Items.

Mrs. Mansfield, of the Fisk tragedy, is
louger under surveillance, aud hcr.servants
discharged from custody.
A test suit against the Erie Railroad,

no
are

cn

which 158 other cases for overcharge rested,was
decided against the company at Passaic, N. J.
Some of the wrongful transactions at the
New York Custom House, which are now paraded to discredit the administration of President Grant, occurred years before his election
as President.
Viccy Woodhull is very much agitated because Trumbull couldn’t see the consistency oi
giving her a public hearing in the Senate. She

explain
Judiciary
morning.
Hepworth proposes the forming oi
a new
society on a broad ground. The most oi
his congregation will accompany him.
Manj
clergymen sympathize with him, and he ha:

will rise, to
mittee this
Rev. Mr.

before the

ADDITIONAL TO CIVIL SERVICE.

The President has authorized the following
additional rule recommended by the advisory
civil sen-ice board relating to temporary appointments in departments, the completion of
the details of examination,
namely: 14tli,
Pending the complete examination of the methods of investigation and examination contemplated by these rales, nothing in them shall
prevent the appointment, designation or employment without examination, as already provided by law, of persons temporarily to fill vacancies when It shall appear that the necessities of the public service demand such vacancies to be immediately tilled; but such appointments, (except when made by and with advice
and consent of the Senate) designations or employments shall terminate soon as details of the
investigation and examination for filling such
vacancies shall have been completed by the
advisory board.

Revised Statutes in the hands of the State Librarian for safe keeping was tabled.
Mr. Humphrey presented an order, directing
the Committee on Kducation, to inquire into
the expediency of repealing that section of the
Revised Statutes, relating to County SupervisPassed.
Read and assir/ned—Resolve authorizing the
placing of 200 copies of the Revised Statutes in
the bauds of the Librarian for the use of the
members of the Legislature.
Ah order was passed directing the Secretary
of State to furnish blanks to Trial Justices.
ors.

Petitions, Bills, <tc., Presented and Referred—
An act to amend chapter 28, of section 07, of
the Revised Statutes, relating to the adoption
of children; jietitiou of John Hayden, of Bath,
for a charter for a railroad from Bath to Portland; of Miles Standisli and others, of unincorporated settlements of Dead River, for aid
to build a bridge; of the citizens of Wells, in
aid of a petition of the 1*. S. & P. R. R., for a
charter; of members of the Bar of Somerset,
and five other petitions severally, for the removal of the County Scat from Norridgewock
to Skowhegan. Adjourned.

XLIId CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, Jaa. 11.—A large number of
petitions for the reduction of the tariff and the
repeal of the protective duties on salt, iron and
coal were presented.
A bill from the Ilovtse was reported from the
H4o for the expenses of the Ku Klux Committee.

The House met at 10 A. M.
Papers from the Senate disposed of in

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky, denounced the whole
Ku Klux investigation bill. Passed.
The joint resolution of Mr. Sumner, proposing a Constitutional amendment limiting the
service of President to one term, came up.
Mr. Conkliug addressed the Senate, arguing
He claimed
against any such amendment.
that the country was on the eve of civil serviee
reform. We are about to divorce appointments
from
patronage and favoritis and to try a withdrawal of political patronage from politics. He
argued against any amendment of the Constitution forbidding re-election to the Presidency.
It was unnecessary as a means of getting rid of
a peril to which the old
appointing system was
open, but which the new system is specially designed to remove. We are in the act of providing that Presidents shall not be re-eleoted by
bad means, and we are told that as part of the
same act we must provide that Presidents shall
not be re-elected by good means.
We are rooting out the great alleged evil of re-eligibility to
a second Presidential term when we are told we
must not leave “re-eligihle” standing in the
Constitution, even after its alleged evil lias
been taken away. We are stripping a thing of
the one objection to it, and are told the thing
itself must not exist after objection is gone.
This seems very odd. A common mind sees it
all the other way. To me the two things seem
not only distinct, but contradict each other.
If
we were engaged in preserving the present
system of appointment I could see the fitness of
removing danger, real or supposed, belonging
to that system; but when we are bringing it a
new system I do not see the need of a Constitutional anathema aimed at the departing evils
and the abuseses banished with the old system
aud superseded and prevented by the neiv. It
would seem not to require further action; certainly not require action warring on reason in
other respects. Proceeding with his argument
the Senator urged the inconsistency in claiming
that removals would be “only for cause,” aud
then forbidding the re-election of a President
who has won such public confidence by four
years of faithful serviee; that he can only be
got rid of by a legal disability. He claimed
that the pending proposition was simply an expedient to prevent the re-relection of President
Grant, for, if adopted, it would be claimed that
Grant s re-nomination in the face of it would
be indecorous; that if the dogma is right and
so declared by Congress and the
people it must
not be trampled on now; but why not provide
as well against the re-election of Vice President
or Senators?
Are they not as likely to be
tempted to abuse their patronage aud power?
Mr. Sumner, in reply, said:—“I shall not undertake now to follow in an elaborate speech,
nor at any time shall I undertake
any reply to
the insinuations and iuuendocs he has so freely
strewn in his path. I leave him in the full enjoyment of what he has done. In introducing
this proposition I simply discharged a conscientious duty, taking counsel of experience and
following the testimony of the best minds of
our republic.
I have felt it my duty to give the
Senate an opportunity of deciding upon the
question. I say taking counsel of experience,
and docs not experience confirm the conclusion
at which I have arrived? Is is not sustained
by the authorities of the republic? Who in
cur history has not arrayed himself on the side,
the Senator from New York represents to-day.
What eminent statesman has placed his name
on this question against the names of Andrew
Jackson, Henry Clay and Benjamin IT. Wade.
Who is the statesman? I know him not; do

con-

currence.

The

billowing orders were passed:—Directing
the Committee on Legal Reforms, to inquire
into the expediency of providing
by law,
_

that ecus shall be sold bv welo-ht: H1roe tin or ! iii*
Secretary of 8tate to provide maps with the
lines of the railroads marked thereon, also the
lines under construction and chartered; direct-

ing

the Secretary of State to provide the officers of the House with one
copy each of the
Revised Statutes.
The Speaker joined on the part of the House,
On the Senate order, on the Committee on
the Governor’s Message, Millay, of Bowdoiu-

ham; Mitchell, of Troy; Reed, of No. 11; Tufts,
Sharon; Hunt, of Robbiuston, and

of New

Stevens, of Parlonan.
The following were appointed a Committee
on County Estimates:
Foster, of Bethel; Perkins, of Poland; Randall, of Island Falls; Holbrook, of Freeport; Clark, of New Vineyard;
Whitcomb, of Ellsworth; Cornish, of Winslow; Torrey, of St. George; Reed, of Waldoboro; Briggs, of Hudson; Briggs, of Brownville; Millay, of Bowdoinham; Prescott, of
Hartland; Holbrook, of Troy; Anderson, of
Eastport, and Burleigh, of South Berwick.
An order was introduced to provide the Daily
Eastern Argus for the use of members.
After a sharp discussion by Messrs. Webb,
Carleton, Atwell, Perkins, Knight and others.
The yeas and nays were ordered, and the order refused a passage by a vote of 60 to 74.
:>
An order to supply the members with $10
worth of stamps, was refused a passage by a
decided vote.
The Portland Court Bill was taken up under
a suspension of the rules on its passage to be
enacted, and discussed by Messrs. Humphrey,
of Bangor; Fessenden, of Portland; Carleton,
of White field; Wilson, of Thomaston; but not

being printed, was

returned to the Committee

Engrossed Bills.
Petitions presented and referred.—Of David
Kuowlton, for an act of incorporation to the
manufacture of ship chandlery, &e.; of the

on

Camden Wharf Company, for leave to extend
their wharf’s into tide waters; of Tobias Roban act of the incorporation of the Bar
Harbor and Mt. Desert Telegraph Companies;
of L, McAllister,et als, of Lowell and Stoneham,
for a part of Lowell to be set off and annexed
to Stoneham; of W. E. Skillin, for a pension;
of J. M. Chandler, for a correction of the State
Valuation: of J. Cummings for change of
name of name: of Vezie Bank for authority to
reduce the capital stock; of Albert Cleaves and
200 others, for a charter to be given to the P. S.
& P. Railroad Company, and maintain a railroad along the sea shore from Biddeford to
Kittery; of S. Bragdon and 73 others of Wells,
in aid of the same; of J. D. Teague, of Lyndon and others, asking a passage of the resolve
submitting article 8tl\ ot the Constitution, to

erts, for

tile Tlpnnle

fs.rt.iplfi Kt.li

refers

tn

eilneatinn *1 nf

you

cases.

Passed to be Engrossed—An act to incorporate the Orono Woolen Manufacturing Company; an act to enlarge the jurisdiction of the Superior Court in Portland.
Passed to be Enacted—Bill, an act to authorze
the Little Androscoggin Water Power Company
to increase its capital stock.
Adjourned.
haisk.
DEATH OF MR. CALDERWOOD.

Belfast, Jan. 11.—John Calderwood of Lincolnville, a farmer in good circumstances, who
yesterday attempted suicide by hanging, died
Domestic troubles are said to
this morning.
have induced the act.

Bath, Jan. 11.—Cleared to-day for Baltimore
to load coal for San Francisco,
thjfine new ship
Humboldt, Capt. John Drummond. This is
the last of our fleet, the Humboldt being the
only one on the stocks the day she was launchon

the

coast._
WASHINGTON.

Com-

taken the counsel of Rev. Messrs. Beecher,
Budington and Thompson.
Au Albany special says that Tweed has noti
fied Ins friends there that he is not going ti
claim his seat in the Senate.
The Times says that the election of John
Cochrane, a Tammany Republican, to the pres
idency of the Board of Aldermen and the sub
sequent retirement of Mayor Hall, so tha
Cochrane will be Acting Mayor, is the result o
Tammany tactics as proposed privately b;
Tweed.
It is rumored Mayor H all lias gone to sc ;
Sweeney at St. Catherines, Can.
Erastus Corning is dangerously ill.
Government offered to sell a million of gol 1
in New York Thursday; $5,942,000 were bid fu r
at 108 to 108.74
It will go at 108.72 to 108.74.
The bonded debt of Kansas is now $1,400,00
and other debt $80,000,

Steamship Nova Scotian, from Portland, Me
has arrived out,

THE

RATIONAL

REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.

Washington, Jan. 11.—The Republican National Convention appointed by the Chicago
Convention in 1808, met in the Ebbitt House
to-day, to fix a place for lioldiug the next National Convention.
Mr. Claflin, the President, called the meeting to order.
Thirty members answered the roll call.
On motion of W. E. Chandler, the committee was ordered to report the call for the National Convention.
The Chair appointed the following: Senat
Bice, of Arkansas; Senator Pomeroy, of Kansas; Win. Sloan, of North Carolina; Mr. Coburn, Indiana; Horace Greeley, of New York;
Mr. Chandler, of New Hampshire, and C. C.
Fulton, of Maryland- Mr. Greeley was not
Senator Nye was substituted on the Executive Committee, in place of DeLoug, who is ab
in

uapuu.

Mr. Pomeroy moved that the Convention be
held the last Wednesday in May.
Mr. Rice presumed that Congress would adjourn the the third Monday in May, and favored holding the Convention soon thereafter.
After a general exchange of opinions, the
first Wednesday in June was selected as the
time for holding the Convention.
The vote stood: ayes 20, nays 6. The vote
was made unanimous.
The Executive Committee decided to hear
what the several cities had to say relative to
the place of holding the Convention.
The Chairman said propositions had been received from Boston, Louisville, Cincinnati,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.
After considerable discussion, a vo
was
taken as to the place, and resulted as follows:
St.
Philadelphia, 18; Cincinnati, 3;
Louis, 2;

Boston, 3; Louisviile, 3; Washington,
On motion of Mr. Coburn, the vote

de-

clared unanimous.
The Executive Committee decided that each
State should have delegates double the number
of Senators and Representatives, and two for
each organized Territory, including the Territory of the District of Columbia, who have the
right to vote.
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York opposes these illustrious characters, but
in liis opposition he mistakes the whole foundation ot argument. The object is to guard
temptation, to see that the President may not
I** placed in a position where he may he temptThe argued to use his powers improperly.
ment of the Senator says, let him be tempted.
anu
he
Nay,
goes fuHlier,
saystho people ought
not he restrained in the choice of their chief
magistrate. He argues against restrictions upon
the people. Sir, that argument is an assault on
constitutional liberty.
It is by restriction of
the people, assured by constitutional law, that
liberty is maintained. What is the great object of civilized government lwt liberty, regulated by law; liberty under the safeguards of
the Constitution.
The Senator’s argument would overthrow the
constitution and overthrow the law where they
were a restraint
upon the people. Can that argument find sanction? Is it not on its face conto
trary
Republican institutions? Why, sir,one
definition of a republic is a government calculated by law to the end, that it may he a government, not of men, hut of law. Rut the Senator would make it a government of men.
I
know of no better indication of the progress of
civilization than the manner in which men
gradually come within the sphere of law. At
first there was hut little law, and the executive
power large, hut as civilization increases by
the executive power is diminished and the domain of law extended. Now, sir, my object in
preparing this amendment is to bring the executive power of the republic within the domain
of constitutional law; to the end not to fall under a temptation which all experience shows to
All parties for several
be most pernicious.
years seem to have been of the opinion that the
in
defect
our
system at which this propogreat
sition is aimed should he remedied.
Such has
been the condition of parties generally in this
government; that it has been almost a hopeless
task to engraft the measure upon the constitution ; hut now there is an opportunity, and I believe every man is sensible that a correction of
this evil ought he promptly applied.”
On motion of Mr. Wilson further consideration of the joint resolution was postponed.
At
half past three the Senate went into executive
session and soon after adjourned till Monday.
HOUSE.
Mr Edwards of Arkansas,said if he had been
resent when the report reflecting on him and
enator Clayton was made, he should have denounced the testimony taken as untrue and
should have moved for an investigative committee. He was content however now to leave
the matter with the Election Committee.
A resolution in reference to the improvement
of the Tennessee river was adopted.
A bill from the Commerce Committee authorizing the construction of a ship canal from Lake
Michigan to the Mississippi river was reported
and recommitted.
Mr. Banks of Mass., from the Foreign Committee reported a bill
authorizing protection to
citizens.
The hill was amended so as not to
impair the rights of discovers or assignments
by them previously recognized by government
and then passed.
Mr. Butler of Mass., from the Law Committee, reported a hill increasing the limitation of
the amount of suits which were appealed to the
Supreme Court from $2000 to $5000 and other
lilies relative to appeals from territorial courts
and in criminal proceedings. Ordered to be
printed and recommitted.

Peter Melmore and others, inhabitants of Bencdicta Plantation, for an act of incorporation; of
S. M. Kimball for recompense, for the improvement of Shin Pond Stream; of Oakfield Plantation for an appropriation for the roods; on
act to make uniform rates of fare on all the railroads in this State; an act to fix the compensation of the Judges of the Supreme Judicial
Court; an act to regulate civil actions in certain

ed

l.Jl

'jj

voting

no.

This joint resolution was then passed.
Mr. Dawes of Mass., asked leave to offer
resolution for the appointment of a select coi
mittee to inquire into the condition of the Sta
government of Louisiana.
Messrs. Coughh
•and Kerr

CONVENTION.

The committee appointed to frame a call, reported the following, which was adopted:
We, the undersigned, constituting the National Committee designated by the Convention bold at Chicago, on the 20th of May, 1808,
hereby call a Convention of the Union Republican party at the city of Philadelphia, or
Wednesday, the 5th of June next, at 12 o’cloci
noon, for the purpose of nominating candidates
for the offices of President and Vice President
of the United States. Each State is authorize!
to be represented iu the Convention by dele
gates as usual, to twice the number of Sena
tors and Representatives to which it will be en
titled in the next National Congress, and eacl
organized territory is authorized to send tw(

delegates.
Iu calling

this Convention the committee re
mind the country that the promises of tin
Union Republican Convention of 1808, havi ,
been fulfilled. The States lately in rebellioi
have been restored to their former relations t.
the government, the laws of the country hav
been faithfully executed, the public faith lia
been preserved, and the national credit firm!
established. Governmental economy has beei ,
illustrated by a reduction at the same time o f
the public debt and of taxation, and the fund
ing of the national debt at a lower rate of in
terest successfully inaugurated. The rights o f
naturalized citizens have been protected b;
treaties, and immigration encouraged by libera 1
The defenders of the Union hav
provisions.
been gratefully remembered, anil the rights an. 1
interests of labor recognized. Laws have beei ,
enacted and are being enforced for the protec
tion of persons and property in all section! \
Equal suffrage has been engrafted on the Na
tional Constitution. The privileges and inline
nities of American citizenship have become
part of the organic law, and a liberal imlic
has l>eeu adopted towards towards all who ei
gaged iu tile rebellion. Complications in ou r
foreign relations have been .adjusted in the ii
terest of peace throughout the world; while th
national honor has been maintained. Corruj
tion has been exposed, offenders punished, re
sponsibility enforced, safeguards estalffishe l
_

The joint resolution accepting the statue of
Roger Williams from Rhode island was taken
up.
Mr. Eames of Rhode Island pronounced an
eulogy on the life and character of Roger Williams.
Mr. Banks of Massachusetts, thought it due
to himself and the State of Massachusetts to
reverse some statements made
by Mr. Eames
in reference to the banishmont of Williams
from the colony of Massachusetts. He denied
that the question of soul-liberty or religious liberty had entered into the cause of that banishment. The causes were first, that Williams denied the title of the people to their lands as derived hy grant from the crown of England, and
held that there could be no valid or just title to
the lands, except it was derived from the Indians.
Of course the l’uritaus could not admit
the denial of the title of their lands made in a
public manner, and which unsettled the rights,
hot oidy of the colony, but of individuals.—
Williams had also opposed vigorously the custom of conference between the different ministers of tlie colony, and had declared that their
church was not such as a Christian could communicate with, inasmuch as it received its authority from the church of England, winch he
condemned. After thus assaulting the very
foundations of the State and denied the ehristiau character of the church, the Puritans were
of course compelled to resist him. He had gone
so far as to say the women should he veiled; a
custom which never had been and never would
lie acceptable to the men of Massachusetts.—
(Laughter.) Roger Williams had unquestionably been to the Pilgrims a troublesome man and
he hoped that no exception would betaken hy
any of his colleagues if he said there was a few
in the State. (Laughtor.)
Mr. Cox denounced the Pilgrims as mean, intolerant and bigoted and eulogized Williams.
Gen. Butler replied defending and eulogizing
the Puritans,Jsaying that they had puritanized
the nation.
Mr. Rihlack of Iud., took exception to the
phrasology of the resolution in the sentence
“that this work of art is accepted in the name
of the nation” and suggested as the proper
phrasology “in the name of the people pf the
I United States,” and lie moved to so amend it.
Mr.Beck of Ivy., suggested sarcastically the
I
word “empire.”
I
Mr. EJdridge pf Wis,, suggested that Mr, Niblack’s amendment corresponded exactly with
the constitution, “the people of tile United

..

j
|

States,"

Mr. Hoar of Mass., trusted that the House
would pass before striking from the resolution
the assertion that this country is a nation.

full discussion of the passive

P*WMi
Missouri

a

y

be adopted for the nations
campaign of 1872.
111 1859 there was not a mile of railroad ii
Minnesota. Last summer there were
full;
thirteen hundred miles. Now there are ove
fifteen hundred. By next fall there will b
over two thousand.

Our

New York, Jan. 11.—The

Congression

anon,
baske t
Lx-Appraiser Palmer testified that Janies 5 [.
ihonipson, when Harbor Master, proposed ®
1 aimer to divide the
profits on giving large a
lowancesto importers on damaged goods, whic I,
proposition Palmer refused and made known 0
Secretary Boutwell. Mr. Palmer testified thi ■t
is was his belief that
compromises with ine
chants tended to increase frauds. He nev<
heard of any convictions. He believed that tliei e
was niore larcenies of
goods while in posse:
sum of the Custom House than
elsewhere. M
Palmer said he was informed that hiseommui
mating the misconduct of Thompson to Seen
tary Boutwell was the reason of his remov: 1
through the efforts of Senator Coukling. 11 c
declined to
give the name of his informal!
He did not
give the information to ex-Uollecti r

^

Murphy.
J. S. Williams, of the Great Western line c f
steamers, preferred the present general ord< r

LOUISIANA.
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BOTH FACTIONS IN THE COURTS.

l'nrininglou I.etler.

Albion

Dyer, Esq., of Strong, met with a very
painful accident Monday afternoon. He was
ladder in the stable chamber,
ascending
which was resting against the hay mow, for tht
purpose of feeding his stock, when from some
cause, the lower end of it was pushed suddenly
out, precipitating him to the floor, a distance oi
about twelve feet. He struck heavily upon his
side, dislocating his arm, and badly bruising
his hip and other parts of the body.
Our village is about to lose, and your city will
a

House, Sunday
Mormon doctrines; but
Vttrt.K

at

afternoon,

last accounts,

OOV. CONLY YIELDS.

some

time past

He

was

PR OF.

Will open

Madison, Jais 11.—Gov. Washburn’s mes
sage says that the State debt is $250,000. Xh
are estimated at
$300,
000 less than in 1871.
He recommends legisla
tion to prevent unjust discrimination
by rail
roads, and favors a postal telegraph.

»

IOWA.
NOMINATION

OF

NO.

Few York, Jail. 11.—A dispatch from lows
announces the nomination of Mr. Allison ti
succeeed Mr. Harlan by the Bepubliean Legis
lative caucus. The vote stood’as follows on thi
informal ballot: Harlan 38, Allison Ho, Wilsoi {
22. In the first regular ballot Harlan had 42
Allison 5!!, Wilson 20. The seoond ballot Har
lau had 40, Allison, 63, Wilson 17.

Receipt* by Railroad*

FRANCE.
F PROTEST OF MANUFACTURERS.

Paris, Jan,

11.—A remonstrance signed b
manufacturers of Paris, was sent to th
Assembly against the passage of any bill in
creasing duties on raw cotton or silk.
Only eight of the Chambers of Commerce o
this city are opposed to the Anglo French com
mercial treaty.
EXPRESSION OF GRATITUDE.

The Paris Journal in reviewing the contribu
tions of food, clothing and money receive*
from foreign lands for the suffering inhabitant 1
of Paris since the war, praises the people of tin
United States for the unbounded liberality an*
for the gracious manner in which the were dis

PERSONAL.

Admiral Inglefield, recently appointed nava [
attache of the British legation at
Washington
has sailed for New York.
Viscount Parker is declared a bankrupt.
Mill Bank, M. P., in an address to his
gt.ihinilfa

V’orlr

1

of sir Chas. Dike. He promised to call on liin
*“
iParliament his declarations in re
gard to the Crown and government and in tin
event of his failing to answer to brand him
a.
him as he deserved.
DEAD

BODlEi

ALREADY TAKEN OUT.

LondoNjinJan.ll.—There was

another terribl
Wales yesterday in the Oak\v*oo<
Colliery wliile the men were at work. Mam
were able to make
escape but one gang wa 4
shut off and all probly perished.
Eleven uiei
were taken
out and parties are now
exploriui
the mines for others missing.
Immediately ai
ter the? explosion flames broke out and the ex
tensive works and macliiner were entirely de

explosion
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The following
Stocks:

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAS
TWENTr-FOUR HOURS.

Western Union Telegraph Co. 703
Pacific Mail. 551
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated.... 96
,N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 92J

Harlem

Jan. 11 (7.00 P. M.) 1
Probabilities—The barometer will prohabl
continue low at the Roekv Mountain station 3
on Friday witli
cloudy and threatening weath
er.
An area of rising barometer with clearin
will extend from the Missouri and Mississipj i
rivers eastward to the Atlantic and Hudsoi
•liver.
The low baromet r on Lake Ontari
will move eastward over New Eegland to-nigh c
with threatening weather and light rain, espei
ially on the Atlantic coast. Southerly wind
increase to-night on the East Atlantic, veerin ?
on Friday to the West
Atlantic, with clearin
weather.
Brisk southwest winds, veering t *
northwest, will prevail on Lakes Erie and On
tario to-nigh, ana to a less extent on Lakes Hu
ron and
Michigan.
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Cleveland.29.80 36
Corinne, Utah. .30.06 37
Indianapolis... .30.14 34
Mt.Washington.29.52 20
Montreal... ....29.35 34
Key West.30.02 70
New London... .29.71 41
New Orleans. 30.23 47
New York.29.73 30
Norfolk.29.92 46
Omaha.30.01 37
Pittsburg.30.05 39
Portland.29.71 34
Savannah.30.13 47
Washington... .29.87 35
30.07 47
Wilmington
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FURNITURE,
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flue action, kind and pleasant drivers. Also New and
Second-Hand Sleighs,
Puugs, Sleds, Harnesses,
Blankets, Hobes, Ac.
O. BAILEY * CO., Aucts.
jatltd

SLEIGHS

44
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A. T

LOT

WE

large
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CHOICE

Groceries aud Store

tf

AT

undersigned

Don’t

Slip Down!

A GOOD

ASSORTMENT OF

FOOT HOLDS, for Men & Women,

At 132 Middle Street.
Also

a

large

stock of Rubber Boots and
Women and Children.

for Men,
jaCeodis 3\v

Overshoes,

IH. G. PALMER.

Nets C ollar* aud Cull* 50

ctn to

At 9

WE

Flavoring

Wagon

R- Iv. HUNT,

Live TO in no wa for Winter Fishing constantly

NO

W. D. Little A
ESTABLISHED

Now

viz;

Phoenix,

of Hartford.
SI,400,000

Bxcnange. ot Boston.
Capital

A

Surplus,

D. H.

$350,000

SWEETS IR, resident.

National, of Hartford.
New Cash Capital,

STONE & DOWNER,

$500,000

MARK HOWARD,

International,

President.

of New York.

Capital A Surplus,
—

DEALERS IN

BUY

City, State. County

and

FOR

European and Nor ii American First MortR. It. Bonds, 6 per cent in Gold, at 90 and interest.
Man Frauci*c#>
We draw Exchange an
Montreal, Ml. John, and Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stocks and Bonds in Boston and New Yoik.
Inquiries by mail promptly

Special

..

attention to

sept8 eod 13w

CS.

packages

__

A.

MERRY,

Canbefoundatlils old .dace
Congress st., next to

ol
new

business No. 229J
City Hall.

Jan 11-dlw

I

a

MALL upright Boiler.
LINCOLN & PETTENGILL,
8 Market st.. Portland.
janll*3t

__—i——---...

Western City and
SALE at prices which

110R

cent, interest.
I vestment.

A very

—

..

Connty Bonds
10 to 1*3 }»er

yield
desirable
security

for in-

CHARLES M. HAWKES.
28 Exchange St.

dclltf Is

Portland, Saco A portsinoutli
R. Company.
No S6 payable January 2d, 1872, to
Stockholders of record DeccniberiM, 1871.
NQTT, Treas.
dcM tatd

DIVIDEND

at the

_E.

3
9
8
10:
13
;t 1
10
Ibr an engagement, about Feb. 1, 1872, a
11
House.
11
man an traveling Salesman for a Grocery
refers to present
^ 4 I Has hail eight years experience, ami
11 >.
and past employers.
jaGdlw
10
Address '“ACTIVE,” this office.

WANTED!

L

_

OPEN

>$|

Capital,

$500,000

These com panics are among the best now
dohig business in Maine. Those that have imssed
through the
Ordeal” are now in first rate condition for
complete indemnity against loss or damage by fire.
The NATIONAL ami ORIENT are new
Companies,
organized with c lean Capitals.
Traders. Builders and others, wanting
large lines with reliable offices, may be accommodated
with us at MODERATE RATES. Dwelling* and
Farm Property, insured for ONE,three or FOUR
years, on highly favorable terms.
JaMsd3w

“Fiery

recently
Merchants,

Sedalia City Mo. Bonds
Livingston Co.

Wanted.

0

Stock List.
Broker’s Board, Jau. 11.]
Union Pacific Railroad.
Union Pacific RR Sixes...
Vermont Centralist Mortgage is.
United States Coupons, gold.
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Eastern Railroad.
Michigan Central Railroad.
Bates Manufivcturing Company.

by expre-'A*

DRESSER,

H AI R

Orient, of Hartford.
New Cash

MALE

received

$350,000

CHAS. T. WEBSTER, President.

gage

answered.

of New York.

M. F. HODGES, President.

United States Bonds.

AO ENTS FOR T1IE MALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota
First Mortgage R. R. Bonds. 7 pjr cent in Oold.
Northern Pacific R. K. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

ALSO,

President.

Capital A Surplus,

8EI.L

AND

$950,000

SAVAGE,

Hoffman,

—

American ami Foreign Specie and Coupons.

18HJ

GEO. W.

Street, Boston.

Stat.3

______

%

1843.

representing the following first-class Comitanies

janGeodsN

B«>tou

..

IX

Office. ]Vo. 491-9 Exchange Street.

on

hand, and supplied in any quantity,
Also a general assortment of Gunn, Flaking
Tackle and Hporting Goodn,
G. L. BAILEY, 48ExckangeNt.

i--—
R.

Sixes^

Co>

General Insurance Agency,

on

enty years old, still lives at Dover, Mo. A
good many older than that live nearer home.
Kussia has only 10,000 doctors, which is c ne
to 7,182 people. In some districts there is no
physician within less than a day’s journey.
The bar-keeper of the Grand Central Ho tel
,
asserts that Stokes had been drinking hoav l,y
ten days beforo the murder, and on the sa iiq
a

Auctioneer

HENRY KELLOGG, President.

Paris, Jan. 11—5 P. M.—Rentes closed at 56f 19c,
Liverpool, Jan. 11—5 P. M.—Cotton closed firir I
log @ lOgri
Middling uplands log @ 10*d; do Orleans
sales 15,000 bales, of which 4000 were for export an
13
speculation. Spirits of Petroleum @ 13gd; refine i
17 @ 174d.

Union Pacific Laud Grants 7s.
Franklin Company, Lewiston.
New Hampshire State

and

Capital dc Surplus,

LIVE BAIT!

Mrs. Sawyer, of Kansas City, horse wliipp
her husband for riding out with a widow. He ■eafter Mr. Sawyer will “beware of vidders.”
A venerable goose, supposed to be over s< v‘

afternoon drank-three times.

Merchant

316 Congress St., will sell every evening a
large
assortment of Staple anti Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to mil
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on all
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11, 1868.

91.

Hemstitched (Linen) Handkerchiefs, 20 cts to 75 cts.
Liuen Switckea aud Rraidn only 91-00.
Silk Switches $2. Jute Switches 15 cts.
And all other goods at low prices.
At Hn. CL CL WELCH'S, 79 Middle Street,
Third door from Exchange St.
ja6eod2w

for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20. 1862, 91 g; do 186
old, 93; do 1867, 93; U. S. 10-40’s 911.
London, Jan. 11—5 P, M.—Tallow 48s 9d @ 49s.

[Sales

1.2 o’clock P. M.

Reliable Insurance.

Silk, Velvet aud Plunk Hatn 45 ctn.
Sets Collars an l Cuffs 50 cts. to $1.
LADIES’ ROHAN TIEN ONLY 50 Ctn.
Ladies' Cotton-aud-Wool Hose only 40 cts.
Ckildreu’tt Wool Hose from lOc to 04 ctn.
Gents’ and Boys’ Wool Hose 45 cents, worth 62 cts.

London, Jan. 11—5 P. M.—Consols closed at 91 s

m.

AUCTION !

Commission

CALL AND SEE

London, Jan. 11—1.30 P. M.—U. S. 5-20’s 1865, ole
934; Jo 1867, 931.
Liverpool, Jan. 11—1.30 P. M.—Cotton firm; salt
15,000 bales, of which 4000 were for speculation an ,
exi>ort. Pork 59s for new.
of

Fixtures !

shall sell the splendid stock of groceries in
Store of SAMUEL CHADWICK,96 Exchange street: said stock consists of a splendid assortment of English Sauces and Pickles, Jellies.
Canned Goods,
Extracts, Pure Spices,Teas,
Coffees, Huntley and Palmer’s Biscuits and Crackers, Sperm and Parrafine Candles, Choice Groceries.
&c.
Also a few very choice old Wines, Tobacco and Cigars, Demijohns, Jugs, Flasks, &c. At same time
the Stove, Fountains, Show Cases, Tobacco Case,
Tin Tea Show Caddies, Coffee Bins, Large Platform
Scale weighs 2500 lbs. Counter Scales, Double Standing Desk, Sitting Desk, one travere runuer Pung,
nost new, 1 Grocer
and Harness.
The above stock consists of the choicest goals the
market affords. Many of the lots are small, making
it for the interest of customers to attend the sale.
F. O. BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
ja9td

Paris, Jan. 11—11.30 A. M.—Rentes closed at 51

week.

Al TJ C TION!

shall sell in front of office, 316 Congress st., on
Saturday, the 13th inst, at 12 o’clock M., a
lot of single and double,trimmetl and untrim met l
Sleighh. These sleighs are custom made, and warranted by the manfacturc-rs to be first class in every
It. K. HUNT A CO., Anct’rs.
respect.

offers for sale the “New
Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
and prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
hotel is in good repair; well furnished; de__.liglitfully located, with fine shade trees and
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address,
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
jalOeodtf

15c.

Bank

Sleighs, &c„

Hotel Property for Sale.
The

Jc

Jan. 11—5.00 P. M.—The bullion in tli
England has decreased £390,000 during tli

Horses,

On Monday, January 15th, 18 72

@ 201c.

1862,913; do

AUCTION.

Friday, Jan 12th, at ten A. K, at Salesroom 18
ONExchang
st, we shall sell a general assortment
of Parlor, Sitting Room and Dining Room Furniture,
Carpets, Bedding, Stools, Crockery and Glass Ware,

30 cts.
37 * 44

COVELL & VAIjPEY.

Receipts—8,000 bbls (lour, 14,000 bush wheat, 161,25,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 6,00(
bush barley, 23,000 hogs.
Shipments—3.000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat,33,00(
bush corn, 3,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 5,00(
bush barley, 6,000 hogs.
Cincinnati, Jan. 11.—Pork dull at 13 124.
Lan
dull at 84c.
Bulk Meats dull; asking 5Jc for slioulders: 6Jc for clear lib; 64c for clear sides. Bacoi
shoulders 6gc; sides 7} @ 7|c. Hogs heavy ai
steady;
4 25 @ 4 50; receipts 10,000 head, whiskey at 89c.—
Green meats dull; shoulders 4[ @ 4ge; sides 51 @ 5gc
light Hams 7$ @ 84 J heavy 7 7lc.
Toledo, Jan. 11.—Flour dull. Wheat unebanged. Corn dull and a shade lower; high mixed 471c
Oats dull and unlow do 47}c; Yellow 48J @ 49c.
changed; Michigan 414c.
CHARLESTON, Jan 11.—Cottonflrm; Middling up

money aud account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s
old, 93; do 1867, 93; U. S. 10-40’s. 92.

hi* Third term for beginWednesday Evening, Jan. 3d,

Dancing,

at Army A Navy Union Hall, cor. Brown and Congress its., and be continued every Wednesday evening.
Private Lessons each day except Fridays. For pariculars apply at the Hall.
dc29ti

_F.

44

1.25

Formerly
44

44

33
15

44

CHANDLER.

BY

commence
on

Twelve Rolls, 81.00.

quotations of

London,

Clear
Cloud y
Clear
Clouc Jv
Clear
elevatii ,n

The Kansas! Democratic Committee had

Formerly

w

ANOTHER

European Markets.
London, Jan. 11—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 93 fo p

Clear
Cloud VI
Lt It?
Cloud
Cloud
Clear

Jan.

MUSIC

Mr. Gee will
ners

At Auction !
next, at 11 o’clock, on Market St.,
ONweSaturday
»hall sell one Pair Grey Horses, well matched,

COTTON BATTING.

Savannah,
quiet with upwan
tendency; Middling uplands 201c.
Mobile, Jan. 11.—Cotton quiet and steady; Mid
dliug uplands at 201c.
New Orleans, Jan. 11.—Cotton firm; MIddlin *
uplands 201c.

*©

Cheyenne.W. X.29.93
Chicago.30.10

40 cents.

44

Jan. 11.—Cotton

Boston.29.70 3G
Charleston.S.C..30.05 47

1,00

BLANKETS!

preferred.118

York,

lands 20

&

I

the

MR. A. B. GEE’S
Second Course of Assemblies in connection with the*
last half of his Dancing School, will commence ou
NEW YEARS EVENING,
Monday, Jan. lit, auil
continue every Monday Evening.

000 bush corn,

U

T»1

were

d/n'ci n~q~

Pair Grey

44

Those 10-4 White Blankets for $3.00 are cheap.
One case 10-4 A. W. Blankets for $4. 00 per pair,
worth $5.00.

at 88c.

he retarded by snow.
The hunting camp is established near Repul
licau river as the base of operations of Generi ,i
Sheridan and the Grand Duke.

£

44

44

44

advance; sales 3089 bales; Middling uplands at 21*c.
Flour dull, heavy and lower: sales 7000 bbls; State
6 00 @ 7 40; round hoop Ohio 6 80 @ 7 50; Western
6 00 @ 7 55; Southern 6 85 @ 9 50. VVheat nominally 2c lower; No 1 Spring at 1 57 @ 1 60 in store; No 2
do at 1 52 @ 1 56 in store; Winter Red Western 1 62
@ 1 64; White Michigan 1 70 @ 175. Com heavy and
l@2c lower; sales 71,000 bush; new Mixed Western 74 @ 7G*c, closing at 74 @ 75c. Oats dull aud
heavy; sales 26,000 bush at 54* @ 56*c. Beef steady.
Pork quiet: new mess 14 00 @ 14 50; old do 13 00 (a
13 25. Lard
steady at 9 @ 94c. Butter steady. Whiskey dull at 92. Rice steady at8$@8$c. Sugar is
firm; Muscovado 8$ @ 9*c; refining 9*@ 9*c. Coffee
firm; Rio 15* @ 21c. Molasses unchanged. Naval
Stores—Spirits Turpentine firm at 67*c. Rosin heavy
4 70 tor strained. Petroleum dull; crude 12$c; refined 231 (a). 234c. Tallow steadv at 84 (a) 94c.
Freights to Liverpool a shade firmer. Wheat, pci
steam, 7d; do sail, 64 @ 7d; Corn, per sail, 64d.
Chicago, Jan. 11.—Flour iu good demand. Wheal
opened a shade higher, but the improvement was
lost at the close; No 1 Spring 1 27 @ 1 274; No 2 do al
1 23 g; No 3 do at 1 124 @ 1 13. Corn in good demand:
No 2 Mixed at 41| (a, 414c: rejected
@ 39c. Oatf
firm; No. 2 at 324c; rejected 28} @ 294c. Rye advanced; No 1 at 6«4 @09c. Barley dull; No 2 Spring 61J
@ 62c; No 3 do at 49 @ 50c. Pork steady at 13 15 p
Lard dull at 84c; green meats unchanged
13 20.
Bulk Meats steady. Hogs active aud at 4 15 @ 4 GO
dressed quiet and steady at 5 00 @ 6 50.
Wliiskej

continue 1 o

Weather Keporl, Jan. 11, 14 P. in.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, D
visions of Telegrams and Reports for tlie benefit
Commerce.

44

44

44

44

__

tUU iK

50 cents.
75
871 44
44
50

44

to

**

Domestic Jlurkrt*.
New

Formerly

44

6-4
1,15
Cotton and Wool Flannels 25 cents.

Illinois Central.133
Cleveland & Pittsburg. 91
Chicago & North Western. 69$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 92
Chicago & Rock Island.1083
Milwaukie & St. Paul. 54g
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred. 80$
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 95

eused.
The Czar Alexander sends an Ambassador a: 1
the way to France to
present President Tliiei s
his affectionate greeting.
Tlie territorial legislature of Colorado ha 9
memorialized Congress for an enabling act ft r
State organization almost unanimously.
H. L. James’ woolen mill at West Whatlei
Mass., was burned last night. Loss $15,000.
The Missouri State bonds maturing this yea r
will be paid in gold.
The Associated Press furnishes a long aeeour 1
of the new operating room of the Wester 1
Union Telegraph Company at No. 145 Broa<
way, New York. It was opened yesterday a
teruoou with appropriate ceremonies.
A Havana dispatch says sugar is firmer.
The Pacific Hotel at Council Blnffs was dan

aged $20,000 by five Thuvsday.
The Union Pacific vailway trains

Serges 37J
Thibet# 75

ID AY I

O’

as

Kitchen Furniture, Ac.
O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.
Jan 11-td

Shirting Flannels Reduced,

Reading.1151
Michigan Central ex-div.116*
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 91^

TEEL GRAF 1IIC ITEMS.
Gen. Halleck’s fueral takes place Saturday a 1
Christ’s (Episcopal) Church, Louisville, Kj
Gen. Terry will command tiie escort.
Iu the Wharton trial Thursday several wil
Vbptuicu

44

AH Wool Flannels

Erie... 35S
Erie preferred. 66
Harlem.... .117

I)ep’t, Office Chief Signal)
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
)

85
20
23

at

6’s......!.. 115*

Currency

War

$2,20

DRESS GOODS MARKED DOWN.

44

Jan. 12 & 13

AUCTION SALES.

AH Wool Plaids 45 cents
4
44
44
Satines 65
44
44
44
Poplins 75
44

Saturday Even’gs,

Kathleen. To conclude with the
Screaming Farce of MY NEIGHBOR’S WIFE!
Prices as usual. Doors open at 7, curtain rises at
8 o’clock.
II. PiucE WEBliKlt, Advance Agt.

4w

Tycoon Repps (some styles)
Tycoon Keeps, best styles,

44

&

Theatre.

NIGHTS ONLY.

PEEP

to call.

more cose Seamless Felt Skirts at
more case Black Twilled Velveteen

One

Yorlt

Flora Myers

lot at 108 72-100

one

roadway.

METEOROLOGICAL.

PRINCE,

COVELL &VALPEY.

1864.'

RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

Trimmings, &c.,

Long and favorably known as one
of ,the Best Cutters in New England, will be employed in the cutting department, thus insuring
Latest Styles and good fitting Garments to the large number wbo

One

mvfus^

OPENING BILL:

At Lowest Prices.

is

Manager.

ri.oit \
New

same

PORTLAND.

W. PURCELL,

A.

the

ja5dt 12

MUSIC HALL,

ALSO

jn2

HAL L!

.Honda? Evening, Ann. 8.
Tickets 75c, admitting Gent and Lady.

Friday

SPRING OVERCOATS

ALBION

RAYMOND,

his second course in connection with
his School at

commence

TWO

Fine Saits, and Business Suits !
WINTER AND

are sure

Assembly.

Tickets, Gents 84. Lady 82.

CLOTHS,
FOB

ment securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.1143
United States 5-20’s 1862.
1093
Uuited States 5-20’s
lio
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 110J
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.
110
United States 5-20’s 1867.
llli
United States 5-20’s 1868.
United States 10-40’s., coupon.
in<J

Halifax, Jan. 11.—There was an accident o: ,
the Windsor railway this morning. A trail
left the track, the ears were upset and all th J
passengers more or less injured. One prohabl 7
fatally. The accident was caused by a ha 1

WUl

complete.

Testings,

get your tickets and seats in time.

to

sure

janl2td

Also will commence his third term at
Hall on Friday Evening, Jan 12th.

Additions to the Stock will be
made at once, making the assort-

@ 108 74-100; paid out $60,000 for 5-20’s redeemed and
$420,000 for January interest. Short interest steadily increasing. Governments generally lower and
closed firmer. State bonds steady. Stocks
strong.—
St. Paul will make no dividend bn common Stock.
The following are the closing quotations of Govern-

DOMINION OF CANADA.

Street.
jy*Be

50 EXCHANGESTREET

and

million in

KH,

to continue their liberal patronage
at the same store,

.....

Treasuary

HALL,

L ANCASTER

7Y Y t:

Tailor’s

JAN. 15(li,

lecture.

MR. J. W.

no con-

ment

LECTURE

Tickets 35 cents. Reserved Seats 50 cts. Now for
sale at Hawes & Cragin’s Music
Store, 77 Middle

the

CUSTOMERS

the

O’GORMAN,

Her last api*earance. She will relate how she escaped from the Convent.
City Hall
was crowded at her other lecture.
new

Social

Would Invite their

income bonds........ *.......
84
New York.Jan. 11—Evening.—Money was
steady,
becoming easier. The greater portion of the loansearly
in the day were at 7 per cent,
currency; leading private hankers had balances left them low as.6
per cent,
After 2 p. m. Stock brokers accommodated at
6, 5, 4
and 3 per cent.; the closing rates were- 4 @ 5 r>er cent.
Sterling Exchange was dull at 109 @ 109*. Gold steady
at 108$ @ 108$; loans at 7 @ 1 per cent, for
carrying;
clearances were $50,000,000.

GREAT BRITAIN.
COLLIERY EXPLOSION—ELEVEN

STREET,

ME.

Of tiii' late firm of

bbls flour, 320

Union Pacific

NUN.

EVENING,

CITY

AYER£,

V AWHv

*

AT

STOCK!

24^

con

41.«..l.l:

ANOTHER

23d,

Having Bought

The following are the forenoon quotations of Southern securities:
Tennessee 6*8, new. 64
Virginia 6’s, new. 54
Missouri 6’S ex-int.
951
Louisiana 6’s, old. 52
Louisiana 6’s, new. 50
Alabama 5’s.... 60
Georgia 7’s. 80
North Carolina 6’s, new. 164
South Carolina 6’s, new.
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.102
Union Pacific do. 91
Union Pacific stock.
31|

The Journal (le Debats professes a feeling o ?
indifference as to the return of the Assembly ti
Paris, and has no fault to find with the deeis
ion of the chamber.

ESCAPED

MONDAY

CONGRESS

209

WM. II.

New Fork Stock and Money Market.
New York, Jan. 11—Morning.—Gold 108|.
Money
7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 1094.
Stocks steady.
State Stocks steady but dull.

tributed.

WONDERS !

as seen in Caves and Caverns of the
Earth, and rive a description oflflOWK’N CAVK
in New York, which he has been
through, and present 50 objects of most thrilling interest, in this
trip
1
of six miles under ground.
L*H ture will be given at
Saccaranpa also, ou
*
Sabbath Eve., Jan. 21st. anti elsewhere if called for.
FREE, with a collection.
w2
jan!2

jnlO*iusidelm

bread preparation, 8 crates and 1 cask crockery, 9
pcs
buffalo meat, 20 kegs and 45 bbls beer, 10 bags coffee,
20 bbls apples, 100 do i>ork. 100 boxes raisins, 20 crates
apple-sauce, 25 bbls whiskey, 10 tcs lard, 25 firkins
lard, 10 bbls oil, 3 horses, 100 pkgs to order; for Canada aud up country—14 bbls sugar, 106 bars iron, 120
bdls leather, 10 bbls beer, 28 bales cotton, 11 casks
soda ash, 6 do bleaching ]>owders, 1 bop molasses, 18
bales rags, 7 do sumac, 10 chests tea, 48 ear wheels, 24
axles, 75 pksrs to order.

800

V,

Where he will treat and cure all cases of Hesitation
of the speech, or Stuttering, iu from 30 to GO days.
The Prof, will take no pay until the patient is entirely cured.
I3sF“’Qffice hours from 8$ A. M., to 11 P. M.

Steamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk, 200 bbls
flour, 50 pkgs pulp, 1 car bran, 1 do beef, 7 do corn, 3
do oats, 3 do barley, 3 do shooks, 2 do paper, 1 do potatoes, 1 do sleighs, 24 do lumber, 4 do laths, 1 do
starch, 1 do heads, 1 do pickets. 6 do bark, 3 do hoops,
4 do cotton, 3 do suudries; for Allan steamers—34 cars
provisions, 8 do grain, 4 do potash: for Lower Povinces—15 cars flour, 7 do teed, 1 do oil.
Steamer Montreal from Boston—22 bdls
paj>er, 10 plates iron, 31 jars snuff, 4 casks oil, 31 boxs
dye stuffs, 12 cases and 10 bales domestics, 100 boxes

FOREIGN.

NATURE’S
Particularly

School,

PORTLAND,

HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Carlotta—5 pcs granite, 10 anvils, j> vices, 3 casks and 2 cases merchandise, 5 bdls steel to H & A Allan; 13 pkgs merchandise to Eastern Express Co.; 5 boxes pollock fish to
Curtis & Davis; 440 bbls and 16 half do mackerel, 78
bbls coals (for samples) to John Porteous; and goods
for Canada, New York aud Boston.

MR. ALLISON.

SABBATH!
ON

A

Foreign Import*.

*

NEXT

-AT-

found dead.

merchandise.
ST JOHN, NB. Sell Emma—600
bush peas, 2520 galls refined oil.

a

HOUSE,

WEST BROOK.

IN

OATMAN,

JANUARY

Foreign Export*.
MATANZAS.
Bark N M Haven—13,900 box
300
hhd heads, 500 bbls i*otatoes, 500 boxes
shook.
herring, 195 kits mackerel, 50 bbls flour, 1398 lbs lard,
395 do hams, 297 do pork, 15 sets truss hoops, 10
pkgs

disbursements this year

POND MEETING

MISS EDITH

School of

DRS. WHITE AND

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
WISCONSIN.
governor’s message.

DUCK

WHITCHER,

give a Lecture at the

AGAIN.

LIBB

Late of the

^^^^Jack.

auguration

H.
Will

CURED.

Ames, of CliesterviUe, died very
suddenly Tuesday. No one knew he was dangerously ill, although he has been unwell for

Jan. 11—Governor Conlyin a mes
sage says he will yield to the decision of Legie
lature as to who is Governor. Both branches o f
the Legislature met and declared Hon. J. M
Smith Governor and fixed to-morrow for his in

iicoogo

STUTTERING !

Mr. .Jacob

Atlanta,

REV.

—OR—

mnritx

wprp

Wonders of Nature.

STAMMERING,

merly of this coun.y, preached in the Court
on

JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

~

of our leading merchants, Mr. H. M.
gain,
Howes. For many years he lias transacted business in this place, and during that time, all
have found him to be a strictly honest, “on-the-

forenoon and

Steamship

to

Portland, Dec. 5-tf

next.
Mb

Saturday, January 20.
Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).ftTO to #80
Payable in (iol<l or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin
Passage, apply to
ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
a*
For Steerage
Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to

FARAnNOTON, Jan. 11th, 1872.

HALL!

St

MORAVIAN, Capt. Graham,
Passage

!

at

—

after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the steamship

—SUDDEN DEATH.

assembly

CONGRESS

Immediately

PATRIOT—EARTHQUAKE— MORMONISA

social

London-

to

NORTH AMERICAN, Capl. Miller,
will leave this port for Liverpool on
Saturday, Jan. 13th.

rienced here last evening about 8 o’clock, lasting ten seconds.
A genuine Mormon elder, E. B. Tripp, for-

GEORGIA.

stroyed.

The

a

Saturday Evening

Return Tickets
granted at Reduced Kates.

Uncle Sam good service for the period of nine
months. He now says: “If we have another
war I am all ready to go!”
A slight shock of an earthquake was expe-

It is stated that the capias issued by
Judg 5
Abel forthe parciesjimphcated in
shooting Ma
Chester New Years day, includes Lt. Govern*! 't
I’incliback, Senators Harris, Butler and others
He has also issued a bench warrant for the ai
rest of Geo. W. Carter as being implicated ii
the Wheyland homicide.

AN

Passengers Booked
derryand Liverpool.

good deal cheape

into a young man seemingly. He again presented himself before the examining surgeon,
when to his great joy, he passed, was mustered
in, and at once proceeded to the front. He did

^

THE

Canadian and United Ntalm Mails.

determined to go, and with the help of
some friends, and a barber, who trimmed and
colored his beard and liair, he was transformed

New Orleans, Jan. 11.—The political muc
ale continues. A large number of
metropolita
armed with rities, are on duty a
policemen
Mechanics Hall.
There was no quorum c f
Senate to-day.
Gov. Warinouth, in a note to Gen.
Emerj >
says: “affairs have assumed such a shape noi

There will be

)

ACCIDENT—REMOVAL—GIRL’S SCHOOL—A COL
ORED

Saturday Night Dance

INCLINE!

CARRYING

was

OF ANARCH Y.

about passed. I think by to-morrow at 12
yo
can withdraw your troops from the barracks.’

ALLA

entertainments.

■

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

with twenty-eight pupils.
Temple boasts of a true patriot, in the persou
of Lemuel Jenkins, a man aged about 75 years.
He served iu the war of 1812; and at the outbreak of the rebellion, or shortly after, being
then about seventy, he enlisted and went to
Augusta fur the purpose of being examined.
He ivas rejected on account of his age; but he

guilty parties.

-"»v*

!

square” man and a good citizen.
The Farmington Girls’ School, Misses May,
teachers, commenced its Spring term Monday,

RHODE ISLAND.
DEFALCATION.
Providence, Jan. U.—A defalcation ha s
been discovered in the Fourth National
Ban c
which may
sweep away its surplus of $50,(l(X
Hie cashier and teller are
to
be th
alleged

—-

miscellaneous.

one

system to the old system, hut if all steamslii
lines had their own
general order stores it wi j
save expense and time.
aSents of the Inman and North Genua 1
t ii
Lloyds testified that they desired a general oi
der store for each line of steamers.

THE REIGN

are a

j

than apples in all our eastern markets. Ii
Boston there is a great glut in consequenci
of heavy imports both from the Western am
the Sicily islands.

NEW-YORK.

met at the hotel this forenoon.
Several
mous letters were thrown in the waste

and agree

policy

Oranges and lemons
l"

policy,

address recommending that th

an

NEW YORK CUSTOM HOUSE INVESTIGATION.

Appropriation Committee, appropriating $27,-

BOUSE.

TIME AND PLACE OF HOLDING

morn-

The President has been appealed to by a large
number of property holders and others in New
Orleans, to put the city udner martial law. He
has within the past few days been in receipt of
a large number of telegrams on tlie
subject of
tile disturbances there, which he referred to
Attorney General Williams, for an opinion. It
is donbtliful whether martial law will be declared, but it may be that the public and militia
will be restrained from interfearing with the
legislature and courts.

Resolve, providing

Mr. Nibku-k denied that his purpose was to
make an attack upon what the gentlem
might please to call tlie nationality of Unit
States. Nothing of the sort was involved,
It
was a mere
question of phrasologv. The wo rd
“nation” appeared to him as having a sort
school-master or pedagogue twang about
winch might suit some localities, but it did 11 ot
suit him.
He called for the ayes and naj h,
Vote resulted ayes 78 nays 113. The Hem o-.
crats all
voting aye and the llepublicans "

objected.

MARTIAL LAW IN NEW ORLEANS.

from the Secretary of State and referred.
An act to incorporate the Kennebec Ice Com
pany, was passed to be engrossed.
The time for the reception of petitions, wai
limited to the first day of February next.
An act to incorporate the Lewiston Bleaching
and Dye Works, was passed to be enacted.

bath shipping.

Ho! for the hosiery

on

grossed.
The report of the agents of the Penobscot am
Passamaquoddy tribes of Indians was receive< [

janl2-2t

Cogia Hassan will close out every article in
his store, commencing on Monday.
janl2-2t

san’s

Theatre.—Miss Flora Myers will appear at
Music Hall, this evening, in the popular Irish
drama of “Peep O’Day,” supported by a good
company. Miss Myers is a daughter of J. C.
Myers, Esq., the well-known theatrical manager, and, at the time of her last appearance in

set

Monday,

$80,000, exclusive of personal property, wood,

the property $99,030. It is very probably that
the mills will be started up again at an early

security

Finest quality plated ware, absolutely uninjured by the fire, will be sold at great discount

offered

&c. apprised at $19,030, at which figures the
whole was purchased by Mr. J. M. C. Arrnsby,
of Worcester, Mass: making the whole cost of

uacinc

forth in another column,by the advertisement of Messrs. Swan & Barrett and H.
M. Payson.
are

and Ogdensburg road took out quite a number
of gentlemen from abroad, and the company
gathered at the sale was very large. All the
great powder manufacturing concerns in the
country were represented in the assembly. The
property was started at $40,000, and mu up to

day.

surprising rapidity

was

Mattocks.
State

the caterer on the occasion, and furnished
fine supper for the company.

was
a

LEGISLATURE.

Augusta, Jan. 9.—Papers from the House
disposed of in concurrence.
Bill, an act relating to the jurisdiction of th >
Superior Court in Cumberland County, earn- ,
from the House and was read twice, under : 1
suspension of the rules, and passed to be en

--

Niw

and now as heretofore the Republican party
stand pledged to correct all abuses and carry
out all reforms necessary to maintain the purity
and efficiency of the public sendee. To continue and firmly establish the fundamental
principles, we invite the co-operation of all
citizens of the United States.
Mr. Graham, of California, presented two
resolutions, one denouncing any system of civil
service that excludes all citizens except college
graduates, and the other the exclusion of demoerats from office.
Mr. Felton, of Maryland, offered a resolution that no person now holding office under
the government should be admitted as a delegate. All of these propositions were withdrawn.
The meeting was harmonious throughout.

M TELEGRAPH

Mo. Bonds.

These Bonds are issued for internal improvements.
The Medulla City to pay for introducing water into
the city uj»on the -‘Holly plan,” and the LiviagNBond* for Bridge Improvements
tou Couaty
within the County, and like all the Bonds which l
offer are purely BONDS of the City and of the County respectively. Parties seeking both a safe and re-

munerative investment will do well to examine them.
Sedalia City Bonds bear 10 per cent, interest,
have semi-annual coupons which, as also the principal, are payable at the Bank of America, New York.
Particulars furnished on application either in person
or by mail. Government Bonds received In exchange.

The

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
5IH Ezrhaegr «treel.
<Us3w
January 10,1872.
Found
up in the strode one gold chain, with
_

charms attached.
at this

iTXICKED
X

by calling

Tne

owner can

have

oft^e and paying charges.

the same
jalld3t

•

MEDICAL.

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Poetry.
for my fuf-fuf-fair,
I have found a
I lrnvo found wauto the rattlesnakes bnb-buD-

gig-gig-girl

Wlll

co-co-come,

^ou

And the lions and
1 kuow where the

Lo^t

the tit-tit-tigers at fuf-fuf-feed.

shall j>i»-play, dear, some did-did-ilolicate joke,
With thp bub-hub-bear on the tit-tit-top of his
the bub-bub-boar

You shall

see

From

You wished (I r-r-emember it well,
And I hi 1-1ul-lovcd you the m-m-more

THE

NEW

for the

wish)
To wituess the bub-bub-beautiful pip-pip-pelican
Swallow the 1-1-ive little fuf-fuf-tisli.
constitutes a State?
Not high-raised battlements, or labored mounds,
Thick walls or moated gates;
Nor cities proud witli spires and turrets crown’d;
Nor bays and broad-armed ports,
Where, laughing at the storms, rich navies ride;
Nor starred and spangled courts,
Wbfire low-browed baseness wafts perfume to priue.
No!—Men, high-minded men.
With powers as far above dull' brutes endued,
In forest, break or den,
As beasts excel cold rocks and brambles rude;
Men, who their duties know,
But know their rights, and knowing, dare maintain,
“What

University

Medicines!

dreadful animal known to naturalists as the

boy, being hilarious to the top of his hilarity,
country cousins besiege the city, and their

martyred relatives, take them til the different.
theatres till they (the relatives, not the theatres) are black in the face, and the country
cousins, worn out with the tremendous exertions, finally and happily die 1

February conies simpering in, blushing a
celestial rosy red and bending under the
weight of a million valentines, which she ecstatically directs till the 14th, and then therewith doth inundate the Post-office, and make
a million hearts throb pretty
pit-a-pats, two
millions of eyes glow and sparkle like incar-

diamonds,

and four million hands clap
their velvet palms together, in all the
rapture
of love’s young dream!

March.—This month is sacred to Julius
Ctesar, who sold the Hides of March to a currier at Rome—not to a French courier, as incorrectly stated by Prescott—and directly after leathered the Biitons, who lost many of

their Uppers, and also many of their Lowers,
and were struck to the sole by the
tanning
they got.
Bye the bye, Grant was born in
this month, or he wasn’t—what does it matter; for where’s the historian that sticks to
truth? He couldn’t, its so disagreeable. But
we are wandering.
Where are we ? Ah! we
see! no, we don’t, and as to what we were
going to say about March; you will have the
goodness to return unexperienced to your

graves.

ours I j

May.—A good month for the Poles, who
in. the olden time did a Rushin’ business in
this line. The first Duke of Kent, observing
the frantic manner in which the Muscovians
danced around the poleicular constructions,
placed his forefinger upon his noble ber-row;
and first remarking, “soft!” (no allusion to
the occiput) continued, “Hops,
Poles—Poles,
Hops. I will plant poles, and the hops, like
reading and writing (oidy he didn’t say that)
will come by nature.” They did! they did!
—grand chorus by Morebeer—they did, and

hence—Beer! Such is May.
Jure.—The famous letters of

Juneius

written

during this month. June is a
lovely month, take it for all in all, or, as
Thackeray said of the man who committed
beericide: “Take him for
half-and-half, we
ne’er shall look upon his like again;” which
he accordingly didn’t, for he availed himself
rtf fLo

were

,.C ,1..:_•_]•

i-1--“—-j

this;

and

“j

therefore,

iiiiiuuuiawixj

aiici

if he didn’t write the

letters ol Juneius, who did? We pause for

a

reply.

in

Julv.—Sacred to the Hottentots, and held

peculiar veneration throughout the Hottoman Empire.
Hotspur was born in this
month, Mrs. Radcliffe also choosing this period of the year for writing her “Castle of Hotranto.” July wears very few clothes, passes
most of her time in the sea, and is intensely

exercised about her back hair. She has a
salty flavor about her, and enjoys her weeds
on the beach, with the other swells and
coves,
as natural as you please.

August.—Everbody lives miserably and
persistently at the sea-side while they might
be happy in town, eat impossible food, sleep
or rather convolute on
impossible beds, and
lead generally the wretchedest of lives, kneeldown
on
the
sands
of
ing
time, and worshipping tradition and fashion with the ardor of
devotees and the uncomplaining fortitude only known to society a la mode, which will die
rather than not be dc rigueur. But
nothing
matters, nothing is, but what is not; and if
the August beings of society like to live in
misery, so be it, and with all our heart. We
hate August.
September.—A grand procession of oysters solemnizes this month, and
oysters fried,
stewed, boiled, raw, on the half shell and “in
every style,” as the legends run, march stupidly down the human throttle, and grateful
deglutition on the bivalve waits; everybody
being oysterical and glorying in the fact. In
the records of oystery, we find no mention of
this entrancing creature till the ninth century, when Alfred the Great introduced a singing oyster into the Danish camp in the shel-

fish desire of

self.

aggrandizing

his

own

Saxonic

Members of the oysterionic art eat them

largely.

October.—Called by the poets, who

are—

“Hark! hark! we’re called.
Fare[A Matthison in the Musical Bulletin.

Branch Office 250 Congress Street,
PORTLAND,

Congress Hall1

A yeiit t'ortlie State ot Maine and
New Brunswick.
it has been about

one and one halt
Medicine were introduced

years since th
into this State,
Uuiversity
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Faculty
tbe sale is daily increasing. Tticusands ot certificate
can be presenied it neceseary, but It the following
.ti e mu Mimcieuc u> shiisi.y lue
most sceptical, iu,000 additional ones would be useless.
CATARRH (the mother or consumption,) Scrofula,
Salt Rbeuru, and mauy other diseases hitherto considered incurable, readily yield ujder treatment ot
the University Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with
perfect success.
Having treated over two bund reef cases within the last three months, I consider it sate to warrant a perfect cure to 95 cases out of every one hundred, without cauterization or the least exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest destroyer of
humanity on the face ot the Globe. How many bewail the loss of precious vitality without having the
sirghtest idea ot ihe cause, their manhood is dailey
vauishiug and they are gliding into a state ot hopeless decay. I have treated over five hundred cases
01 tbi* malady within fix months with the University Medicines with perfect success.
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elegant Family Photograph Album, with
complete Family History. Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
School Street, Boston, Hass.
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Send

NEW

IS A PURE BLACK TEA
with the Green Tea Flavor.
Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in our “trademark” pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantlb and Pacific Tea Co.. 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Thea Nectar Ciroular.
jan8- 4wt

W .P.

Portland, Aug. 2d, 1870.

1 Lave been afflicted tor
twenty years with Chronic
Uheumatism. 1 have spent hundreds ot dollars tor
medical trea merit without
benefit, Ten days ago,
I commenced taking the
University Medicines, and
IcantruJysay it has been more benefit to me th n
all other treatment I ever
rece.ved. My p'aceof
business is 137 Pearl street. 1 shall he
pleased to
answer all enquiries.
JOHN TURNER.
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PROFITABLE

McPhaiTs Pianos,
leading

The

instrument manufactured in the United
States.

Remember 144 1-9

Exchange
dc20

__2m

St.

eod&wtf

The Machine is portable,
always ready, cannot get out
of order; harmless to life and
property, and at the sudden outbreak of fire invalua■—

Boston, Dec. 6, 1871.
D. Miles, Treasurer:
Afire took this morning,
caused by a drop of ignited alchol
falling upon 600

the

Extinour

nent.

HENRY~TAYLOR,
14

Exchange

Street.

FOR CIRCULAR.
TuThS
tf

SEND

dcl4

—------

NEW

COLLECTION

MUSIC.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
lr
C. H.
DITSON & CO., New York.
decl2 d&w50tc

Insurance

Mill for Sale

thc wutou Depot, one
water I*ower. The build-

rn^an*”“w^c'm^ct

(Includin z those

1
J

NATH’I F. VEERING,
Agent,

PORTLAND,

Loss in Chicago ouiy

ME.

>120,000,_ocl6d3m

HALL’S

himself the

Administrator of the
DAVID T. CHASE, late of
Portland,

VEGETABLE SICniAN

”
),

'County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
inds as the law directs. All
persons having dcands upon the estate of said
are required
1,1 exhibit the same; and all deceased,
persons indebted to said
c: tate are called upon to make
payment to
DANIEL CHASE Adm’r
Portland, Dec 5th, 1871.
do ly 26 ja 2

[

°

J1

Removal.
JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
] WLP.
st-» Portia d, Me. Office hours from 10 to 11
m., and 4 to

r. m.

Wood /

]

coinaii'1
street.

nu23-3iu

Wood l

WOOD for sale at No. 43 Lin
Also Dry Edging?
WM. HCSE.

0

HAIR

EENEWER.
T

WILL

POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
BAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from falling out. It is the best
^ reusing in the world,
making lifeless, stiff' brasliy
11 lir, healthy, soft and
glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
& C0Naushua, N. H. Proprietors.
5ALj
dc6
eod&eow d
eow w w49
2m
1

^ sell

that

b »rg Pa.

to
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by

stopping

through

Agents

every house.
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to

introduce article.

Latta&Co., Pitts-

w

power.
We will guarantee that

this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more j»ower with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Governmest Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than anv
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dcl8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

REMOVAL.
au 2

*

j

BOSTON

I
j

PHILADELPHIA

Steamship

0 intended to deceive.
The Rising Sun Polish In bulk, for stove dealers **
• use at twelve cents
per pound—twenty-five and fifty
pound boxes. ‘*C hcaper than any other Bulk Polish 5*
for
nothing.”
£

£

J

MORSE BROS.,

|B

I

oclldl2w

oiler d to the

Hair

!

I

RANDALL ANDREW)*,
of the Gardiner Hotcl.the Maine Hotel at Damand
Columbian House, Bath.
riscotta,
good Livery Stable is connected with the

] .ate
I

1

luuae-_mrM<»»

r

the Stockholders of
rilEw.T’”^ai?,eeti?"of
RaUr'>f*J Company, will be held in

Portland Railroad.

1

5'1

other

1

business that may legally

meeting
January 3d, 1872.
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PREPARED BY
J. C. AYER * CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical anil

Analytical ChemiBts,

Anil sold all round the world.
decR

dood&eowil-weow-ly

CHAS.
td

come

before

HOLDEN, Sec'y7
eod

UQUITtW

Me.

j

3ver
PAGES—printed in
CVo Colors, on superb Tinted Paper.four Hundred Engravings of Flowers, Plants
Lnd Vegetables, with Descriptions, and TWO
.OLORED PLATES.
Directions mul

.Ians for making
Walks, Lawns, Gardens,
^c*
The handsomest and best Florsil
[•Hide in the World.-All for Toil
<
Pills, to those who think of buying Seeds.

“■Not a quarter the cost-200,000 sold
>f 1871. Address
JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

HIGH OR LOW

«HKAT CHANCE FOR AGENT*
local or traveling,
,an agency,
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and

steamer,
STOVE

Machinists,
7

C'

Cargo!

WE W1EL SELL

CMP

•

I Cross

aWwRanllo,”sCchk^" L“,“'’

"

Daniel Winslow & Son
Engineers

or

j Joal by the

PRESSURE

Steam Heating Apparatus.

BROKEN,'

COAV**<,'

land

CHESTNUT
y the cargo at the very lowest marke' orice ilevered on hoard at place ot shipment, and will
’.noire vessels tv transport the same when
desired
ROSS A

STURDIVANT,'
|,
179 Commercial »t.
manufacture the best Boiler and best Radiator
1*
1 nr that purpose ever introduced Into the
and
market,
rho are prepared to contract to
successfully warm 1
ny building, without regard to size.
Ot hand and sawed to dimensions,
D. W. & Son also keep oil band
every descrintlon I
HARD PINE Pl.ANK.
( f Steam, Gas and Water
Pipe and fittings, at wholeHARD PINE FI.OORINC AND STEP.
t ale and retail, and have in their
employ lirst class
rorkiuen to put in the same; and in their
BOARDS, for sale by
Machine
5 hop arc prepared to attend
promptly to all kinds of
STETSON &
lachlnc work and repairs,
dcggd&wtf w32
rbarf ao<l Dock, first, corner of K street.
^

Street,

j

Portland, Maine,

rho

______

lard and WhitePine Timber

POPE,

(

VC )W H K A J

iur22eoiiiy_Ofticc,

Maire State
;

^
I ares, Telegraph and
Express Stations.
t u-matinnasa nutofmeat.
r

R,f

i

r

ANDBUTTERICK’S

?l*50*
f
Map
^ .’rr
WANTED. Address’
42 1-2

Patterns of Garments

H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

decll-deod&w4w50

OF WIDETHE HAND
JlIlUlwAKE AGENTS if they take an
f gency at once for our Elegant Gift Books.
People
rill buy presents for the Holidays, and our induceicuts are unrivaled. £100 easily earned in three
1 •eeks, if you st rike while the l**on is hot.
Address
H. A.
Sc fO.«
4*1 l-‘l Exrhangr Htrrel,
k
V

T>Tl>rk

PLTTMM-.b"& WILDIBj
113

IN

J

no28deod2w

43-w3w

gr..Boston.

Sewing .Machines

Full of In14completeCrrv DirkctEverybody wants it. Sent post-paid
atone, pocket form, 50 cts. AGENTS ;

v

10 State

ELIAS HOWE

t

ugly,

DR.

the
the

eception Room, of the City Building, Portland, on
Jf' >r tho e Jan.m15.1872, at half past two unlock"P. il
ccti
of livo Directors, and the transaction
0

I*1*_dljr

O ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

(AYER'S

HUUsJE,

^ENDALL’8 MILLS,
BY

l’hos T'Ellis. M D
J A Hahn, MD

WM. E. HOOPER d SONS.
lend lor price-liM.
Baltimore, Md.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

turn the hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unploasant to behold.
Dr.
consummate
^
skill has produced an
anthloto for these deJj
formities which has won
7
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR
\ IGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
r< stores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
tl ie gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
f< w bald ami gray heads, that we now see, are those
v ho have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
t AIR VIGOIt for renewing the hair. The fresh and
y mthful hair we see on older heads is often the prod ict of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old,
ft istere and
by gray hair, restore its youthful
c >lor, and with it your features to their original softn 388 and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing tor beautifying the
Hair, it
h is no superior.

3

--AT

NETTING,
MANUFACTREO

Vigor,

ADVANCING year*,
fdckn«M, care. disappointraent, ami hereoftary predisposition, all

\
Propr’s,
KlASS.

CANTON.

sw

PAIR HELD

H Woodb rv, M D
V Z B1
,ey, M D,
Prof. Che istry, Kush
Medic*! J
«-ge
J B Wa- ,r,MD,
T S Hr oe, M D,
Jas

CALL OE

Iyer’s

Line.

I/eave each port every Wednesdaf&Saturdav

fishebmmT

■39tf_O.

8HACKFORD has removed to No 70 P ark
School House,

Grammar
DR.next door above 3m

1

•Vohn W. Perkins Sc Co.,

e are

HE above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating 'surface, built upon a
new principle, namely.fAof of
the vertical
means of two horizoncirculation, accomplished
tal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first
the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this ojieration, the
smoke, and lieatea gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

now

jnly26-tlCmoPortland,

a light, agreeable and
engage
raying busines. We will pay a liberal salary by
t he week, and pay expenses, or allow a commission
1 rom which any iierson of common abilities can earn
f rom 8*1 to 850 jier week clear. This is no catcb1 cnny humbug,hut is one of the most valuable iuveu1 ions of the age, patented in the United States and
] lurope; la a great novelty, and sells readily, and no
c ompetitlou. To all who wish to test the business
] will send a package of the goods by mail on receipt
f 50 cents, and those not well pleased with the busit ess shall be paid for their trouble.
Address
^
P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.

compartment.

#1,189,000

is hereby given, that the
subscriber lias
I ^JOTICE
1 been duly appomtfid ami
taken

t ust of

Chicago,)

Vet A'•sets,

o

upon
estate of

at

$250,000

woLrtv

be genuine
find them

address the
ap29iLitawi£ weow3»

Lease.

wlerstorieB. Suitable for woolen nr
tqrec
c
The
wheel and shaftk ig is an new, can
I>uUrtinKrely on about
60 horse power the
0 I ire
year no trouble from fresl.eis
The
y ill be sold in
yearly installments if desired 1 A saw
a»>f lath mill
?d»Me
wM bc oter
connects,
1 with the above
property if wished for.
For further particulars
inquire of
CHABLES BARTLETT, Wilton.
nyllwtf.

*

27 Cbe8tnU’t Street‘

or

Liabilities,

use

for everybody.—w
pT TWINES AND
Employment
pared to give constant employment to any jwre
who wishes to
In

I

#1.430,000

delighted

f on
t nc

#400,000

AIf J\

I

__

VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUi IENTS, anil a full assortment of other instruments
i 1USIC anil MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
t ale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
[Opposite jbe Conrt House.)
dec7-di£wtc

Dash Capital,

arf 1 /

And Klnndredn of Others
parts ot the North, West aud South.
Garner, M D Milwaukee.
Council Binds, March 27,1871.
James A Jackson <S
Co—Having examined the
ormuia of the “Home Stomach
Bitters,-’ 1 have
Prescribed them in practice tor some time, and pro- I
aouuce them the best Tonic Bitters now in use.
P. H. We nab .a, ill. D.
sale by all Drue^iatsand Grocers.
James A. Jackson Ac Co, Proprietors.
Labratory 105 and 107 N Second st, St Louis, Mo.

imuy:

Company,

Isseta,

vour

From Lincoln’a Wharf, Boston. The
newAl fast sailing Sch. “,U.t'VO.\K'
J. A. DAVIS, Master, will have Immr■4S/LULA- mediate Despatch. For Freight or Fae--JBsage, apply to
BLANCHARD, POUSLAND & CO.,
dcl8-10t
140 Commercial St., Boston.
J

in all
J E

ttUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES !

of

HAVANA.
j

LA James M D
SP Bouuer, MM.
GW Bigler, M D,
J ,1 Quinn, M D
W B Woodward, M D
K S Wayne, Chemist,
G K Taylor, M D,
P F Manly, M D,
SB Tomlinson, M D
Eminent Phyaiciaaa in Memphis.
The Home Bitters are an invaluable
remedy lot indigestion and diseases arising form malarial causes.
G. B. Thornton, M D.,
Aiex. Erskine. M D,
la charge City Hospital, M R
Hodges, M D,
J M Eodgers, M D,
Paul Otey, M D.
H W Purned, M D,
M A Edmunds. M D.
Sanford Bell, M D,
Jos. F. LynchM D,
3 B Thornton M D,
Alex Erk'skine, M D,
in charge City Hospital. M R
Hodges, M D,
J M Kodgers, M D,
Paul Otey, M D,
H W Purnell,
M A Edmunds, M D.
Sanlord Bell, M D,
Jos E Lynch M D
Eainent Physicians in Pittsburgh:
B F Dake, M D,
Wm. Lowes, M D,
W K Childs, M D,
D H Willard. M D,
3 Wuth, Chemist,
J H McClelland, M D,

follows:

ears

Express Line

-fob-

I

J L Vattier M D
C 1 Simpson, M D,
S C Muscralt, M D,
W T Taliia-erro. M D,
J H Buckner, M D,
G A Doherty. M D,
U Woodward MD,
D W McCarthy. M D,
R H Johnson, MD,

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Oct. 26,1871.
oc26islw-ostf

ring the New Year, in the

1

Etniucnt Physicians in Cincinnati.
Nearly all of whom are Protestors iu one or the
other ot the Medi -al Colleges.
No other Bitters bave ever been offered to the
pub/“bracing so many valuable remedial a geois.

West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
itations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutu Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and Bancor, at
b
.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
my amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
ne passenger tor every $500 additional value.

r

Mariner, Anal, tical

D,
RLudlam, MD.
Jas A Collins, M D,

Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,

Chime Christmas,

cneral

H S Hahn, M D,
B DeVicar, MD
Mor’n S Bains, M

ARRANGEMENT.

OFFICE OF

BOSTON, MASS.
,

G A

TRAINS.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

juue2tf_3J

Merchants’

ara

public.

Me.

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
ioxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense intruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
( f a Pianoforte, and till a house with
melody. Call
oon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
] arge s*ock, so that it may

Manufacturers9

3m

64x40

by all First-class Dealers.
WHOLESALE ROOMS,
GILES,WALES & CO. 13 Maiden Lane, New Yoii l

BOSTON, October 13th, 1K7I,

,JADY canvasser for every town in
to
sell an article, which will command a Maine,
ready sale,
nu on which a
can make good wages.
For fur? *er particulars Lady
address DAVIS & CO., Portland,
] le*

is'

For Sale

octntf

now

18

T__...

JEREMIAH VOW, Agent,

;°TO>-E will be disappointed in the
quality of mule. Te Demos,
Benwlicites, Responses, Glorias, Annems. Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all ftrst class,—
one better.
Large, clear, legible type, a great recmmendation.
Price in Clotli, 82 50; Boards, 82 00.
Sent post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

5

A.b

It costs

College,

ic and stimulant lor

Portland,
Pdcf in thAnrnvLl

is now prepared under this undoubtsecurity to take good business. There will be an
odvauce of rates but it will not be excessive or exravagant. It will be such as the public will justify
i n a sound and reliable office that intends to
pay
ivery dollar ot loss.
The undersigued is prepared to issue
policies in
his old, safe and reliable Office.

I

1

superior to all other Stoma-h B tlers.
Euuo Hauden, Analytiia) Chemist.
No Bitters in the world can excel them.
Hinton Hirnch, Analytical Chemist.
Eminent Physicians of Chicago.
The formula ol the Home Bitters has been snbmjtted to us and we believe them to 1-e the best ton-

Montreal and the

U. 8.WATCH CO. (Biles,Wales & Co.)

id

who have been anxiously
waiting for its
rHOSE
appearance may
send in their orders; and

i >g
m

PREPARED BY

NO. 67 EXCHANGE ST.

SACRED

wl

entirely

J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

orably.
The Company

—OF—

t

are

DR.

The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding its
heavy
at Chicago, comes out with its
capital unimjared, and assets amounting to over oue million
five hundred thonaand dollars.
The assets ot the Hartford Company on the 1st ot
October were $2,785,877. It is estimated that
heir losses by the Chicago fire will not exceed
$1,100)000 which leaves the Company in a condition
or meeting all future
obligations promptly and hon-

They

Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
]
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
ond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,

osses

Company, or others duly licensed and authorized by
1
is, on pain iof immediate prosecution for Infrince**

STATE AGENT,

take; and being purely vegetable, they
harmless.

points

fraternity

j The Rising Sun (

—

run as

Washington by

_

BRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OP CANADA.

will

to

to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Tenn.
iir Line to all
in Virginia, Tennessee, Alaama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roaoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
•y the Balt. <t Ohio R. R. to Washington and all
•laces West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aceonimocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $12.50,
ime 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time G5 hours.
Norfolk,*48 hours. To Baltimore, 05 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
Central Wharf, Boston.

Drake

Baggage

mtimvm™™

,

From Long Wharf, Boaton, at 3
^X-X'
p.m.
pi,le street Whorl, PhiladeleV-VffR From
McDowell. M. D
at 10 a. m.
Late President Missouri Medical College.
■Sj-fcAfe^rph-'a,
HU.U!uX9!H lueuranee one halt the rate ot
tail,
E. A. Clark. M. D„
|
Prol. Surgery, Medical College, snd the late Kesi- i ng vessels.
Freight tor the West by the Penn. R. R. and Soutt
dent Physician City Hospital, St Louis, Mo.
i >y connecting lioes forwarded tree ot commission.
Herbert' Priam, Prol.,
Prof. Practical Pharmacy, St Louis College of PharPASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
macy.
J.C. Whitehall, Esq.,
WHITNEY & NA.MPNON,
ol Medical Archives.
Agrnts,
jn23-ly
All’ed Heacock. M D
70 I.OIIS lVhnrt. Itn.tr...
DrCVF Ludwig
C Herricks,M D,
S Gralz Moses, MD
C A Ware, M D,
W A WPcox, M D
E. C. Eruuklin, M D.
Prol. ot Homeopathy Medical College.
T J Vastine. M D,
T U Comstock, M D
Prof of Midwilery and Diseases or
Women, College
Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.
John
T emple, M. D„
Prol Materia Medina and Therapeutic, Humce-mathic Med Dal College or Miss- art.
\
Jno. Conzlemaa
-VI. D, Lecturer
»Rade mark.
OnDiseaseset Children. Hom.erpailitc College of Mo
y
*
For Beauty of Polish, Saving of Labor,
t ha- lea Vualine. H. D..
Freoness from Dust, Durability ± CheapProf of Physiology, Homoeopathic Me-lical College
of Missouri.
ness, truly unrivaled In any Country.
John Hartman, M. D.,
C Beware of Worthlcss Imitations, under other names
Prof ot Clinical Medicine, Col.
but resembling ours in shape and color of
Homceopathic PhyJ
Wrapper, 8
sicians and Surgeons.
Medical

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable office,** or
'‘best routes’5 advertised by other parties, but call at
Srand Twnk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance.
checked through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

HlEaaaig»n2?

Kennedi/.**

_

GREAT WEST.

WINTER

William

“McClellanCapt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk
teamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forward^ from Norfolk

Prank G. Porter.
Obstetries and Diseases ot Women, College ol
Physicians, and 1 te member Board ot Healto.
E. t.\ H. Boisliuirrr,
Prot. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, ot Louis

any other point in the

physicians,

Steamships:—

William Laurence.**

Prof

Railway

OE

of this Line sail from

of

“George Appold.**

------

CALIFORNIA,
Or

ALTERATION

Washington,

Line.

Central Wharf, Boston,
Tuesdays and Saturdays at 4r. si.
for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

I

I consider them the most valuable tonic and s'imulant now in u«c.
8. H. MELCHEK.
Resident Physician in charge U. S. Marine Hospital.
James A. Jackson & Co—Gentlemen:
As you
have commuuicated to the medical profession the
recipe ot the “Home Bitters” it cannot, therefore be
considered as a patent medicine, no patent
having
been taken lor it. Webave examined the formula
tor making the‘‘Home Bitters,” and
unhesitatingly
say the combination is one ot rare eAceilence, all the
articles used in its composition are the best of tbe
class to which they belong, being highly tonic Stimulant, Stomachic, Carminative, and slightly Laxative. The mode of preparing them is strictly in accordance with the rules of pharmacy. Having used
them, seen its effects in our private practice, we take
pleasure in recommending them to all persons desirous of taking Bi'ters as being the best Tonic and

novll-dtf

»ept25dtfBangor,

Steamships

end
|

Every Family Should Have a Bottle.
No preparation in tho world can produce so many
unqualified endorsements by physicians ot the very
highest standing iu their profession.
Endorsed also by the Clergy and the
leading
denominational papers
United States Marine Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8, 1870.
James A. Jackson & Co— I have examined the
formula lor making the
Home Stomach Bitters.”
and nsed them in this hospital the last tour months,

day complaints of everybody,

but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful
and our best citizeus send certificates of ernes performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to
ery

Fire Insurance Com’y

All parties are warned against
buying or usin" Fire
extinguishers of any kind, in which water impreg-

Trunk
-FOR

dered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to 1 he whole being. They cure not only the ev-

nAjfiitinii

BUSWELL, Treas. and Supt.

as

by

1871.

Steamship

Anti-Dyspeptic,

an
are

remedial agents endorsed
the medical
as the best known to the Pharmacopceia.
but little to give them a tair trial, and

MERRITT, Superintendent. Boston.

Grand

Family Physic,

fying the Blood,
Rre the most congenial purgative
Their
yet perfected.
eftects abundantly show how much
they excel all other Pills. They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disor-

Y-___

rards of painted canvass; in an instant the whole
vas a sheet of flame;
your Extinguisher was brought
A) bear upon the
flames, and they were extinguished
it once, and no other
power could have saved us
rom a'disastrous
conflagration.

manufactured by

and

$5.00 SAVED

ache, Piles, Rheumatism ,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Puri-

THIS

Mass. Horticultural Society Rooms,

a

as

udigenlion

BENEFICIAL TO FEMALES,
strengthening the body, Invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
Home Bitters ire compounded with the greatest
care, anl no tonic stimulant has ever before been
ottered to the public so KLEASANT TO THE
TASTE and at the same time combining so many

JFast Express.
W.

recoinm-nded

cases of f

They are particularly

*A ccommodation.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

D. C.

In valuable. As
an Appetizer and Reruperant, and in cases oi
General Debility they have never in a single instance tailed in producing the most happy results.

BS^Freight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

3m

highly

and in

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Snrincrtiftld line.

Coetivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery. Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Head-

IS NO HUMBUG ! By sending 35 Cents
with age, height, color of eyes and
hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct
picture of your future
husband or wife, with name ana date of
marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
N4w
jnlf

ble.

except

are

Trains leave P. S.
P. R. R. Station, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
A. M., 3.30$, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
*7.30. $8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.

CURIXG

THESE

EXTINGUISHER

with Carbonic-Acid Gas is used
iat<£
those
guishing element,

cur-

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Constipatiou.

Brunr»-

St. John and Eastport every

r orfolk anil Baltimore anil

SURE PREVENTIVE
For F**ver and Ague, Intermittent*, Biliousness and
all disorders arising from malarious causes.
They

stations,

Arrangement, Nov. 13,

nuNUAi, Dec.

for

Eastj>ort

om

Steamer New

Calais and St. Audrtwg, shipped
by sailing vessel.

S3r*Frcight

A

Augusta, January 3,1872.

Winter

will leave

hursday.

oner

*

oi

intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Waterville and intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
53P*The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A. Railway
train for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen'l Superintendent,
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Superintendent.

Hass.

____rrsrau

aatport and St John.

Returning

ana

the

Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EMF RESS for Digbv and Annapolis, thence by rail to
\ Windsor aud Halifax and with the E. & N. A. RailM ay for Shediac and intermediate stations.
^“Freight received on days of sailing unt
4
O clock, p. ni.
Wilder rates will be charged for freight after Dee.
2 ►th.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dc20
is t Sat
then os
tf

Byjpurchasing tickets via the

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a
popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG DisHOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
hes.
J.H.ROAr are immediately relieved and statements
are constantly
being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.
Caution.
Don’t bo deceived by worthless imitations.
Get
only Wells s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt
N. Y.,
St.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
jnl-t4w

FIRE

1

fl

except Mondays.
Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and

IT!

For all the Purposes of

v

For Coughs, Colds and Hoarseness.

Consolidated

E. W.

Danville,

ness, and all Humors and
As a medicine for Children

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

AMERICAN

■■■

1

ARRAN GEMENT,

On and after November 13th.

vb

wli’k, Capt S. H. Pike, will leave
■Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
cvcry Monday, at 5.15, p. m., for

9

1

aud passenger and all other trains will

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

desire to engage a few more Agents to sell the
World Renowned Improved BUCKEYE SEWING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
jnl f 4w
T

John, Digbr,

Ml.

Halifax.

ARRANGE MENTT

i

at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lewsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Boston. For WaterviDe and all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, aud all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., connecting there with through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, JtaJi and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
We challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.

EMPLOYMENT.

and

ONE TRIP PER WEEK !

_

thl8 State for the

VINTER

—

"

night except Mondays.
Afternoon
for Augusta, Bath
passenger trains
Lewiston via
and all intermediate

Consulting: Office,

w52

1

stations,

By Druggists throughout the World.

dc23d&w

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

Windsor and

_

wick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

OF THE

TRY

ev-

or

Calais

Also

in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
only
all intermediate
via Lewiston and via Bruns-

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Publib for the cure of

recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
of
the system. It gives health,
derangements
vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and mrtifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular,
4w
t
jnl

at 4 P. M.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

run to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot

he

MRS. DIN SHORE'S
COUGH AN1> CROUP BALSAM !

confidently

Tuesday,

y

Cahill passage with State Room.
J7 oo
For further infarmation apply to L. BILLIN'!LS

1 nstport,

IH"x IfrJxf?=!?:-Irenc> the new line between Danville
"~~^^9antl Cumberland will be oi>en for use,

Price 50 cents.

JURUBEBA

ei

je23dtt

RAILROAD.

CENTRAL

_

may6dly _dcl5

going complaints

fc r Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax

Wharf,
shp 13tf

6‘^m-m'

it has

is offered to the public as a great invigorator and remfor all impurities of the blooa, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

State Fairs in

MAINE

It cleans the Brain, relieves the Burdened Sys-

edy

----—--

lrdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsficld,
laily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.

MEDICINE.

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

ST.

Received the HIGHEST

A

one

1

_

Portland,June 23, 1871.

LINE.

The favorite Steamship CAR.
I.OTTA will leave (.alt's Wharf
every
SATURDAY
;at 4 P. M. for Halifax direct
d
making diw connections with the
^ ova Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro
New
G lasgow andPictou, and with Allan’s Mail Steamers

OLIVER.

N.

Yill leave the Wett side of Portland Pier,
daily tor
1 Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A M. and 3.15 P M.
Returning si' leave Peaks’Island 9 15 AM,
1 nd 3.45 P M.
63^*Private parties can be accommodated by ap»
►lviigto the Captain on board,
Fare down and hack 25 cents, children halt pree.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
ind Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, Parlonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

VALUABLE

tants.

EXPRESS,

Sootia.

Halifax,_Nova
WEEKLY

Idmington, daily.

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

Sold

£ 'or

Island N(rainboat Coin puny

1

NO FAMILY

Impurities Of the Blood.
no equal.

May 9-dtf_

lailroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
’alls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
y
.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains On Doer and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth. Great Falls
nd Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train maki ng direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Joston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
daine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect os follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standisb, and No.

.HUGHES,

tem,

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
'rom Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derry to
ioston or Now York, #34 CURRENCY,
'nssenijers booked to all parti of tlie United States.
'rafts issued on Great Brittain ami Ireland for Cl
ltd upwards. For Freight and Caidn
passage apply
t the Company’s Office, HO State Street. For steerge passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
JAjJlES AK.KXANDKR, Agent,

A.

Wharf, Portland,

and TIH’ILSI) \ Y, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier 38 E. R.. New York,
ery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 1*. M.
rite Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
ac sommodatlouftfor
passengers, making this the mont
o. ivenient and comfortable route for travelers betv een New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room #3. Meals extra,
doods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
II differ, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shipjters
at 3 requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
en rly as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

Winnipiseogee

1

Mieet,Portland.

cures

follows:
Leave Galt’s

di _every MONDAY

On and after Monday, December, 18.
trains leave Portland
V^^3for Rochester and Intermediate stations
-“""at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
irectconnection at Rochester with trains for Boston,

WINTER

Street, Boston,

61 Hancock

junlldlyr

their Concomi-

144 1-2

*

tree Irom all the above troubles,
recommend these medicines to t he

SALES-

A

Finaiiv

first-class physicians

&

in

Dr. Jourdain's

Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

ROOM,

and

a com-

Enlargement

MELODEONS

xtvc,iyii u ivlo

It is

It is not A physic—It is not what is
popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South American
plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and unequaled purifier of the blood and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and Spleen,
or Obstruction of Intestines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
Poverty or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,

—AND—

England
1869..

canvassers.

Steamers Dlrigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as

A
w

A tlantie

( ver Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
( onnect at Rochester with Dover and

of Anatomy, Boston,

JURUBEBA!

ORGANS

■

a new

dec9t4w

HASTINGS,

MANUFACTORY

ready for

panion volume to Innocents Abroad. Don’t
waste time on books no one wants, but take one people will stop you in the streets to subscribe for.
“There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see clearly that time has come. For territory or Circular address
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH &
CO., Boston, Mass.

84wfO’CLOCK.

M
aj8

£

edition of his lectures,
most valuable information on the
consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

HAScontaining

ARRANGEMENT,

NEW

lOjJAVA,

CAPT.

(’«.

_____—_—_

causes,

MARK TWAIN’S
Book is

Gallery

just published

Stesim<vliip

assage

{

30

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK!

Winter Arrangement.

Dr. R. J. JOURDAI1Y,
Parisian

^ Isiine

For Peaks5 Island.

& ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

J •ORTLAND

fare.SI

NTEAIIKB

tVia 7.40 A. M.
IT'Via 3.15 P. M.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
ortlaud in season for early afternoon traiu for Bos>n and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conay can take the Portland steamers arriving in Bos>n early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
no9tf
Portland, November 8,1871.

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.

PROPRIETOR

f

Peak’s

follows:

L>eck. i yo
Freight taken as usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
*
May 1,18G9-dtf

Jn2dly

At South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Portcr.1T
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.1
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

1

numerous

“TO BOOK AGENTS.”

THEA-NECTAR

,

Stamp for Circular.

see

,

as

**

^sibin

Money,'including fare from Boston to N York,
abin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accomnioda$30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
Steerage,
,°®;
Return Tickets on favorable terms
5 f Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey
c ity‘

t

-—■■■

the season

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock.
Boston, every day, at 5 o’clock,
p, M.. (Sundays
excepted.)

$80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

•Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

f

■

w il ruu

i

Steamers appointed to sail
FKOJ1 NKW YORK.
«
BYSINIA, Wed., Jan. 3 RUSSIA, Wed., Jan. 17.
j LGERIA, Wed., Jan.
Wed., Jan. 24.

Stages Connect

strictly confidential and will be

janl 1865d&w No. 172Cumb

customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself antirely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.
dcl3
3m

Wanted.

toot!

8

former

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further notice, trains will run as

aymond, Naples

Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country.
full directions,
L
by addressing

GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS

R. R.

S.

H

J

It

v

OhtOTl.

( abin,

T

X

f

to the; ladies.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all

are

his

a

OGDENSBURG

P

f

A. M.
P. M.
Dave Portland,
7.40
3.15
cave N. Conway,
8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
o. Conway will be freight trains with
passenger car
t ached.

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

startling. Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
a day. It is the best selling book
published. Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.
de<*-4wf

and

every

certilyj that I had been tnflerin» with
(lie‘‘Rbuinuti.-in” tor five months, and
attbuttims
it se'zed my right hip and leg, down to
the
This the physicians called ‘‘Sciatic.”
I tried many
kiuds ol highly recommended medicines which
I
took tor the blood. Still I got no re lift tor seven
months more, all the time doing my best, with as
good advisers s we have in our city.
1 called at the New York University Branch,and the nroprietor said he could help me. Sol commenceuon
his medicine, and in lour weeks I
thought 1 felt rebet, and in eight weeks 1 was able to leave
my cane
at home, and have been well
up to this time, three
months have passed.
D A YiJD KEAZEK.

wanted

“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
FOREscaped
Nun, whose disclosures
thrilling

a

Jan.

This may

®3P*Send

and

is the onlv work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an
entirely new

sere

HENyly D- TODD, Tolman Court
“ran.
joth, 1871.

Address:

Agents Wanted

Pictorial Family Register

For tiity years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula
Some fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it bad extended Irjm
the ankle joint nearly to tbe knee. I could
not
move witnout great pain.
Iu this condition I commenced taking the University
Medicine,
A lirst it drove out a fearful humor all over
me
In a tew days the humor began to
subside, and the
ulcer is now healed ami I feel like a new beine
ELIZABETH
38
Portland, Aug. 30.

n°w

All correspondence
returned if desired.

FOR

AGENTS

SOUTH Pabis, Feb. 2,1871.
Dr. Staples—Dear Sir:—The medicine I
got at
your place, Jan. 2d, Las (lone woncltrs for me. It is
all you re omrneud it to be.
You may make any use ot tbe above
you think
Yours truly,
proper.
SETH MORSE.
The above case has been treated lor the past lour
years by different physicians lor cancer.

,i

Agents

tssengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
no9tfSupt. P. S. & P. R. R.

&

Calling

Hie new and superior sea-going
FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having been fitted
a
at
up
great expense with a large
number of beautiful State K<H>in»
steamers

Queenstown, Cork Har.

at

DIRECT BKOiV ROSTOV
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 6.
S AMARIA, Sat., Jan. 13. ALEPPO.
Sat.. Feb. 3.
S IBERIA, Sol., Jan. 20. PAltTHIA, Sat,, Feb. 10.
Y ECLA,
Sal., Jan. 27. SAMARIA, Sat., Feb. 17.
(TIT*Passengers embark at tbe Cunard Wharf, East

iifSlttPtil

forwarded immediately.

Divination.

a

Westbiook, Me.

am

all possess) at will.

Boston,

ORTLAND

BOSTON.

FOR

Steamers appointed tc sail

“-**-

can

has returned to his business, at
long wanted novelty In the subscription THE Undersigned and
Painting, Glazing
Paper Hanging, at his old
line which will sell at sight in every family. The
HAVE
stand, No 3^ Union Street, where he hopes to

Cases Treated by I.ester.
Dit. Staples:—One bottle of your extract ol Can
;er Plant cured my
little boy ol Scrofula ot 15
nouths standing. If I should write all
day I could
not give a lull iuea of his
sufferings. We employed
five physicians without reliet.
His sores are ail
healed and he appears pertectlv well. We think it
is a wonderful cure. Several ot our friends are taking the medicine with good success.
M RS, WM. J. LEWIS.
Old Town, Sept. 17, 1870.

aI“‘

Agents for Portland.

4w

6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.

The

by

_

J
J

warrant a perfect cure in sucli cases, and a
full and liealtliy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so bv writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

NOTICE.

BOOK

I have been troubled with Scrolula all
my liietime
ami Neuralgia, in the head for seven years, and
have
consulted good physicians from Maine to New York"
wilhout any betiefit whatever. 1 hive taken six
bottles ot the cancer plant and one and one ballot
the Neuralgia Elixir, and a little ot some other
kinds and 1 now leel better than I ever was before
III my life.
1 cannot say wiih Mr.
Munsey, that I
leel twenty years younger, being
only twenty eight,
but cau say I never tint so young to my knowledge
•
m my lile.
I think the worth of the Medicine cannot be
estiI mated iu words or money.
MUS. A. O. W. FOSTER,
Wilton, Me.

Wdgbt

power (which

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

For five years I have suffered with
catarrh, a had
consumptive cough and pain in my left side. I had
employed several physicians and have paid them
over $ 150 without the least heneiit.
I have used six
dollars worth of tae University
Medicines, and am
relieved irom ihe above troubles,
JOHN SHAW, West Cum’ st,
Portland, Me.

hl

I

‘‘Eminent Women of the Age.” 45,000 sold.
A very attractive book selliug rapidly. Also for
“Old and New World,” by George Allred Townsend.
A very interesting and valuable work.
dec7-4w
L. P. CROWN & Co., Boston, Mass.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

tew lima statiDgmy cure with your
wonderful catarrh specific. I have been afflicted
with catarrh ever since a child and have
spent a
great deal oi monev among our first doctors, and
have tried everything 1 heard of without obtaining
any relief. I am cured bv using your Catarrh Specific.
MRS. L. A. BUTTERFIELD, Waterville, Me.

*

Economy.

Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denouology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, in cloth: paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
monthly easily made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub.,
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wf
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Jliddle-Aged Jlen,
There are many men of the age of thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, rnilkish hue, again changiug to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this dlmculty, iguuram ui me cause, wnicn is me
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

or

use

I

w;eak

Fascination
Soul Charming,
PSYCHOLOGIC
400 pages by Herbert Hamilton, B. A, How to
this

timely use.

To the Agent qf University Medicinesat Waterville
Dear Mrs. Flood:—! think it
my duty to ad-

y

a day passes hut we are consulted
by one or
young men with the above disease, some oi
whom are as
and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a Bhort time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

J. H. WICKES,
120 IHaidcn Lane, New York.
J.J. CHfiNERY,

It

F

with emissions in sleep,—a
a bad habit in
scientifically and a perfect cure war-

ranted.
Hardly

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bhls. by

has 1,0611 known to the pubhe about forty years, by a
tong contiuned series of

JvjMI jABHL

and

$Express.

LINE

S AILING FOR LIA’ERPOOL.

i
■

Portland

from Portland, make close connections to New
*! ains
ork
one or other of the routes from

troubled

men

youth—treated

be equalled for

Parity, Brilliancy,

marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by meaical
skill. Indeed, |the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, Buttering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should nof
neglect it, and tne wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it aftords in sudden attacks, and by ts

with

Scrofula Humor all my life. A fearful
l.rok,; out ,m my
For six months I was
under treatment of the peck.
best medical advisers I could
lnnl in 1 ortland, but all the time
grew worse" mv
became 80 weak and emaciated
that I could walk but a short
distance without help
In this condition I commenced
the Univecsitv
Medicine. In one week my taking was
appetite
Sinking pain in my stomach vanished
S'?™®1'
In two months my sore was
healed. I have sim p

C

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

dc6

Pectoral.

Jinny Thousand. Can Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!

13th, 1871.

Passenger trains leave

....

complaint generally the result of

intended for use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or main-

Some three months ago I was persuaded
by my
wife lo take the University Medicine. Mv health
and mmd was so badly affected that my friends became alarmed for my salefy.
In a week alter commencing to take the Medicine I leit great relief. I
am now as well as any other mau.
.Vly wife has been
tor a long time afflicted niili disease that has baffled
the skill ot our best physicians; some of which
pronounced her case incurable. Under treatment of
the University Medic ines, her health has
g eatlv improved. Any one doubting will please call at No. 6
Lincoln street, or at repair shop. Grand Trank DepotGEORGE KINGSBURY.
Portland, Ang. 5, 1871.

dress you with

Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is buic to follow: do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

\ov'r

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., $8.30 A.
^
f 12.15 P. M., $3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M.. returning at
5- lo P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., $10.40 A.
M ., t2.35 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping car express train,
tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.

SEASON.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous

How

CUNARD

STEAMERS.

HAIL 8TKAMERN

w

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confldenceof maturer years,
IN

&

daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Suuat *1.10 A. M. t6.15 A.
£; Say 'aar**lay» excepteaj
-““M., §9.10 A. M., 13.30 P.M., t3.45 P.
y

system

OIL !

which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have

tak^

HENEY JOKES,

know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested exi>erience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to he the best in the world,
wldch are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be pahticui.ah iu
selecting
his physician, as it is a lameutable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point generally conceded by the best, sypliilograplierB, tliat the study and management of these
plaints should engross the whole time of those w ho
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,
having neither opportunity nor time to make hintsell acquainted with their pathology, commonly
purof treatment, in most cases
sues one
making
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and
dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

more

And cannot

oraniencing iTKoudnf,

N. B.

ANTIDOTE

PORTLAND, SACO,

ARRANGEMENT.

A VINTER
c

cess.

MAINE.

as Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.
THE FEW Compositions

Rheum all my lile. 1 have been under treatment
of eleven (m ss cal>ed) physicians and ail the time
grew worue. No tongue can tell what my sufferings
were, with catarrh, diseased lungs, a tearful
cough,
my limbs, wrist and hand ruuning sores, no appetite, badly diseased incidental to my sex. Though
1
felt
that lile was a burden to me. In this
young.
oreadiul condition, through the advice of a friend. I
called on the proprietor of the New York Univer
sity Medicines. He told me my case was doubtful,
but would do the besr he could. I
commenced
mg his medicines ^pnl 17tb, and am free from the
aoove troubles.
loll.

permanent CUBE.
He would call the at tention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation?
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

Young

such

New Bedford, Sept. 10,1871.
I)r. Staples, Dear Mr,—L am feeling .first rate,
a have not felt bo wed tor years as I do at the
presjnt lime. It you recollect when l waj at your
place I was suffering with a very lame back. That
has all leit me and Inever felt better in mv lile than
at the present time. I don’t believe that that medicine can be be beat. 1 believe it is what it is recommended. I believe that medicine is entitled to as
much praise as any medicine tlwt was ever introduced to the public. I will not write
any more this

T

perfect and

WICKES

Diaeaaei of the Throat and Lungs,

I /M& |

Rooms,

impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeinga Cube in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a

SEEK FOB SOME

Also Brisque, Zoo Lo and Kings <£* Cavaliers, for
lale by the trade generally.
games a specialty.
E. G. SELCHOW & CO.,
Publishers,
tdcc9-4w* 37 John Street, New York.

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral
For

Medical

AND

STEAMERS.

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

WHERE

is

the Universii y medicine, and Acapuncturatiou.
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18 Gray St.

duly iu,

$3,00.

E L E C T I

j ASTERN

IIIS

BE FOUND AT

No. 172 Cumberland Street,
he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are Buttering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from

ly&wol

deod

daclG

great pain and difficulty that l could
My
was well known by thousands of citizens in
Portland. 1 am to-day a well man, and I was cured

cert|ilcates to
wi^,iXi!?pelfnnoa,bove
® °°° 1 a"y
tfiat wi
I lJtherw'ise'
Cl"ts’
Persons having doubts will please
H. I.
I *""•
Wolcott, N.

T^

PARCHEESI
Royal Backgammon Board of India. The
most fascinating and exciting game ever
pubished in this country. Popular edition $1.00. Medi-

AGENTS.

STATE

case

0

__

SELF-mJd^MeN
By forty eminent
examples-

L’ownships. Best ever published. Will outsell all
ither Maps, and with our U. S. and World Map $75
o $200
per month cleared with a certainty. Send for
le8criptive Circular, and secure Territory at once.
J. LJ Guernsey, Publisher, Coucord, N. H.
4w

21 MARKET SQUARE,

Certificate* ol Care*.
I have been troubled, more or less, for five
years
with Inflammatory Rheumatism. For the last six
months L have Buttered beyond description.
My

Portland,

FORTUNES,

JUST

DRUGGISTS,

Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
sendaudgeta book (tree), wherein they will find
ttieir diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
Address
PELEG STAPLES,
250 Congress St., Portland, Me.

^!y we?l

S'JOO per month by fuelling

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and

MEN WANTING BUSINESS
Published for 1872, Map of New England
States, (on Large Scale), Beautifully Colored in

lm

Private

Whipple & Co.,

W. W.

good^and

WANTED, AGENTS.

S-IgSSis

fi^^Agents wanted in every town in the State,

tlh£t?rv>M1ie<1 m'l-!

MISCELLANEOUS.

iP^indliptBusble

UNFAILING REMEDY

CAN

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person muBt

ban the delicate and refreshing
of *en*d“e Farina
—^Cologne Water, and is
to

as-

in all chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific in the removal of morbid discharges, of whatever nature.
Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Bums, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful astringent and
tonic remedy.
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call ujton their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

well, who are—ahem! called by the poets,
“brown,” “russet,” “mellow,” “warm,”
“chill,” “harvesty,” “round-mooned,” and
otherwise eloquently adjective by that
longhair’d—bye the bye, does poetry produce long
CHAMBERLAIN,
ChestAut-st.
hair, or arc Hyperion locks provocative of
poetry? Let the Ages answer! See! what
As ccrfain individuals have reported tha
were we going to
the
say about October? We
above certificate is false and
disease as bad as
haven’t the slghtest idea, which on the whole ever, I wish to say, at the time mv
I gave the above ceris rather an
the
was
not ha'f told. In addition to
story
encouraging dispensation, for the fiticate,
above, my leg and back were covered with
sores
long-hair’d parties have October’d him to his the
I am now well and leel at least
twenty years youneheart’s content, liequiescat in pace.
er than I did before faking tbe remedies.
advice
to
tbe
afflicted
is to give the medicine a
My
November.—The venerable Bede died in trial
and not to be deterred by tbe
cry ol humbug
this month, and his friends
promptly buried It cured me. it has cured many others. I believe
him, telling their Bedes with an alacrity high- the extract of cancer plant will enre any blood disly discreditable to the waves of friendship. ease iu existence.
8 ° MUNSEY’ 27 Cbeftnut
(N. B. What are the .saves of friendship?)
Greet,
.Tune 7.1870.
His memory is honored in
London, on the
1 hail the Catarrh fo bad for seven
years that m
9th of November,
annually a Bedl’ being bead oecatue contused and painful. 1 was obliged
burnt in Smithfield, to the
times in the night to keep from
great enjoyment to get up several
of the populace! He was an Irish Saint
choking. 1 employed some of the oest physicians in
origithe country without benefit. I was
perle tly cured
nally, his real name being Bede’ad. (See with the University Medicines in three
weeks.
Froissart’s Small Beer Chronicles.) He was
A. M. MORGAN, 224 Cumberland St.
Portland.
however, actually born at Durham, and in- Conductor on the Portland Sc Odgensburg Railroad
February 18,1870.
vented the notorious rfiustard. We are
hapSince giving the above
certificate, I have been perpy to state that he is extremely dead.
fectly tree irom Catarrh, through 1 have been continually exposed to wet and colds.
December.—Cheery, bright, jovial, merryOct. 15,1871,
A. M. MORGAN.
making, stalwart, frosty, kindly, starry,
snowy, icy, friendly, Christmasy, lusty DeJ'ears '«» hadlv afflicted with Asthma,
and a tearful
cember. We hail tliee! we love
consumptive congh
thee, we ad- Catarrh,
*aa
mire thee, we could not
pcr'e<tl£ cu!Led with the University Medlcomplete the year
without thee, we garland
been
thy glorious old
continually exposed to wet and cold, without
head with the
glowing red berries of Eld; we the least return ot symptoms of the above diseases
GAFT. A. CLEAVES.
wrap a purple robe around thy giant limbs.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3, 1870.
In the name of the
Prophet Figs, we could
not swear that you are, that we
A REMARKABLE CURE !-I have been
do, or that witli
troubled
we can!
a bad
well.

Extract, possessing superior

A pure, aqueous

April.—Had it not been for April, we
should never have had umbrellas! This may
seem a bold
statement; but if yon consult |
Herodotus (4th chapter 197th verse of the
Respectiully, &c„
Koran), you will see that he does not, even time.
H. A. WHITTIER,
distantly, allude to it. This should decide
the wager. Was there a wager?
I have been afflicted with Scrofula and Salt
Well, never

mind, the matter is clear enough to us, and
if Adam and Eve did walk about without umbrellas, in this showeriest of months, we are
no longer at a loss to conceive their
bequest
of rheumatism to
.suffering humanity. April,
we love thee; but never more be officer of

Portland,

•

nateria medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

PELEG STAPLES.

January.—Woodcocks, bootmakers and
now project their bills,
lacerating impecunious debtors, and settling
the question that hilling does not at all resemble cooing. Snowballing is epidemical at
this period, and everybody takes it freely,that

\ TTnnTniVr

seen

tringent and tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the country as an

Under

Bronchitis,

rom
ever

granular erosions, with leucorrhoea,
lisappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
,ime to do more than call the attention of my profes>ional brethren to this new Extract, which I am sure
vill soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
ind I have

the chain:

other birds of prey

some

The Greatest Success of the A*e

Our Annual Calendar.

nate

YORK

47 Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14,1871.
“For the last ten
years I have been a great sufferer
frequent attacks of Acute
and have
found anything to relieve me from these attacks
1 ntil I tried Dr. Wells* Carbolic Tablets.'*
Elizabeth T. Root.
Don’t let worthless arti^M
U A lUll • cles be palmed off on.vou,
1 e sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.
« roHN Q.
Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Me.
i

vagina,
uteri; I
lave used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
vith great success: but I prefer to apply it to the osincae on cotton wool, either pure or mixed with glyc;rine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it
hould remain intact for two or three, or even four
lays, and then be renewed. In this way I have seen
■hronic granular vaginities remedied'in a few days
hat have resisted the ordinary remedies for weeks;

the huge elephant pip-pip-play,

Present tin* long-aimed blow,
And crush the tyrant, while they rend
These constitute a State!”

1 elected.

the Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of

Pinus Canadensis for about eight months in
[HAVE
and cervix
Elections of the reetum,

You shall gig-glg-gaze on the stit-stit-stately raccoon,
And then, did-dear, together we’ll stray,
To the cage of the bub-bub-blue-faced bab-babboon.

»

] iUngh, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
From the great number of Testimonials as to the
fficiency of this invaluable medicine the following is

N. B.—All ot fhe genuine article has the copyright
1 rade mark of S. IJ. Kennedy on every package.

pip-poke
your pip-pip-pink pip-

pip-pip-pip-parasol.

OF

BY J. MARION SIMS, M. X).

You

to
with

EXTRACT

PINUS CANADENSIS.

Or gracefully swing by the tit-tit-tail.

But
At

CONCENTRATED

VAlik

song

Makes mum-mmn-molody through the sweet vale;
Where the mum-monkeys gig-gig-grin all the day

pip-pip-pip-pole;
observe ’Us forbidden

Why will you Cough when you can be so easily reby using
Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets!
They are a sure cure for Sore Throat, Cold,
[OAKSENESS, CATARRH and ALL DISEASES OF THE

RAILROADS.

DR. J. B. HUGHES
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Portland, Me.

Middle St.. UpStaira.
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I 1HOSE in want of Plain or Fancy .lob Print;,,.,
will find it to their advantage to call on Wm \i
,f
vnas. at the Daily Press Job Printing Office F»1
CI1 auge Street, Portland.
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4 1.1 OK A Wjg. Best Cheap Shuttle Sewing
Machine in the world.
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